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THE MOON by JULES VERNE

in by Rich Schroeppel.by an anonymous PG volunteer.SEQUEL TOTHE EARTH TO
THE MOONTHE MOONCHAPTERFIRST PART OF THIS WORK, AND SERVING
AS A PREFACE TO THE SECONDthe year 186-, the whole world was greatly excited
by aexperiment unprecedented in the annals of science.members of the Gun Club, a circle
of artillerymen formed atafter the American war, conceived the idea ofthemselves in
communication with the moon!-- yes, withmoon-- by sending to her a projectile.  Their
president,, the promoter of the enterprise, having consulted theof the Cambridge
Observatory upon the subject, tooknecessary means to ensure the success of this
extraordinary, which had been declared practicable by the majoritycompetent judges.
After setting on foot a public, which realized nearly L1,200,000, they began thework.to
the advice forwarded from the members of the, the gun destined to launch the projectile
had to bein a country situated between the 0 and 28th degrees ofor south latitude, in order
to aim at the moon when at the; and its initiatory velocity was fixed at twelve thousandto
the second.  Launched on the 1st of December, at 10hrs.m. 40s. P.M., it ought to reach
the moon four days after its, that is on the 5th of December, at midnight, at the moment of
her attaining her perigee, that isnearest distance from the earth, which is exactly
86,410(French), or 238,833 miles mean distance (English).principal members of the Gun
Club, President Barbicane,Elphinstone, the secretary Joseph T. Maston, and othermen,
held several meetings, at which the shape andof the projectile were discussed, also the
positionnature of the gun, and the quality and quantity of powderbe used.  It was decided:
First, that the projectile shoulda shell made of aluminum with a diameter of 108 inches and
aof twelve inches to its walls; and should weigh,250 pounds.  Second, that the gun should
be a Columbiadin iron, 900 feet long, and run perpendicularly intoearth.  Third, that the
charge should contain 400,000 poundsgun-cotton, which, giving out six billions of litres of
gas inof the projectile, would easily carry it toward the orb of night.questions determined
President Barbicane, assisted bythe engineer, to choose a spot situated in Florida, in@ 7'
North latitude, and 77@ 3' West (Greenwich) longitude.was on this spot, after stupendous
labor, that the Columbiadcast with full success.  Things stood thus, when an incidentplace
which increased the interest attached to this greata hundredfold.Frenchman, an
enthusiastic Parisian, as witty as he was bold,to be enclosed in the projectile, in order that
he mightthe moon, and reconnoiter this terrestrial satellite.name of this intrepid adventurer
was Michel Ardan.  He landedAmerica, was received with enthusiasm, held meetings,
sawcarried in triumph, reconciled President Barbicane tomortal enemy, Captain Nicholl,
and, as a token of, persuaded them both to start with him inprojectile.  The proposition
being accepted, the shapethe projectile was slightly altered.  It was made of aconical form.
This species of aerial car was lined withsprings and partitions to deaden the shock of
departure.was provided with food for a year, water for some months,gas for some days.
A self-acting apparatus supplied thetravelers with air to breathe.  At the same time, on
onethe highest points of the Rocky Mountains, the Gun Club hadgigantic telescope
erected, in order that they might be ablefollow the course of the projectile through space.
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All wasready.the 30th of November, at the hour fixed upon, from the midstan
extraordinary crowd of spectators, the departure took place,for the first time, three human
beings quitted the terrestrial, and launched into inter-planetary space with almost aof
reaching their destination.  These bold travelers,Ardan, President Barbicane, and Captain
Nicholl, ought tothe passage in ninety-seven hours, thirteen minutes, andseconds.
Consequently, their arrival on the lunar discnot take place until the 5th of December at
twelve at night,the exact moment when the moon should be full, and not on theth, as some
badly informed journalists had announced.an unforeseen circumstance, viz., the detonation
producedthe Columbiad, had the immediate effect of troubling theatmosphere, by
accumulating a large quantity of, a phenomenon which excited universal indignation, for
thewas hidden from the eyes of the watchers for several nights.worthy Joseph T. Maston,
the staunchest friend of the three, started for the Rocky Mountains, accompanied by the. J.
Belfast, director of the Cambridge Observatory, andthe station of Long's Peak, where the
telescope waswhich brought the moon within an apparent distance ofleagues.  The
honorable secretary of the Gun Club wishedto observe the vehicle of his daring
friends.accumulation of the clouds in the atmosphere prevented allon the 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th,
9th, and 10th of December.it was thought that all observations would have to be putto the
3d of January in the following year; for the moonits last quarter on the 11th, would then
only presentever-decreasing portion of her disc, insufficient to allowtheir following the
course of the projectile.length, to the general satisfaction, a heavy storm
clearedatmosphere on the night of the 11th and 12th of December,the moon, with half-
illuminated disc, was plainly to be seenthe black sky.very night a telegram was sent from
the station of Long'sby Joseph T. Maston and Belfast to the gentlemen of theObservatory,
announcing that on the 11th of December8h. 47m. P.M., the projectile launched by the
Columbiad ofHill had been detected by Messrs. Belfast and Maston--it had deviated from
its course from some unknown cause,had not reached its destination; but that it had passed
nearto be retained by the lunar attraction; that itsmovement had been changed to a circular
one, andfollowing an elliptical orbit round the star of night itbecome its satellite.  The
telegram added that the elementsthis new star had not yet been calculated; and indeed
threemade upon a star in three different positions areto determine these elements.  Then it
showed that theseparating the projectile from the lunar surface "might"reckoned at about
2,833 miles.ended with the double hypothesis: either the attraction ofmoon would draw it
to herself, and the travelers thus attainend; or that the projectile, held in one immutable
orbit,gravitate around the lunar disc to all eternity.such alternatives, what would be the
fate of the travelers?they had food for some time.  But supposing they didin their rash
enterprise, how would they return?they ever return?  Should they hear from
them?questions, debated by the most learned pens of the day,engrossed the public
attention.is advisable here to make a remark which ought to be wellby hasty observers.
When a purely speculativeis announced to the public, it cannot be done with tooprudence.
No one is obliged to discover either a planet,comet, or a satellite; and whoever makes a
mistake in such aexposes himself justly to the derision of the mass.better is it to wait; and
that is what the impatient Joseph. Maston should have done before sending this telegram
forth toworld, which, according to his idea, told the whole resultthe enterprise.  Indeed
this telegram contained two sorts of, as was proved eventually.  First, errors of
observation,the distance of the projectile from the surface ofmoon, for on the 11th of
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December it was impossible to see; and what Joseph T. Maston had seen, or thought he
saw, couldhave been the projectile of the Columbiad.  Second, errors ofon the fate in store
for the said projectile; for in makinga satellite of the moon, it was putting it in directof all
mechanical laws.single hypothesis of the observers of Long's Peak could everrealized, that
which foresaw the case of the travelers (ifalive) uniting their efforts with the lunar
attraction tothe surface of the disc.these men, as clever as they were daring, had survived
theshock consequent on their departure, and it is theirin the projectile car which is here
related in its mostas well as in its most singular details.  This recitaldestroy many illusions
and surmises; but it will give aidea of the singular changes in store for such an; it will bring
out the scientific instincts of, the industrious resources of Nicholl, and thehumor of Michel
Ardan.  Besides this, it will provetheir worthy friend, Joseph T. Maston, was wasting his,
while leaning over the gigantic telescope he watched theof the moon through the starry
space.IMINUTES PAST TEN TO FORTY-SEVEN MINUTES PAST TEN P. M.ten
o'clock struck, Michel Ardan, Barbicane, and Nicholl,leave of the numerous friends they
were leaving on the earth.two dogs, destined to propagate the canine race on the lunar,
were already shut up in the projectile.three travelers approached the orifice of the
enormousiron tube, and a crane let them down to the conical top ofprojectile.  There, an
opening made for the purpose gaveaccess to the aluminum car.  The tackle belonging to
thebeing hauled from outside, the mouth of the Columbiad wasdisencumbered of its last
supports., once introduced with his companions inside the, began to close the opening by
means of a strong, held in position by powerful screws.  Other plates,fitted, covered the
lenticular glasses, and the, hermetically enclosed in their metal prison, werein profound
darkness."And now, my dear companions," said Michel Ardan, "let usourselves at home; I
am a domesticated man and stronghousekeeping.  We are bound to make the best of our
new, and make ourselves comfortable.  And first let usand see a little.  Gas was not
invented for moles."saying, the thoughtless fellow lit a match by striking it onsole of his
boot; and approached the burner fixed to the, in which the carbonized hydrogen, stored at
high, sufficed for the lighting and warming of thefor a hundred and forty-four hours, or six
days andnights.  The gas caught fire, and thus lighted thelooked like a comfortable room
with thickly padded, furnished with a circular divan, and a roof rounded inshape of a
dome.Ardan examined everything, and declared himself satisfiedhis installation."It is a
prison," said he, "but a traveling prison; and, withright of putting my nose to the window,
I could well standlease of a hundred years.  You smile, Barbicane.  Have you any_arriere-
pensee_?  Do you say to yourself, `This prison may betomb?'  Tomb, perhaps; still I would
not change it for's, which floats in space but never advances an inch!"Michel Ardan was
speaking, Barbicane and Nicholl weretheir last preparations.'s chronometer marked twenty
minutes past ten P.M. whenthree travelers were finally enclosed in their
projectile.chronometer was set within the tenth of a second by that ofthe engineer.
Barbicane consulted it."My friends," said he, "it is twenty minutes past ten.  At forty-
minutes past ten Murchison will launch the electric sparkthe wire which communicates
with the charge of the Columbiad.that precise moment we shall leave our spheroid.  Thus
wehave twenty-seven minutes to remain on the earth.""Twenty-six minutes thirteen
seconds," replied the methodical Nicholl."Well!" exclaimed Michel Ardan, in a good-
humored tone, "muchbe done in twenty-six minutes.  The gravest questions ofand politics
may be discussed, and even solved.six minutes well employed are worth more than
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twenty-sixin which nothing is done.  Some seconds of a Pascal or aare more precious than
the whole existence of a crowd ofsimpletons----""And you conclude, then, you everlasting
talker?" asked Barbicane."I conclude that we have twenty-six minutes left," replied
Ardan."Twenty-four only," said Nicholl."Well, twenty-four, if you like, my noble captain,"
said Ardan;"twenty-four minutes in which to investigate----""Michel," said Barbicane,
"during the passage we shall haveof time to investigate the most difficult questions.the
present we must occupy ourselves with our departure.""Are we not ready?""Doubtless;
but there are still some precautions to be taken,deaden as much as possible the first
shock.""Have we not the water-cushions placed between the partition-, whose elasticity
will sufficiently protect us?""I hope so, Michel," replied Barbicane gently, "but I am not
sure.""Ah, the joker!" exclaimed Michel Ardan.  "He hopes!--He is not!-- and he waits for
the moment when we are encased to makedeplorable admission!  I beg to be allowed to
get out!""And how?" asked Barbicane."Humph!" said Michel Ardan, "it is not easy; we
are in the, and the guard's whistle will sound before twenty-fourare over.""Twenty," said
Nicholl.some moments the three travelers looked at each other.they began to examine the
objects imprisoned with them."Everything is in its place," said Barbicane.  "We have now
tohow we can best place ourselves to resist the shock.cannot be an indifferent matter; and
we must, as muchpossible, prevent the rush of blood to the head.""Just so," said
Nicholl."Then," replied Michel Ardan, ready to suit the action to the, "let us put our heads
down and our feet in the air, likeclowns in the grand circus.""No," said Barbicane, "let us
stretch ourselves on our sides; weresist the shock better that way.  Remember that, when
thestarts, it matters little whether we are in it orit; it amounts to much the same thing.""If
it is only `much the same thing,' I may cheer up," saidArdan."Do you approve of my idea,
Nicholl?" asked Barbicane."Entirely," replied the captain.  "We've still thirteen minutesa
half.""That Nicholl is not a man," exclaimed Michel; "he is awith seconds, an escape, and
eight holes."his companions were not listening; they were taking up theirpositions with the
most perfect coolness.  They were likemethodical travelers in a car, seeking to place
themselvescomfortably as possible.might well ask ourselves of what materials are the
hearts ofAmericans made, to whom the approach of the most frightfuladded no
pulsation.thick and solidly-made couches had been placed inprojectile.  Nicholl and
Barbicane placed them in theof the disc forming the floor.  There the threewere to stretch
themselves some moments beforedeparture.this time, Ardan, not being able to keep still,
turned innarrow prison like a wild beast in a cage, chatting with his, speaking to the dogs
Diana and Satellite, to whom, asbe seen, he had given significant names."Ah, Diana!  Ah,
Satellite!" he exclaimed, teasing them; "so yougoing to show the moon-dogs the good
habits of the dogs ofearth!  That will do honor to the canine race!  If ever wecome down
again, I will bring a cross type of `moon-dogs,'will make a stir!""If there _are_ dogs in the
moon," said Barbicane."There are," said Michel Ardan, "just as there are horses, cows,,
and chickens.  I bet that we shall find chickens.""A hundred dollars we shall find none!"
said Nicholl."Done, my captain!" replied Ardan, clasping Nicholl's hand."But, by the bye,
you have already lost three bets with our, as the necessary funds for the enterprise have
been, as the operation of casting has been successful, and, as the Columbiad has been
loaded without accident, sixdollars.""Yes," replied Nicholl.  "Thirty-seven minutes six
seconds past ten.""It is understood, captain.  Well, before another quarter of anyou will
have to count nine thousand dollars to the; four thousand because the Columbiad will not
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burst,five thousand because the projectile will rise more than sixin the air.""I have the
dollars," replied Nicholl, slapping the pocket ofcoat.  "I only ask to be allowed to
pay.""Come, Nicholl.  I see that you are a man of method, whichcould never be; but
indeed you have made a series of betsvery little advantage to yourself, allow me to tell
you.""And why?" asked Nicholl."Because, if you gain the first, the Columbiad will have
burst,the projectile with it; and Barbicane will no longer beto reimburse your dollars.""My
stake is deposited at the bank in Baltimore," repliedsimply; "and if Nicholl is not there, it
will go toheirs.""Ah, you practical men!" exclaimed Michel Ardan; "I admire youmore for
not being able to understand you.""Forty-two minutes past ten!" said Nicholl."Only five
minutes more!" answered Barbicane."Yes, five little minutes!" replied Michel Ardan; "and
we arein a projectile, at the bottom of a gun 900 feet long!under this projectile are
rammed 400,000 pounds of gun-cotton,is equal to 1,600,000 pounds of ordinary powder!
And friend, with his chronometer in hand, his eye fixed on the, his finger on the electric
apparatus, is counting thepreparatory to launching us into interplanetary space.""Enough,
Michel, enough!" said Barbicane, in a serious voice;"let us prepare.  A few instants alone
separate us from anmoment.  One clasp of the hand, my friends.""Yes," exclaimed Michel
Ardan, more moved than he wished to; and the three bold companions were united in a
last embrace."God preserve us!" said the religious Barbicane.Ardan and Nicholl stretched
themselves on the couchesin the center of the disc."Forty-seven minutes past ten!"
murmured the captain."Twenty seconds more!"  Barbicane quickly put out the gas
anddown by his companions, and the profound silence was onlyby the ticking of the
chronometer marking the seconds.a dreadful shock was felt, and the projectile, underforce
of six billions of litres of gas, developed by theof pyroxyle, mounted into space.IIFIRST
HALF-HOURhad happened?  What effect had this frightful shock produced?the ingenuity
of the constructors of the projectile obtainedhappy result?  Had the shock been deadened,
thanks to the, the four plugs, the water-cushions, and the partition-breaks?they been able
to subdue the frightful pressure of the initiatoryof more than 11,000 yards, which was
enough to traverse ParisNew York in a second?  This was evidently the question
suggestedthe thousand spectators of this moving scene.  They forgot theof the journey,
and thought only of the travelers.  And ifof them-- Joseph T. Maston for example-- could
have cast oneinto the projectile, what would he have seen?then.  The darkness was
profound.  But its cylindro-partitions had resisted wonderfully.  Not a rent or aanywhere!
The wonderful projectile was not even heatedthe intense deflagration of the powder, nor
liquefied,they seemed to fear, in a shower of aluminum.interior showed but little disorder;
indeed, only a fewhad been violently thrown toward the roof; but the mostseemed not to
have suffered from the shock at all;fixtures were intact.the movable disc, sunk down to the
bottom by the smashing ofpartition-breaks and the escape of the water, three
bodiesapparently lifeless.  Barbicane, Nicholl, and Michel Ardan--they still breathe? or was
the projectile nothing now but acoffin, bearing three corpses into space?minutes after the
departure of the projectile, one ofbodies moved, shook its arms, lifted its head, and
finallyin getting on its knees.  It was Michel Ardan.  He feltall over, gave a sonorous
"Hem!" and then said:"Michel Ardan is whole.  How about the others?"courageous
Frenchman tried to rise, but could not stand.head swam, from the rush of blood; he was
blind; he was aman."Bur-r!" said he.  "It produces the same effect as two bottlesCorton,
though perhaps less agreeable to swallow.", passing his hand several times across his
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forehead andhis temples, he called in a firm voice:"Nicholl!  Barbicane!"waited anxiously.
No answer; not even a sigh to show thathearts of his companions were still beating.  He
called again.same silence."The devil!" he exclaimed.  "They look as if they had fallena fifth
story on their heads.  Bah!" he added, with thatconfidence which nothing could check, "if
acan get on his knees, two Americans ought to be ableget on their feet.  But first let us
light up."felt the tide of life return by degrees.  His blood became, and returned to its
accustomed circulation.  Another efforthis equilibrium.  He succeeded in rising, drew a
matchhis pocket, and approaching the burner lighted it.receiver had not suffered at all.
The gas had not escaped., the smell would have betrayed it; and in that caseArdan could
not have carried a lighted match withthrough the space filled with hydrogen.  The gas
mixingthe air would have produced a detonating mixture, and thewould have finished what
the shock had perhaps begun.the burner was lit, Ardan leaned over the bodies of his:  they
were lying one on the other, an inert mass,above, Barbicane underneath.lifted the captain,
propped him up against the divan, andto rub vigorously.  This means, used with
judgment,Nicholl, who opened his eyes, and instantly recoveringpresence of mind, seized
Ardan's hand and looked around him."And Barbicane?" said he."Each in turn," replied
Michel Ardan.  "I began with you,, because you were on the top.  Now let us
lookBarbicane."  Saying which, Ardan and Nicholl raised theof the Gun Club and laid him
on the divan.  He seemedhave suffered more than either of his companions; he was, but
Nicholl was reassured by finding that thecame from a slight wound on the shoulder, a
mere, which he bound up carefully., Barbicane was a long time coming to himself,
whichhis friends, who did not spare friction."He breathes though," said Nicholl, putting his
ear to the chestthe wounded man."Yes," replied Ardan, "he breathes like a man who has
someof that daily operation.  Rub, Nicholl; let us rub harder."the two improvised
practitioners worked so hard and so wellBarbicane recovered his senses.  He opened his
eyes, sat up,his two friends by the hands, and his first words were--"Nicholl, are we
moving?"and Ardan looked at each other; they had not yetthemselves about the projectile;
their first thoughtbeen for the traveler, not for the car."Well, are we really moving?"
repeated Michel Ardan."Or quietly resting on the soil of Florida?" asked Nicholl."Or at the
bottom of the Gulf of Mexico?" added Michel Ardan."What an idea!" exclaimed the
president.this double hypothesis suggested by his companions had theof recalling him to
his senses.  In any case they coulddecide on the position of the projectile.  Its apparent,
and the want of communication with the outside,them from solving the question.  Perhaps
the projectileunwinding its course through space.  Perhaps after a shortit had fallen upon
the earth, or even in the Gulf of Mexico--fall which the narrowness of the peninsula of
Florida wouldnot impossible.case was serious, the problem interesting, and one that
mustsolved as soon as possible.  Thus, highly excited, Barbicane'senergy triumphed over
physical weakness, and he rose tofeet.  He listened.  Outside was perfect silence; but
thepadding was enough to intercept all sounds coming fromearth.  But one circumstance
struck Barbicane, viz., thattemperature inside the projectile was singularly high.president
drew a thermometer from its case and consulted it.instrument showed 81@ Fahr."Yes," he
exclaimed, "yes, we are moving!  This stifling heat,through the partitions of the projectile,
isby its friction on the atmospheric strata.  It willdiminish, because we are already floating
in space, andhaving nearly stifled, we shall have to suffer intense cold."What!" said Michel
Ardan.  "According to your showing, Barbicane,are already beyond the limits of the
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terrestrial atmosphere?""Without a doubt, Michel.  Listen to me.  It is fifty-fivepast ten;
we have been gone about eight minutes; and ifinitiatory speed has not been checked by the
friction, sixwould be enough for us to pass through the forty milesatmosphere which
surrounds the globe.""Just so," replied Nicholl; "but in what proportion do youthe
diminution of speed by friction?""In the proportion of one-third, Nicholl.  This diminution
is, but according to my calculations it is nothing less., then, we had an initiatory speed of
12,000 yards, on leavingatmosphere this speed would be reduced to 9,165 yards.  In
anywe have already passed through this interval, and----""And then," said Michel Ardan,
"friend Nicholl has lost his two:  four thousand dollars because the Columbiad did not
burst;thousand dollars because the projectile has risen more thanmiles.  Now, Nicholl, pay
up.""Let us prove it first," said the captain, "and we willafterward.  It is quite possible that
Barbicane's reasoningcorrect, and that I have lost my nine thousand dollars.  But
ahypothesis presents itself to my mind, and it annuls the wager.""What is that?" asked
Barbicane quickly."The hypothesis that, for some reason or other, fire was neverto the
powder, and we have not started at all.""My goodness, captain," exclaimed Michel Ardan,
"that hypothesisnot worthy of my brain!  It cannot be a serious one.  For havenot been half
annihilated by the shock?  Did I not recall youlife?  Is not the president's shoulder still
bleeding from theit has received?""Granted," replied Nicholl; "but one question.""Well,
captain?""Did you hear the detonation, which certainly ought to be loud?""No," replied
Ardan, much surprised; "certainly I did not heardetonation.""And you, Barbicane?""Nor I,
either.""Very well," said Nicholl."Well now," murmured the president "why did we not
hear the detonation?"three friends looked at each other with a disconcerted air.was quite
an inexplicable phenomenon.  The projectile had, and consequently there must have been a
detonation."Let us first find out where we are," said Barbicane, "and letthis panel."very
simple operation was soon accomplished.nuts which held the bolts to the outer plates of
thehand scuttle gave way under the pressure of thewrench.  These bolts were pushed
outside, and thecovered with India-rubber stopped up the holes which letthrough.
Immediately the outer plate fell back upon itslike a porthole, and the lenticular glass which
closedscuttle appeared.  A similar one was let into the thickon the opposite side of the
projectile, another in theof the dome, and finally a fourth in the middle of the base.could,
therefore, make observations in four different; the firmament by the side and most direct
windows,earth or the moon by the upper and under openings inprojectile.and his two
companions immediately rushed to thewindow.  But it was lit by no ray of light.darkness
surrounded them, which, however, did notthe president from exclaiming:"No, my friends,
we have not fallen back upon the earth; no, norwe submerged in the Gulf of Mexico.  Yes!
we are mountingspace.  See those stars shining in the night, and thatdarkness heaped up
between the earth and us!""Hurrah! hurrah!" exclaimed Michel Ardan and Nicholl in one
voice., this thick darkness proved that the projectile had leftearth, for the soil, brilliantly lit
by the moon-beams wouldbeen visible to the travelers, if they had been lying onsurface.
This darkness also showed that the projectile hadthe atmospheric strata, for the diffused
light spread inair would have been reflected on the metal walls, whichwas wanting.  This
light would have lit the window,the window was dark.  Doubt was no longer possible;
thehad left the earth."I have lost," said Nicholl."I congratulate you," replied Ardan."Here
are the nine thousand dollars," said the captain, drawingroll of paper dollars from his
pocket."Will you have a receipt for it?" asked Barbicane, taking the sum."If you do not
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mind," answered Nicholl; "it is more business-like."coolly and seriously, as if he had been
at his strong-box,president drew forth his notebook, tore out a blank leaf,a proper receipt
in pencil, dated and signed it with theflourish, [1] and gave it to the captain, who carefully
placedin his pocketbook.  Michel Ardan, taking off his hat, bowed totwo companions
without speaking.  So much formality under suchleft him speechless.  He had never before
seenso "American."[1] This is a purely French habit.affair settled, Barbicane and Nicholl
had returned to the, and were watching the constellations.  The stars lookedbright points
on the black sky.  But from that side theynot see the orb of night, which, traveling from
east to, would rise by degrees toward the zenith.  Its absence drewfollowing remark from
Ardan:"And the moon; will she perchance fail at our rendezvous?""Do not alarm
yourself," said Barbicane; "our future globe is atpost, but we cannot see her from this side;
let us open the other.""As Barbicane was about leaving the window to open the opposite,
his attention was attracted by the approach of aobject.  It was an enormous disc, whose
colossalcould not be estimated.  Its face, which was turned toearth, was very bright.  One
might have thought it a smallreflecting the light of the large one.  She advanced withspeed,
and seemed to describe an orbit round the earth,would intersect the passage of the
projectile.  This bodyupon its axis, and exhibited the phenomena of allbodies abandoned in
space."Ah!" exclaimed Michel Ardan, "What is that? another projectile?"did not answer.
The appearance of this enormous bodyand troubled him.  A collision was possible, and
mightattended with deplorable results; either the projectile wouldfrom its path, or a shock,
breaking its impetus, mightit to earth; or, lastly, it might be irresistiblyaway by the
powerful asteroid.  The president caught at athe consequences of these three hypotheses,
either ofwould, one way or the other, bring their experiment to anand fatal termination.
His companions stoodlooking into space.  The object grew rapidly as itthem, and by an
optical illusion the projectileto be throwing itself before it."By Jove!" exclaimed Michel
Ardan, "we shall run into one another!"the travelers drew back.  Their dread was great,it
did not last many seconds.  The asteroid passed severalyards from the projectile and
disappeared, not so muchthe rapidity of its course, as that its face being oppositemoon, it
was suddenly merged into the perfect darkness of space."A happy journey to you,"
exclaimed Michel Ardan, with a sighrelief.  "Surely infinity of space is large enough for a
poorprojectile to walk through without fear.  Now, what isportentous globe which nearly
struck us?""I know," replied Barbicane."Oh, indeed! you know everything.""It is," said
Barbicane, "a simple meteorite, but an enormous one,the attraction of the earth has
retained as a satellite.""Is it possible!" exclaimed Michel Ardan; "the earth then hasmoons
like Neptune?""Yes, my friends, two moons, though it passes generally foronly one; but
this second moon is so small, and itsso great, that the inhabitants of the earth cannot see
it.was by noticing disturbances that a French astronomer, M. Petit,able to determine the
existence of this second satellite andits elements.  According to his observations, thiswill
accomplish its revolution around the earth inhours and twenty minutes, which implies a
wonderful ratespeed.""Do all astronomers admit the existence of this
satellite?"Nicholl."No," replied Barbicane; "but if, like us, they had met it, theyno longer
doubt it.  Indeed, I think that this meteorite,, had it struck the projectile, would have much
embarrassed, will give us the means of deciding what our position inis.""How?" said
Ardan."Because its distance is known, and when we met it, we werefour thousand six
hundred and fifty miles from theof the terrestrial globe.""More than two thousand French
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leagues," exclaimed Michel Ardan."That beats the express trains of the pitiful globe called
the earth.""I should think so," replied Nicholl, consulting his; "it is eleven o'clock, and it is
only thirteensince we left the American continent.""Only thirteen minutes?" said
Barbicane."Yes," said Nicholl; "and if our initiatory speed of twelveyards has been kept
up, we shall have made about twentymiles in the hour.""That is all very well, my friends,"
said the president, "butinsoluble question still remains.  Why did we not hear theof the
Columbiad?"want of an answer the conversation dropped, and Barbicanethoughtfully to
let down the shutter of the second side.succeeded; and through the uncovered glass the
moon filledprojectile with a brilliant light.  Nicholl, as anman, put out the gas, now useless,
and whoseprevented any observation of the inter-planetary space.lunar disc shone with
wonderful purity.  Her rays, no longerthrough the vapory atmosphere of the terrestrial
globe,through the glass, filling the air in the interior of thewith silvery reflections.  The
black curtain of thein reality heightened the moon's brilliancy, which invoid of ether
unfavorable to diffusion did not eclipse thestars.  The heavens, thus seen, presented quite
aaspect, and one which the human eye could never dream of.may conceive the interest
with which these bold men watchedorb of night, the great aim of their journey.its motion
the earth's satellite was insensibly nearing the, the mathematical point which it ought to
attainsix hours later.  Her mountains, her plains, everywas as clearly discernible to their
eyes as if theyobserving it from some spot upon the earth; but its lightdeveloped through
space with wonderful intensity.  The disclike a platinum mirror.  Of the earth flying from
underfeet, the travelers had lost all recollection.was captain Nicholl who first recalled their
attention to theglobe."Yes," said Michel Ardan, "do not let us be ungrateful to it.we are
leaving our country, let our last looks be directedit.  I wish to see the earth once more
before it is quitefrom my eyes."satisfy his companions, Barbicane began to uncover the
windowthe bottom of the projectile, which would allow them tothe earth direct.  The disc,
which the force of thehad beaten down to the base, was removed, notdifficulty.  Its
fragments, placed carefully against a wall,serve again upon occasion.  Then a circular gap
appeared,inches in diameter, hollowed out of the lower part ofprojectile.  A glass cover,
six inches thick and strengthenedupper fastenings, closed it tightly.  Beneath was fixed
anplate, held in place by bolts.  The screws being undone,the bolts let go, the plate fell
down, and visiblewas established between the interior and the exterior.Ardan knelt by the
glass.  It was cloudy, seemingly opaque."Well!" he exclaimed, "and the earth?""The
earth?" said Barbicane.  "There it is.""What! that little thread; that silver
crescent?""Doubtless, Michel.  In four days, when the moon will be full,the very time we
shall reach it, the earth will be new, andonly appear to us as a slender crescent which will
soon, and for some days will be enveloped in utter darkness.""That the earth?" repeated
Michel Ardan, looking with all hisat the thin slip of his native planet.explanation given by
President Barbicane was correct.earth, with respect to the projectile, was entering
itsphase.  It was in its octant, and showed a crescent finelyon the dark background of the
sky.  Its light, renderedby the thick strata of the atmosphere was less intensethat of the
crescent moon, but it was of considerable, and looked like an enormous arch stretched
acrossfirmament.  Some parts brilliantly lighted, especially onconcave part, showed the
presence of high mountains, oftenbehind thick spots, which are never seen on thedisc.
They were rings of clouds placed concentricallythe terrestrial globe.the travelers were
trying to pierce the profound darkness,brilliant cluster of shooting stars burst upon their
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eyes.of meteorites, ignited by the friction of the, irradiated the shadow of the luminous
train, andthe cloudy parts of the disc with their fire.  At thisthe earth was in its perihelion,
and the month ofis so propitious to these shooting stars, thathave counted as many as
twenty-four thousand inhour.  But Michel Ardan, disdaining scientific reasonings,thinking
that the earth was thus saluting theof her three children with her most brilliant
fireworks.this was all they saw of the globe lost in the solar, rising and setting to the great
planets like a simpleor evening star!  This globe, where they had left allaffections, was
nothing more than a fugitive crescent!did the three friends look without speaking, though
unitedheart, while the projectile sped onward with andecreasing speed.  Then an
irresistible drowsiness crepttheir brain.  Was it weariness of body and mind?  No
doubt;after the over-excitement of those last hours passed upon, reaction was
inevitable."Well," said Nicholl, "since we must sleep, let us sleep."stretching themselves on
their couches, they were all threein a profound slumber.they had not forgotten themselves
more than a quarter of an, when Barbicane sat up suddenly, and rousing his companionsa
loud voice, exclaimed----"I have found it!""What have you found?" asked Michel Ardan,
jumping from his bed."The reason why we did not hear the detonation of the
Columbiad.""And it is----?" said Nicholl."Because our projectile traveled faster than the
sound!"IIIPLACE OF SHELTERcurious but certainly correct explanation once given,
thefriends returned to their slumbers.  Could they have foundcalmer or more peaceful spot
to sleep in?  On the earth,, towns, cottages, and country feel every shock given toexterior
of the globe.  On sea, the vessels rocked by theare still in motion; in the air, the balloon
oscillateson the fluid strata of divers densities.projectile alone, floating in perfect space, in
the midstperfect silence, offered perfect repose.the sleep of our adventurous travelers
might have beenprolonged, if an unexpected noise had not awakenedat about seven
o'clock in the morning of the 2nd of, eight hours after their departure.noise was a very
natural barking."The dogs! it is the dogs!" exclaimed Michel Ardan, rising at once."They
are hungry," said Nicholl."By Jove!" replied Michel, "we have forgotten them.""Where are
they?" asked Barbicane.looked and found one of the animals crouched under the divan.and
shaken by the initiatory shock, it had remainedthe corner till its voice returned with the
pangs of hunger.was the amiable Diana, still very confused, who crept out ofretreat,
though not without much persuasion, Michel Ardanher with most gracious words."Come,
Diana," said he:  "come, my girl! thou whose destiny willmarked in the cynegetic annals;
thou whom the pagans wouldgiven as companion to the god Anubis, and Christians asto
St. Roch; thou who art rushing into interplanetary, and wilt perhaps be the Eve of all
Selenite dogs! come,, come here.", flattered or not, advanced by degrees,
utteringcries."Good," said Barbicane:  "I see Eve, but where is Adam?""Adam?" replied
Michel; "Adam cannot be far off; he is there; we must call him.  Satellite! here,
Satellite!"Satellite did not appear.  Diana would not leave off howling.found, however,
that she was not bruised, and they gave herpie, which silenced her complaints.  As to
Satellite, he seemedlost.  They had to hunt a long time before finding him inof the upper
compartments of the projectile, whither someshock must have violently hurled him.  The
poor, much hurt, was in a piteous state."The devil!" said Michel.brought the unfortunate
dog down with great care.  Its skullbeen broken against the roof, and it seemed unlikely
that herecover from such a shock.  Meanwhile, he was stretchedon a cushion.  Once there,
he heaved a sigh."We will take care of you," said Michel; "we are responsible forexistence.
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I would rather lose an arm than a paw of mySatellite."which, he offered some water to the
wounded dog, whoit with avidity.attention paid, the travelers watched the earth and
theattentively.  The earth was now only discernible by adisc ending in a crescent, rather
more contracted thanof the previous evening; but its expanse was still, compared with that
of the moon, which was approachingand nearer to a perfect circle."By Jove!" said Michel
Ardan, "I am really sorry that we did notwhen the earth was full, that is to say, when our
globein opposition to the sun.""Why?" said Nicholl."Because we should have seen our
continents and seas in a new- the first resplendent under the solar rays, the latteras
represented on some maps of the world.  I should likehave seen those poles of the earth on
which the eye of mannever yet rested."I dare say," replied Barbicane; "but if the earth had
been_full_, the moon would have been _new_; that is to say,, because of the rays of the
sun.  It is betterus to see the destination we wish to reach, than the pointdeparture.""You
are right, Barbicane," replied Captain Nicholl; "and,, when we have reached the moon, we
shall have timethe long lunar nights to consider at our leisure theon which our likenesses
swarm.""Our likenesses!" exclaimed Michel Ardan; "They are no more ourthan the
Selenites are!  We inhabit a new world,by ourselves-- the projectile!  I am Barbicane's, and
Barbicane is Nicholl's.  Beyond us, around us,nature is at an end, and we are the only
population ofmicrocosm until we become pure Selenites.""In about eighty-eight hours,"
replied the captain."Which means to say?" asked Michel Ardan."That it is half-past eight,"
replied Nicholl."Very well," retorted Michel; "then it is impossible for me toeven the
shadow of a reason why we should not go to breakfast."the inhabitants of the new star
could not live without, and their stomachs were suffering from the imperiousof hunger.
Michel Ardan, as a Frenchman, was declaredcook, an important function, which raised no
rival.gas gave sufficient heat for the culinary apparatus, andprovision box furnished the
elements of this first feast.breakfast began with three bowls of excellent soup, thanks
toliquefaction in hot water of those precious cakes of Liebig,from the best parts of the
ruminants of the Pampas.the soup succeeded some beefsteaks, compressed by an
hydraulic, as tender and succulent as if brought straight from theof an English eating-
house.  Michel, who was imaginative,that they were even "red."vegetables ("fresher than
nature," said the amiable) succeeded the dish of meat; and was followed by someof tea
with bread and butter, after the American fashion.beverage was declared exquisite, and
was due to theof the choicest leaves, of which the emperor of Russiagiven some chests for
the benefit of the travelers.lastly, to crown the repast, Ardan had brought out a fineof
Nuits, which was found "by chance" in thebox.  The three friends drank to the union of
theand her satellite., as if he had not already done enough for the generous winehe had
distilled on the slopes of Burgundy, the sun chosebe part of the party.  At this moment the
projectile emergedthe conical shadow cast by the terrestrial globe, and theof the radiant
orb struck the lower disc of the projectileoccasioned by the angle which the moon's orbit
makes withof the earth."The sun!" exclaimed Michel Ardan."No doubt," replied
Barbicane; "I expected it.""But," said Michel, "the conical shadow which the earth
leavesspace extends beyond the moon?""Far beyond it, if the atmospheric refraction is not
taken into," said Barbicane.  "But when the moon is envelopedthis shadow, it is because
the centers of the three stars,sun, the earth, and the moon, are all in one and the sameline.
Then the _nodes_ coincide with the _phases_ ofmoon, and there is an eclipse.  If we had
started when therean eclipse of the moon, all our passage would have been inshadow,
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which would have been a pity.""Why?""Because, though we are floating in space, our
projectile,in the solar rays, will receive light and heat.economizes the gas, which is in every
respect a good economy.", under these rays which no atmosphere can temper,
eithertemperature or brilliancy, the projectile grew warm and, as if it had passed suddenly
from winter to summer.moon above, the sun beneath, were inundating it with their fire."It
is pleasant here," said Nicholl."I should think so," said Michel Ardan.  "With a little
earthon our aluminum planet we should have green peas infour hours.  I have but one fear,
which is that theof the projectile might melt.""Calm yourself, my worthy friend," replied
Barbicane; "thewithstood a very much higher temperature than this asslid through the
strata of the atmosphere.  I should not beif it did not look like a meteor on fire to the
eyesthe spectators in Florida.""But then J. T. Maston will think we are roasted!""What
astonishes me," said Barbicane, "is that we have not been.was a danger we had not
provided for.""I feared it," said Nicholl simply."And you never mentioned it, my sublime
captain," exclaimedArdan, clasping his friend's hand.now began to settle himself in the
projectile as if henever to leave it.  One must remember that this aerial cara base with a
_superficies_ of fifty-four square feet.height to the roof was twelve feet.  Carefully laid
out ininside, and little encumbered by instruments and traveling, which each had their
particular place, it left thetravelers a certain freedom of movement.  The thick windowin
the bottom could bear any amount of weight, andand his companions walked upon it as if
it were solid; but the sun striking it directly with its rays lit theof the projectile from
beneath, thus producing singularof light.began by investigating the state of their store of
waterprovisions, neither of which had suffered, thanks to thetaken to deaden the shock.
Their provisions were abundant,plentiful enough to last the three travelers for more
thanyear.  Barbicane wished to be cautious, in case the projectileland on a part of the
moon which was utterly barren.to water and the reserve of brandy, which consisted of
fifty, there was only enough for two months; but according tolast observations of
astronomers, the moon had a low, dense,thick atmosphere, at least in the deep valleys, and
thereand streams could not fail.  Thus, during their passage,for the first year of their
settlement on the lunar, these adventurous explorers would suffer neithernor thirst.about
the air in the projectile.  There, too, they were secure.and Regnaut's apparatus, intended
for the production of, was supplied with chlorate of potassium for two months.necessarily
consumed a certain quantity of gas, for theyobliged to keep the producing substance at a
temperatureabove 400@.  But there again they were all safe.  The apparatuswanted a little
care.  But it was not enough to renew the; they must absorb the carbonic acid produced by
expiration.the last twelve hours the atmosphere of the projectile hadcharged with this
deleterious gas.  Nicholl discoveredstate of the air by observing Diana panting
painfully.carbonic acid, by a phenomenon similar to that produced infamous Grotto del
Cane, had collected at the bottom of theowing to its weight.  Poor Diana, with her head
low,suffer before her masters from the presence of this gas.Captain Nicholl hastened to
remedy this state of things,placing on the floor several receivers containing caustic, which
he shook about for a time, and this substance,of carbonic acid, soon completely absorbed
it, thusthe air.inventory of instruments was then begun.  The thermometersbarometers had
resisted, all but one minimum thermometer,glass of which was broken.  An excellent
aneroid was drawnthe wadded box which contained it and hung on the wall.course it was
only affected by and marked the pressure of theinside the projectile, but it also showed the
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quantity ofwhich it contained.  At that moment its needlebetween 25.24 and 25.08.was
fine weather.had also brought several compasses, which he found intact.must understand
that under present conditions their needlesacting _wildly_, that is without any _constant_
direction., at the distance they were from the earth, the magneticcould have no perceptible
action upon the apparatus; butbox placed on the lunar disc might perhaps exhibit
somephenomena.  In any case it would be interesting to seethe earth's satellite submitted
like herself to itsinfluence.hypsometer to measure the height of the lunar mountains, ato
take the height of the sun, glasses which would beas they neared the moon, all these
instruments werelooked over, and pronounced good in spite of theshock.to the pickaxes
and different tools which were Nicholl'schoice; as to the sacks of different kinds of grain
andwhich Michel Ardan hoped to transplant into Selenite, they were stowed away in the
upper part of the projectile.was a sort of granary there, loaded with things which
theFrenchman had heaped up.  What they were no one knew,the good-tempered fellow
did not explain.  Now and then heup by cramp-irons riveted to the walls, but kept theto
himself.  He arranged and rearranged, he plungedhand rapidly into certain mysterious
boxes, singing in onethe falsest of voices an old French refrain to
enlivensituation.observed with some interest that his guns and otherhad not been damaged.
These were important, because,loaded, they were to help lessen the fall of the, when
drawn by the lunar attraction (after havingthe point of neutral attraction) on to the moon's;
a fall which ought to be six times less rapid than ithave been on the earth's surface, thanks
to the differencebulk.  The inspection ended with general satisfaction, whenreturned to
watch space through the side windows and theglass coverlid.was the same view.  The
whole extent of the celestialswarmed with stars and constellations of wonderful, enough to
drive an astronomer out of his mind!  On onethe sun, like the mouth of a lighted oven, a
dazzling disca halo, standing out on the dark background of the sky!the other, the moon
returning its fire by reflection, andmotionless in the midst of the starry world.  Then, aspot
seemingly nailed to the firmament, bordered by acord; it was the earth!  Here and there
nebulous masseslarge flakes of starry snow; and from the zenith to the nadir,immense ring
formed by an impalpable dust of stars, the "Milky," in the midst of which the sun ranks
only as a star of themagnitude.  The observers could not take their eyes fromnovel
spectacle, of which no description could give anidea.  What reflections it suggested!  What
emotionsunknown awoke in their souls!  Barbicane wished to beginrelation of his journey
while under its first impressions,hour after hour took notes of all facts happening in theof
the enterprise.  He wrote quietly, with his largewriting, in a business-like style.this time
Nicholl, the calculator, looked over theof their passage, and worked out figures
withdexterity.  Michel Ardan chatted first with, who did not answer him, and then with
Nicholl, whonot hear him, with Diana, who understood none of his, and lastly with
himself, questioning and answering,and coming, busy with a thousand details; at one time
bentthe lower glass, at another roosting in the heights of the, and always singing.  In this
microcosm heFrench loquacity and excitability, and we beg you tothat they were well
represented.  The day, or rather(for the expression is not correct) the lapse of twelve
hours,forms a day upon the earth, closed with a plentiful supperprepared.  No accident of
any nature had yet happenedshake the travelers' confidence; so, full of hope, alreadyof
success, they slept peacefully, while the projectilean uniformly decreasing speed was
crossing the sky.IVLITTLE ALGEBRAnight passed without incident.  The word "night,"
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however,scarcely applicable.position of the projectile with regard to the sun didchange.
Astronomically, it was daylight on the lower part,night on the upper; so when during this
narrative theseare used, they represent the lapse of time between risingsetting of the sun
upon the earth.travelers' sleep was rendered more peaceful by the's excessive speed, for it
seemed absolutely motionless.a motion betrayed its onward course through space.  The
rateprogress, however rapid it might be, cannot produce anyeffect on the human frame
when it takes place in a, or when the mass of air circulates with the body whichcarried
with it.  What inhabitant of the earth perceives its, which, however, is at the rate of 68,000
miles per hour?under such conditions is "felt" no more than repose; anda body is in repose
it will remain so as long as no strangedisplaces it; if moving, it will not stop unless
ancomes in its way.  This indifference to motion oris called inertia.and his companions
might have believed themselvesstationary, being shut up in the projectile; indeed,effect
would have been the same if they had been on theof it.  Had it not been for the moon,
which wasabove them, they might have sworn that they werein complete
stagnation.morning, the 3rd of December, the travelers were awakened byjoyous but
unexpected noise; it was the crowing of a cocksounded through the car.  Michel Ardan,
who was the firsthis feet, climbed to the top of the projectile, and shuttingbox, the lid of
which was partly open, said in a low voice,"Will you hold your tongue?  That creature will
spoil my design!"Nicholl and Barbicane were awake."A cock!" said Nicholl."Why no, my
friends," Michel answered quickly; "it was I whoto awake you by this rural sound."  So
saying, he gaveto a splendid cock-a-doodledoo, which would have done honorthe
proudest of poultry-yards.two Americans could not help laughing."Fine talent that," said
Nicholl, looking suspiciously at his companion."Yes," said Michel; "a joke in my country.
It is very Gallic;play the cock so in the best society."turning the conversation:"Barbicane,
do you know what I have been thinking of all night?""No," answered the president."Of
our Cambridge friends.  You have already remarked that I amignoramus in mathematical
subjects; and it is impossible forto find out how the savants of the observatory were able
towhat initiatory speed the projectile ought to have onthe Columbiad in order to attain the
moon.""You mean to say," replied Barbicane, "to attain that neutralwhere the terrestrial
and lunar attractions are equal;, starting from that point, situated about nine-tenths of
thetraveled over, the projectile would simply fall uponmoon, on account of its weight.""So
be it," said Michel; "but, once more; how could theythe initiatory speed?""Nothing can be
easier," replied Barbicane."And you knew how to make that calculation?" asked Michel
Ardan."Perfectly.  Nicholl and I would have made it, if thehad not saved us the
trouble.""Very well, old Barbicane," replied Michel; "they might have cutmy head,
beginning at my feet, before they could have madesolve that problem.""Because you do
not know algebra," answered Barbicane quietly."Ah, there you are, you eaters of _x_^1;
you think you have saidwhen you have said `Algebra.'""Michel," said Barbicane, "can you
use a forge without a hammer,a plow without a plowshare?""Hardly.""Well, algebra is a
tool, like the plow or the hammer, and atool to those who know how to use
it.""Seriously?""Quite seriously.""And can you use that tool in my presence?""If it will
interest you.""And show me how they calculated the initiatory speed of our car?""Yes, my
worthy friend; taking into consideration all theof the problem, the distance from the center
of theto the center of the moon, of the radius of the earth, ofbulk, and of the bulk of the
moon, I can tell exactly whatto be the initiatory speed of the projectile, and that bysimple
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formula.""Let us see.""You shall see it; only I shall not give you the real courseby the
projectile between the moon and the earth intheir motion round the sun.  No, I shall
considertwo orbs as perfectly motionless, which will answer allpurpose.""And
why?""Because it will be trying to solve the problem called `theof the three bodies,' for
which the integral calculus isyet far enough advanced.""Then," said Michel Ardan, in his
sly tone, "mathematics havesaid their last word?""Certainly not," replied Barbicane."Well,
perhaps the Selenites have carried the integral calculusthan you have; and, by the bye,
what is this`integral calculus?'""It is a calculation the converse of the differential,"
repliedseriously."Much obliged; it is all very clear, no doubt.""And now," continued
Barbicane, "a slip of paper and a bit of, and before a half-hour is over I will have found
theformula."an hour had not elapsed before Barbicane, raising his head,Michel Ardan a
page covered with algebraical signs, inthe general formula for the solution was
contained."Well, and does Nicholl understand what that means?""Of course, Michel,"
replied the captain.  "All these signs,seem cabalistic to you, form the plainest, the
clearest,the most logical language to those who know how to read it.""And you pretend,
Nicholl," asked Michel, "that by means ofhieroglyphics, more incomprehensible than the
Egyptian, you can find what initiatory speed it was necessary tothe
projectile?""Incontestably," replied Nicholl; "and even by this same formulacan always tell
you its speed at any point of its transit.""On your word?""On my word.""Then you are as
cunning as our president.""No, Michel; the difficult part is what Barbicane has done; that,
to get an equation which shall satisfy all the conditions ofproblem.  The remainder is only
a question of arithmetic,merely the knowledge of the four rules.""That is something!"
replied Michel Ardan, who for his lifenot do addition right, and who defined the rule as
apuzzle, which allowed one to obtain all sorts of totals."The expression _v_ zero, which
you see in that equation, is thewhich the projectile will have on leaving the
atmosphere.""Just so," said Nicholl; "it is from that point that we mustthe velocity, since
we know already that the velocitydeparture was exactly one and a half times more than
onthe atmosphere.""I understand no more," said Michel."It is a very simple calculation,"
said Barbicane."Not as simple as I am," retorted Michel."That means, that when our
projectile reached the limits of theatmosphere it had already lost one-third of itsspeed.""As
much as that?""Yes, my friend; merely by friction against the atmospheric
strata.understand that the faster it goes the more resistance it meetsfrom the air.""That I
admit," answered Michel; "and I understand it,your x's and zero's, and algebraic formula,
arein my head like nails in a bag.""First effects of algebra," replied Barbicane; "and now,
to, we are going to prove the given number of theseexpressions, that is, work out their
value.""Finish me!" replied Michel.took the paper, and began to make his calculationsgreat
rapidity.  Nicholl looked over and greedily read theas it proceeded."That's it! that's it!" at
last he cried."Is it clear?" asked Barbicane."It is written in letters of fire," said
Nicholl."Wonderful fellows!" muttered Ardan."Do you understand it at last?" asked
Barbicane."Do I understand it?" cried Ardan; "my head is splitting with it.""And now,"
said Nicholl, "to find out the speed of thewhen it leaves the atmosphere, we have only
tothat."captain, as a practical man equal to all difficulties, beganwrite with frightful
rapidity.  Divisions and multiplicationsunder his fingers; the figures were like hail on the
white page.watched him, while Michel Ardan nursed a growing headacheboth hands."Very
well?" asked Barbicane, after some minutes' silence."Well!" replied Nicholl; every
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calculation made, _v_ zero, thatto say, the speed necessary for the projectile on leaving
the, to enable it to reach the equal point of attraction,to be----""Yes?" said
Barbicane."Twelve thousand yards.""What!" exclaimed Barbicane, starting; "you say----
""Twelve thousand yards.""The devil!" cried the president, making a gesture of
despair."What is the matter?" asked Michel Ardan, much surprised."What is the matter!
why, if at this moment our speed haddiminished one-third by friction, the initiatory
speedto have been----""Seventeen thousand yards.""And the Cambridge Observatory
declared that twelve thousandwas enough at starting; and our projectile, which onlywith
that speed----""Well?" asked Nicholl."Well, it will not be enough.""Good.""We shall not
be able to reach the neutral point.""The deuce!""We shall not even get halfway.""In the
name of the projectile!" exclaimed Michel Ardan, jumpingif it was already on the point of
striking the terrestrial globe."And we shall fall back upon the earth!"VCOLD OF
SPACErevelation came like a thunderbolt.  Who could havesuch an error in calculation?
Barbicane would notit.  Nicholl revised his figures: they were exact.to the formula which
had determined them, they could notits truth; it was evident that an initiatory velocity
ofthousand yards in the first second was necessary tothem to reach the neutral point.three
friends looked at each other silently.  There was noof breakfast.  Barbicane, with clenched
teeth, knitted, and hands clasped convulsively, was watching throughwindow.  Nicholl had
crossed his arms, and was examiningcalculations.  Michel Ardan was muttering:"That is
just like these scientific men:  they never do anything else.would give twenty pistoles if we
could fall upon the Cambridgeand crush it, together with the whole lot of dabblersfigures
which it contains."a thought struck the captain, which he at onceto Barbicane."Ah!" said
he; "it is seven o'clock in the morning; we havebeen gone thirty-two hours; more than half
our passageover, and we are not falling that I am aware of."did not answer, but after a
rapid glance at the, took a pair of compasses wherewith to measure thedistance of the
terrestrial globe; then from the lowerhe took an exact observation, and noticed that thewas
apparently stationary.  Then rising and wipingforehead, on which large drops of
perspiration were, he put some figures on paper.  Nicholl understood thatpresident was
deducting from the terrestrial diameter the's distance from the earth.  He watched him
anxiously."No," exclaimed Barbicane, after some moments, "no, we are not! no, we are
already more than 50,000 leagues from the earth.have passed the point at which the
projectile would have stoppedits speed had only been 12,000 yards at starting.  We are
stillup.""That is evident," replied Nicholl; "and we must conclude thatinitial speed, under
the power of the 400,000 pounds ofcotton, must have exceeded the required 12,000
yards.I can understand how, after thirteen minutes only, we met thesatellite, which
gravitates round the earth at more than,000 leagues' distance.""And this explanation is the
more probable," added Barbicane,"Because, in throwing off the water enclosed between
itsbreaks, the projectile found itself lightened of aweight.""Just so," said Nicholl."Ah, my
brave Nicholl, we are saved!""Very well then," said Michel Ardan quietly; "as we are
safe,us have breakfast."was not mistaken.  The initial speed had been, very, much above
that estimated by the Cambridge; but the Cambridge Observatory had nevertheless
mademistake.travelers, recovered from this false alarm, breakfasted merrily.they ate a
good deal, they talked more.  Their confidence wasafter than before "the incident of the
algebra.""Why should we not succeed?" said Michel Ardan; "why should wearrive safely?
We are launched; we have no obstacle before, no stones in the way; the road is open, more
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so than that ofship battling with the sea; more open than that of a balloonwith the wind;
and if a ship can reach its destination,balloon go where it pleases, why cannot our
projectile attainend and aim?""It _will_ attain it," said Barbicane."If only to do honor to
the Americans," added Michel Ardan, "thepeople who could bring such an enterprise to a
happy termination,the only one which could produce a President Barbicane.  Ah, noware
no longer uneasy, I begin to think, What will become of us?shall get right royally
weary."and Nicholl made a gesture of denial."But I have provided for the contingency, my
friends," replied; "you have only to speak, and I have chess, draughts,, and dominoes at
your disposal; nothing is wanting but atable.""What!" exclaimed Barbicane; "you brought
away such trifles?""Certainly," replied Michel, "and not only to distract, but also with the
laudable intention of endowing thesmoking divans with them.""My friend," said Barbicane,
"if the moon is inhabited, itsmust have appeared some thousands of years beforeof the
earth, for we cannot doubt that their star is muchthan ours.  If then these Selenites have
existed theirof thousands of years, and if their brain is of the sameof the human brain, they
have already invented allwe have invented, and even what we may invent in future
ages.have nothing to learn from _us_, and we have everything tofrom _them_.""What!"
said Michel; "you believe that they have artists like, Michael Angelo, or
Raphael?""Yes.""Poets like Homer, Virgil, Milton, Lamartine, and Hugo?""I am sure of
it.""Philosophers like Plato, Aristotle, Descartes, Kant?""I have no doubt of it.""Scientific
men like Archimedes, Euclid, Pascal, Newton?""I could swear it.""Comic writers like
Arnal, and photographers like-- like Nadar?""Certain.""Then, friend Barbicane, if they are
as strong as we are, andstronger-- these Selenites-- why have they not tried towith the
earth? why have they not launched a lunarto our terrestrial regions?""Who told you that
they have never done so?" said Barbicane seriously."Indeed," added Nicholl, "it would be
easier for them than for, for two reasons; first, because the attraction on the moon'sis six
times less than on that of the earth, which woulda projectile to rise more easily; secondly,
because itbe enough to send such a projectile only at 8,000 leaguesof 80,000, which
would require the force of projectionbe ten times less strong.""Then," continued Michel,
"I repeat it, why have they not done it?""And I repeat," said Barbicane; "who told you that
they have notit?""When?""Thousands of years before man appeared on earth.""And the
projectile-- where is the projectile?  I demand to seeprojectile.""My friend," replied
Barbicane, "the sea covers five-sixths ofglobe.  From that we may draw five good reasons
forthat the lunar projectile, if ever launched, is now atbottom of the Atlantic or the Pacific,
unless it sped intocrevasse at that period when the crust of the earth was
nothardened.""Old Barbicane," said Michel, "you have an answer for, and I bow before
your wisdom.  But there is onethat would suit me better than all the others, which, the
Selenites, being older than we, are wiser, and have notgunpowder."this moment Diana
joined in the conversation by a sonorous barking.was asking for her breakfast."Ah!" said
Michel Ardan, "in our discussion we have forgottenand Satellite."a good-sized pie was
given to the dog, whichit hungrily."Do you see, Barbicane," said Michel, "we should have
made aNoah's ark of this projectile, and borne with us to thea couple of every kind of
domestic animal.""I dare say; but room would have failed us.""Oh!" said Michel, "we
might have squeezed a little.""The fact is," replied Nicholl, "that cows, bulls, and horses,all
ruminants, would have been very useful on the lunar, but unfortunately the car could
neither have beena stable nor a shed.""Well, we might have at least brought a donkey, only
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a little; that courageous beast which old Silenus loved to mount.love those old donkeys;
they are the least favored animals in; they are not only beaten while alive, but even afterare
dead.""How do you make that out?" asked Barbicane.  "Why," said, "they make their
skins into drums."and Nicholl could not help laughing at this ridiculous remark.a cry from
their merry companion stopped them.  The latter wasover the spot where Satellite lay.  He
rose, saying:"My good Satellite is no longer ill.""Ah!" said Nicholl."No," answered
Michel, "he is dead!  There," added he, in atone, "that is embarrassing.  I much fear, my
poor, that you will leave no progeny in the lunar regions!"the unfortunate Satellite had not
survived its wound.was quite dead.  Michel Ardan looked at his friends with
acountenance."One question presents itself," said Barbicane.  "We cannot keepdead body
of this dog with us for the next forty-eight hours.""No! certainly not," replied Nicholl; "but
our scuttles areon hinges; they can be let down.  We will open one, andthe body out into
space."president thought for some moments, and then said:"Yes, we must do so, but at the
same time taking very great precautions.""Why?" asked Michel."For two reasons which
you will understand," answered Barbicane."The first relates to the air shut up in the
projectile, and ofwe must lose as little as possible.""But we manufacture the air?""Only in
part.  We make only the oxygen, my worthy Michel; andregard to that, we must watch
that the apparatus does notthe oxygen in too great a quantity; for an excess wouldus very
serious physiological troubles.  But if we makeoxygen, we do not make the azote, that
medium which thedo not absorb, and which ought to remain intact; and thatwill escape
rapidly through the open scuttles.""Oh! the time for throwing out poor Satellite?" said
Michel."Agreed; but we must act quickly.""And the second reason?" asked Michel."The
second reason is that we must not let the outer cold, whichexcessive, penetrate the
projectile or we shall be frozen to death.""But the sun?""The sun warms our projectile,
which absorbs its rays; but itnot warm the vacuum in which we are floating at this
moment.there is no air, there is no more heat than diffused light;the same with darkness; it
is cold where the sun's rays do notdirect.  This temperature is only the temperature
producedthe radiation of the stars; that is to say, what theglobe would undergo if the sun
disappeared one day.""Which is not to be feared," replied Nicholl."Who knows?" said
Michel Ardan.  "But, in admitting that the sunnot go out, might it not happen that the
earth might movefrom it?""There!" said Barbicane, "there is Michel with his ideas.""And,"
continued Michel, "do we not know that in 1861 the earththrough the tail of a comet?  Or
let us suppose a cometpower of attraction is greater than that of the sun.terrestrial orbit
will bend toward the wandering star, andearth, becoming its satellite, will be drawn such a
distancethe rays of the sun will have no action on its surface.""That _might_ happen,
indeed," replied Barbicane, "but theof such a displacement need not be so formidable
assuppose.""And why not?""Because the heat and cold would be equalized on our
globe.has been calculated that, had our earth been carried along incourse by the comet of
1861, at its perihelion, that is, itsapproach to the sun, it would have undergone a heat,000
times greater than that of summer.  But this heat, whichsufficient to evaporate the waters,
would have formed a thickof cloud, which would have modified that excessive; hence the
compensation between the cold of theand the heat of the perihelion.""At how many
degrees," asked Nicholl, "is the temperature of thespaces estimated?""Formerly," replied
Barbicane, "it was greatly exagerated; but, after the calculations of Fourier, of the French
Academy of, it is not supposed to exceed 60@ Centigrade below zero.""Pooh!" said
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Michel, "that's nothing!""It is very much," replied Barbicane; "the temperature which
wasin the polar regions, at Melville Island and Fort, that is 76@ Fahrenheit below
zero.""If I mistake not," said Nicholl, "M. Pouillet, another savant,the temperature of
space at 250@ Fahrenheit below zero.shall, however, be able to verify these calculations
for ourselves.""Not at present; because the solar rays, beating directlyour thermometer,
would give, on the contrary, a very high.  But, when we arrive in the moon, during itsdays
of night at either face, we shall have leisure tothe experiment, for our satellite lies in a
vacuum.""What do you mean by a vacuum?" asked Michel.  "Is it perfectly such?""It is
absolutely void of air.""And is the air replaced by nothing whatever?""By the ether only,"
replied Barbicane."And pray what is the ether?""The ether, my friend, is an agglomeration
of imponderable, which, relatively to their dimensions, are as far removedeach other as the
celestial bodies are in space.  It isatoms which, by their vibratory motion, produce both
lightheat in the universe."now proceeded to the burial of Satellite.  They had merelydrop
him into space, in the same way that sailors drop a bodythe sea; but, as President
Barbicane suggested, they mustquickly, so as to lose as little as possible of that
airelasticity would rapidly have spread it into space.bolts of the right scuttle, the opening
of which measuredtwelve inches across, were carefully drawn, while Michel,grieved,
prepared to launch his dog into space.  The glass,by a powerful lever, which enabled it to
overcome theof the inside air on the walls of the projectile,rapidly on its hinges, and
Satellite was thrown out.a particle of air could have escaped, and the operationso
successful that later on Barbicane did not fear toof the rubbish which encumbered the
car.VIAND ANSWERthe 4th of December, when the travelers awoke afterfour hours'
journey, the chronometer marked five o'clockthe terrestrial morning.  In time it was just
over fiveand forty minutes, half of that assigned to their sojournthe projectile; but they had
already accomplished nearlytenths of the way.  This peculiarity was due to theirdecreasing
speed.when they observed the earth through the lower window,looked like nothing more
than a dark spot, drowned in therays.  No more crescent, no more cloudy light!  The next,
at midnight, the earth would be _new_, at the very momentthe moon would be full.
Above, the orb of night was nearingline followed by the projectile, so as to meet it at
thehour.  All around the black vault was studded with brilliant, which seemed to move
slowly; but, at the great distancewere from them, their relative size did not seem to
change.sun and stars appeared exactly as they do to us upon earth.to the moon, she was
considerably larger; but the travelers', not very powerful, did not allow them as yet to
makeuseful observations upon her surface, or reconnoiter heror geologically.the time
passed in never-ending conversations all aboutmoon.  Each one brought forward his own
contingent offacts; Barbicane and Nicholl always serious, Michelalways enthusiastic.  The
projectile, its situation,direction, incidents which might happen, the precautionsby their fall
on to the moon, were inexhaustibleof conjecture.they were breakfasting, a question of
Michel's, relating toprojectile, provoked rather a curious answer from Barbicane,is worth
repeating.  Michel, supposing it to be roughly, while still under its formidable initial speed,
wishedknow what the consequences of the stoppage would have been."But," said
Barbicane, "I do not see how it could have been stopped.""But let us suppose so," said
Michel."It is an impossible supposition," said the practical Barbicane;"unless that
impulsive force had failed; but even then its speeddiminish by degrees, and it would not
have stopped suddenly.""Admit that it had struck a body in space.""What body?""Why
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that enormous meteor which we met.""Then," said Nicholl, "the projectile would have
been brokena thousand pieces, and we with it.""More than that," replied Barbicane; "we
should have been burneddeath.""Burned?" exclaimed Michel, "by Jove!  I am sorry it did
not, `just to see.'""And you would have seen," replied Barbicane.  "It is known nowheat is
only a modification of motion.  When water is- that is to say, when heat is added to it--its
particlesset in motion.""Well," said michel, "that is an ingenious theory!""And a true one,
my worthy friend; for it explains everyof caloric.  Heat is but the motion of atoms,
aoscillation of the particles of a body.  When they applybrake to a train, the train comes to
a stop; but whatof the motion which it had previously possessed?  It isinto heat, and the
brake becomes hot.  Why do theythe axles of the wheels?  To prevent their heating,this
heat would be generated by the motion which is thusby transformation.""Yes, I
understand," replied Michel, "perfectly.  For example,I have run a long time, when I am
swimming, when I amin large drops, why am I obliged to stop?because my motion is
changed into heat."could not help smiling at Michel's reply; then,to his theory, said:"Thus,
in case of a shock, it would have been with ouras with a ball which falls in a burning state
afterstruck the metal plate; it is its motion which is turnedheat.  Consequently I affirm that,
if our projectile hadthe meteor, its speed thus suddenly checked would havea heat great
enough to turn it into vapor instantaneously.""Then," asked Nicholl, "what would happen
if the earth's motionto stop suddenly?""Her temperature would be raised to such a pitch,"
said, "that she would be at once reduced to vapor.""Well," said Michel, "that is a way of
ending the earth whichgreatly simplify things.""And if the earth fell upon the sun?" asked
Nicholl."According to calculation," replied Barbicane, "the fall woulda heat equal to that
produced by 16,000 globes of coal,equal in bulk to our terrestrial globe.""Good additional
heat for the sun," replied Michel Ardan, "ofthe inhabitants of Uranus or Neptune would
doubtless not; they must be perished with cold on their planets.""Thus, my friends," said
Barbicane, "all motion suddenly stoppedheat.  And this theory allows us to infer that the
heatthe solar disc is fed by a hail of meteors fallingon its surface.  They have even
calculated----""Oh, dear!" murmured Michel, "the figures are coming.""They have even
calculated," continued the imperturbable Barbicane,"that the shock of each meteor on the
sun ought to produce a heatto that of 4,000 masses of coal of an equal bulk.""And what is
the solar heat?" asked Michel."It is equal to that produced by the combustion of a stratum
ofsurrounding the sun to a depth of forty-seven miles.""And that heat----""Would be able
to boil two billions nine hundred millions ofmyriameters [2] of water."[2] The myriameter
is equal to rather more than 10,936yards English."And it does not roast us!" exclaimed
Michel."No," replied Barbicane, "because the terrestrial atmospherefour-tenths of the solar
heat; besides, the quantity ofintercepted by the earth is but a billionth part of
theradiation.""I see that all is for the best," said Michel, "and that thisis a useful invention;
for it not only allows us to, but it prevents us from roasting.""Yes!" said Nicholl,
"unfortunately, it will not be the same inmoon.""Bah!" said Michel, always hopeful.  "If
there are inhabitants,must breathe.  If there are no longer any, they must haveenough
oxygen for three people, if only at the bottom of, where its own weight will cause it to
accumulate, andwill not climb the mountains; that is all."  And Michel,, went to look at the
lunar disc, which shone withbrilliancy."By Jove!" said he, "it must be hot up
there!""Without considering," replied Nicholl, "that the day lasts 360 hours!""And to
compensate that," said Barbicane, "the nights have thelength; and as heat is restored by
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radiation, theircan only be that of the planetary space.""A pretty country, that!" exclaimed
Michel.  "Never mind!wish I was there!  Ah! my dear comrades, it will be ratherto have
the earth for our moon, to see it rise on the, to recognize the shape of its continents, and
to sayoneself, `There is America, there is Europe;' then to followwhen it is about to lose
itself in the sun's rays!  By the, Barbicane, have the Selenites eclipses?""Yes, eclipses of
the sun," replied Barbicane, "when the centersthe three orbs are on a line, the earth being
in the middle.they are only partial, during which the earth, cast like aupon the solar disc,
allows the greater portion to be seen.""And why," asked Nicholl, "is there no total eclipse?
Does notcone of the shadow cast by the earth extend beyond the moon?""Yes, if we do
not take into consideration the refractionby the terrestrial atmosphere.  No, if we take
thatinto consideration.  Thus let <lower case delta> behorizontal parallel, and _p_ the
apparent semidiameter----""Oh!" said Michel.  "Do speak plainly, you man of
algebra!""Very well, replied Barbicane; "in popular language the meanfrom the moon to
the earth being sixty terrestrial, the length of the cone of the shadow, on account of, is
reduced to less than forty-two radii.result is that when there are eclipses, the moon
findsbeyond the cone of pure shadow, and that the sun sendsits rays, not only from its
edges, but also from its center.""Then," said Michel, in a merry tone, "why are there
eclipses,there ought not to be any?""Simply because the solar rays are weakened by this
refraction,the atmosphere through which they pass extinguished thepart of them!""That
reason satisfies me," replied Michel.  "Besides we shallwhen we get there.  Now, tell me,
Barbicane, do you believethe moon is an old comet?""There's an idea!""Yes," replied
Michel, with an amiable swagger, "I have a fewof that sort.""But that idea does not spring
from Michel," answered Nicholl."Well, then, I am a plagiarist.""No doubt about it.
According to the ancients, the Arcadiansthat their ancestors inhabited the earth before the
moonher satellite.  Starting from this fact, some scientifichave seen in the moon a comet
whose orbit will one day bringso near to the earth that it will be held there by its
attraction.""Is there any truth in this hypothesis?" asked Michel."None whatever," said
Barbicane, "and the proof is, that thehas preserved no trace of the gaseous envelope which
alwayscomets.""But," continued Nicholl, "Before becoming the earth's satellite,not the
moon, when in her perihelion, pass so near the sunby evaporation to get rid of all those
gaseous substances?""It is possible, friend Nicholl, but not probable.""Why
not?""Because-- Faith I do not know.""Ah!" exclaimed Michel, "what hundred of volumes
we might makeall that we do not know!""Ah! indeed.  What time is it?" asked
Barbicane."Three o'clock," answered Nicholl."How time goes," said Michel, "in the
conversation of scientificsuch as we are!  Certainly, I feel I know too much!  I feelI am
becoming a well!"which, Michel hoisted himself to the roof of the projectile,"to observe
the moon better," he pretended.  During this time hiswere watching through the lower
glass.  Nothing new to note!Michel Ardan came down, he went to the side scuttle; andthey
heard an exclamation of surprise!"What is it?" asked Barbicane.president approached the
window, and saw a sort of flattenedfloating some yards from the projectile.  This objectas
motionless as the projectile, and was consequentlywith the same ascending
movement."What is that machine?" continued Michel Ardan.  "Is it one ofbodies which
our projectile keeps within its attraction, andwill accompany it to the moon?""What
astonishes me," said Nicholl, "is that the specific weightthe body, which is certainly less
than that of the, allows it to keep so perfectly on a level with it.""Nicholl," replied
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Barbicane, after a moment's reflection, "I doknow what the object it, but I do know why it
maintains our level.""And why?""Because we are floating in space, my dear captain, and in
spacefall or move (which is the same thing) with equal speedbe their weight or form; it is
the air, which by itscreates these differences in weight.  When you createvacuum in a tube,
the objects you send through it, grains ofor grains of lead, fall with the same rapidity.
Here inis the same cause and the same effect.""Just so," said Nicholl, "and everything we
throw out of thewill accompany it until it reaches the moon.""Ah! fools that we are!"
exclaimed Michel."Why that expletive?" asked Barbicane."Because we might have filled
the projectile with useful objects,, instruments, tools, etc.  We could have thrown them all,
and all would have followed in our train.  But happy thought!cannot we walk outside like
the meteor?  Why cannot we launchspace through the scuttle?  What enjoyment it would
be tooneself thus suspended in ether, more favored than the birdsmust use their wings to
keep themselves up!""Granted," said Barbicane, "but how to breathe?""Hang the air, to
fail so inopportunely!""But if it did not fail, Michel, your density being less thanof the
projectile, you would soon be left behind.""Then we must remain in our car?""We
must!""Ah!" exclaimed Michel, in a load voice."What is the matter," asked Nicholl."I
know, I guess, what this pretended meteor is!  It is nowhich is accompanying us!  It is not
a piece of a planet.""What is it then?" asked Barbicane."It is our unfortunate dog!  It is
Diana's husband!", this deformed, unrecognizable object, reduced to, was the body of
Satellite, flattened like a bagpipewind, and ever mounting, mounting!VIIMOMENT OF
INTOXICATIONa phenomenon, curious but explicable, was happening understrange
conditions.object thrown from the projectile would follow the sameand never stop until it
did.  There was a subject forwhich the whole evening could not exhaust., the excitement
of the three travelers increased as theynear the end of their journey.  They expected
unforseen, and new phenomena; and nothing would have astonishedin the frame of mind
they then were in.  Their overexcitedwent faster than the projectile, whose speed
wasdiminishing, though insensibly to themselves.  But thegrew larger to their eyes, and
they fancied if theyout their hands they could seize it.next day, the 5th of November, at
five in the morning,three were on foot.  That day was to be the last of their, if all
calculations were true.  That very night, ato'clock, in eighteen hours, exactly at the full
moon,would reach its brilliant disc.  The next midnight wouldthat journey ended, the most
extraordinary of ancient ortimes.  Thus from the first of the morning, through thesilvered
by its rays, they saluted the orb of nighta confident and joyous hurrah.moon was
advancing majestically along the starry firmament.few more degrees, and she would reach
the exact point wheremeeting with the projectile was to take place.to his own
observations, Barbicane reckoned that theyland on her northern hemisphere, where stretch
immense plains,where mountains are rare.  A favorable circumstance if, asthought, the
lunar atmosphere was stored only in its depths."Besides," observed Michel Ardan, "a plain
is easier toupon than a mountain.  A Selenite, deposited in Europethe summit of Mont
Blanc, or in  Asia on the top of the, would not be quite in the right place.""And," added
Captain Nicholl, "on a flat ground, the projectileremain motionless when it has once
touched; whereas on ait would roll like an avalanche, and not beingwe should not come
out safe and sound.  So it is allthe best.", the success of the audacious attempt no
longerdoubtful.  But Barbicane was preoccupied with one; but not wishing to make his
companions uneasy, hesilence on this subject.direction the projectile was taking toward
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the moon'shemisphere, showed that her course had beenaltered.  The discharge,
mathematically calculated,carry the projectile to the very center of the lunar disc.it did not
land there, there must have been some deviation.had caused it?  Barbicane could neither
imagine northe importance of the deviation, for there were noto go by.hoped, however,
that it would have no other result than thatbringing them nearer the upper border of the
moon, a regionsuitable for landing.imparting his uneasiness to his companions,
Barbicanehimself with constantly observing the moon, in ordersee whether the course of
the projectile would not be; for the situation would have been terrible if it failedits aim,
and being carried beyond the disc should be launchedinterplanetary space.  At that
moment, the moon, instead offlat like a disc, showed its convexity.  If the sun'shad struck
it obliquely, the shadow thrown would have broughtthe high mountains, which would
have been clearly detached.eye might have gazed into the crater's gaping abysses,followed
the capricious fissures which wound through theplains.  But all relief was as yet leveled
inbrilliancy.  They could scarcely distinguish thosespots which give the moon the
appearance of a human face."Face, indeed!" said Michel Ardan; "but I am sorry for
thesister of Apollo.  A very pitted face!"the travelers, now so near the end, were
incessantlythis new world.  They imagined themselves walkingits unknown countries,
climbing its highest peaks,into its lowest depths.  Here and there they fanciedsaw vast
seas, scarcely kept together under so rarefied an, and water-courses emptying the
mountain tributaries.over the abyss, they hoped to catch some sounds fromorb forever
mute in the solitude of space.  That last daythem.took down the most trifling details.  A
vague uneasinesspossession of them as they neared the end.  This uneasinesshave been
doubled had they felt how their speed had decreased.would have seemed to them quite
insufficient to carry them toend.  It was because the projectile then "weighed" almost
nothing.weight was ever decreasing, and would be entirely annihilated online where the
lunar and terrestrial attractions wouldeach other.in spite of his preoccupation, Michel
Ardan did not forgetprepare the morning repast with his accustomed punctuality.ate with a
good appetite.  Nothing was so excellent as theliquefied by the heat of the gas; nothing
better than themeat.  Some glasses of good French wine crowned the, causing Michel
Ardan to remark that the lunar vines,by that ardent sun, ought to distill even more
generous; that is, if they existed.  In any case, the far-seeinghad taken care not to forget in
his collection somecuttings of the Medoc and Cote d'Or, upon which hehis hopes.and
Regnaut's apparatus worked with great regularity.an atom of carbonic acid resisted the
potash; and as tooxygen, Captain Nicholl said "it was of the first quality."little watery
vapor enclosed in the projectile mixing withair tempered the dryness; and many apartments
in London,, or New York, and many theaters, were certainly not ina healthy condition.that
it might act with regularity, the apparatus must bein perfect order; so each morning Michel
visited the escape, tried the taps, and regulated the heat of the gas bypyrometer.
Everything had gone well up to that time, andtravelers, imitating the worthy Joseph T.
Maston, began toa degree of embonpoint which would have rendered themif their
imprisonment had been prolonged tomonths.  In a word, they behaved like chickens in a
coop;were getting fat.looking through the scuttle Barbicane saw the specter of the, and
other divers objects which had been thrown from the, obstinately following them.  Diana
howledon seeing the remains of Satellite, which seemed asas if they reposed on solid
earth."Do you know, my friends," said Michel Ardan, "that if one of ussuccumbed to the
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shock consequent on departure, we shouldhad a great deal of trouble to bury him?  What
am I saying?_etherize_ him, as here ether takes the place of earth.see the accusing body
would have followed us into space likeremorse.""That would have been sad," said
Nicholl."Ah!" continued Michel, "what I regret is not being able to take aoutside.  What
voluptuousness to float amid this radiant ether,bathe oneself in it, to wrap oneself in the
sun's pure rays.Barbicane had only thought of furnishing us with a divingand an air-pump,
I could have ventured out and assumedattitudes of feigned monsters on the top of the
projectile.""Well, old Michel," replied Barbicane, "you would not have madefeigned
monster long, for in spite of your diver's dress, swollenthe expansion of air within you,
you would have burst like a, or rather like a balloon which has risen too high.  So doregret
it, and do not forget this-- as long as we float in, all sentimental walks beyond the
projectile are forbidden."Ardan allowed himself to be convinced to a certain
extent.admitted that the thing was difficult but not impossible,word which he never
uttered.conversation passed from this subject to another, not failingfor an instant.  It
seemed to the three friends as though,present conditions, ideas shot up in their brains as
leavesat the first warmth of spring.  They felt bewildered.  In theof the questions and
answers which crossed each other,put one question which did not find an immediate
solution."Ah, indeed!" said he; "it is all very well to go to the moon,how to get back
again?"two interlocutors looked surprised.  One would have thoughtthis possibility now
occurred to them for the first time."What do you mean by that, Nicholl?" asked Barbicane
gravely."To ask for means to leave a country," added Michel, "When wenot yet arrived
there, seems to me rather inopportune.""I do not say that, wishing to draw back," replied
Nicholl;"but I repeat my question, and I ask, `How shall we return?'""I know nothing
about it," answered Barbicane."And I," said Michel, "if I had known how to return, I
wouldhave started.""There's an answer!" cried Nicholl."I quite approve of Michel's
words," said Barbicane; "and add,the question has no real interest.  Later, when we think
itadvisable to return, we will take counsel together.  If theis not there, the projectile will
be.""That is a step certainly.  A ball without a gun!""The gun," replied Barbicane, "can be
manufactured.  The powderbe made.  Neither metals, saltpeter, nor coal can fail indepths
of the moon, and we need only go 8,000 leagues into fall upon the terrestrial globe by
virtue of the mereof weight.""Enough," said Michel with animation.  "Let it be no longer
aof returning: we have already entertained it too long.to communicating with our former
earthly colleagues, thatnot be difficult.""And how?""By means of meteors launched by
lunar volcanoes.""Well thought of, Michel," said Barbicane in a convinced tonevoice.
"Laplace has calculated that a force five times greaterthat of our gun would suffice to send
a meteor from theto the earth, and there is not one volcano which has not apower of
propulsion than that.""Hurrah!" exclaimed Michel; "these meteors are handy postmen,cost
nothing.  And how we shall be able to laugh at theoffice administration!  But now I think
of it----""What do you think of?""A capital idea.  Why did we not fasten a thread to our,
and we could have exchanged telegrams with the earth?""The deuce!" answered Nicholl.
"Do you consider the weight ofthread 250,000 miles long nothing?""As nothing.  They
could have trebled the Columbiad's charge;could have quadrupled or quintupled it!"
exclaimed Michel,whom the verb took a higher intonation each time."There is but one
little objection to make to your proposition,"Barbicane, "which is that, during the rotary
motion ofglobe, our thread would have wound itself round it like aon a capstan, and that it
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would inevitably have brought usthe ground.""By the thirty-nine stars of the Union!" said
Michel, "I havebut impracticable ideas to-day; ideas worthy of J.. Maston.  But I have a
notion that, if we do not return to, J. T. Maston will be able to come to us.""Yes, he'll
come," replied Barbicane; "he is a worthy and acomrade.  Besides, what is easier?  Is not
thestill buried in the soil of Florida?  Is cotton andacid wanted wherewith to manufacture
the pyroxyle?not the moon pass the zenith of Florida?  In eighteen' time will she not
occupy exactly the same place as to-day?""Yes," continued Michel, "yes, Maston will
come, and with himfriends Elphinstone, Blomsberry, all the members of the Gun, and they
will be well received.  And by and by they willtrains of projectiles between the earth and
the moon!for J. T. Maston!"is probable that, if the Hon. J. T. Maston did not hear
theuttered in his honor, his ears at least tingled.  What wasdoing then?  Doubtless, posted
in the Rocky Mountains, at theof Long's Peak, he was trying to find the
invisiblegravitating in space.  If he was thinking of his dear, we must allow that they were
not far behind him; and, under the influence of a strange excitement, they wereto him their
best thoughts.whence this excitement, which was evidently growing upon theof the
projectile?  Their sobriety could not be doubted.strange irritation of the brain, must it be
attributed topeculiar circumstances under which they found themselves, toproximity to the
orb of night, from which only a few hoursthem, to some secret influence of the moon
acting uponnervous system?  Their faces were as rosy as if they hadexposed to the roaring
flames of an oven; their voicesin loud accents; their words escaped like a champagnedriven
out by carbonic acid; their gestures became annoying,wanted so much room to perform
them; and, strange to say,none of them noticed this great tension of the mind."Now," said
Nicholl, in a short tone, "now that I do not knowwe shall ever return from the moon, I
want to know whatare going to do there?""What we are going to do there?" replied
Barbicane, stampinghis foot as if he was in a fencing saloon; "I do not know.""You do not
know!" exclaimed Michel, with a bellow whicha sonorous echo in the projectile."No, I
have not even thought about it," retorted Barbicane, insame loud tone."Well, I know,"
replied Michel."Speak, then," cried Nicholl, who could no longer contain theof his voice."I
shall speak if it suits me," exclaimed Michel, seizing his' arms with violence."_It must_ suit
you," said Barbicane, with an eye on fire and ahand.  "It was you who drew us into this
frightful, and we want to know what for.""Yes," said the captain, "now that I do not know
_where_ I am, I want to know _why_ I am going.""Why?" exclaimed Michel, jumping a
yard high, "why?  To takeof the moon in the name of the United States; to addfortieth
State to the Union; to colonize the lunar regions;cultivate them, to people them, to
transport thither all theof art, of science, and industry; to civilize the, unless they are more
civilized than we are; and tothem a republic, if they are not already one!""And if there are
no Selenites?" retorted Nicholl, who, under theof this unaccountable intoxication, was
very contradictory."Who said that there were no Selenites?" exclaimed Michel in atone."I
do," howled Nicholl."Captain," said Michel, "do not repreat that insolence, or Iknock your
teeth down your throat!"two adversaries were going to fall upon each other, and
thediscussion threatened to merge into a fight, whenintervened with one bound."Stop,
miserable men," said he, separating his two companions;"if there are no Selenites, we will
do without them.""Yes," exclaimed Michel, who was not particular; "yes, we willwithout
them.  We have only to make Selenites.  Down withSelenites!""The empire of the moon
belongs to us," said Nicholl."Let us three constitute the republic.""I will be the congress,"
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cried Michel."And I the senate," retorted Nicholl."And Barbicane, the president," howled
Michel."Not a president elected by the nation," replied Barbicane."Very well, a president
elected by the congress," cried Michel;"and as I am the congress, you are unanimously
elected!""Hurrah! hurrah! hurrah! for President Barbicane," exclaimed Nicholl."Hip! hip!
hip!" vociferated Michel Ardan.the president and the senate struck up in a tremendousthe
popular song "Yankee Doodle," while from the congressthe masculine tones of the
"Marseillaise."they struck up a frantic dance, with maniacal gestures,stampings, and
somersaults like those of the bonelessin the circus.  Diana, joining in the dance, and
howlingher turn, jumped to the top of the projectile.  An unaccountableof wings was then
heard amid most fantastic cock-crows,five or six hens fluttered like bats against the
walls.the three traveling companions, acted upon by someinfluence above that of
intoxication, inflamed byair which had set their respiratory apparatus on fire, fellto the
bottom of the projectile.VIIISEVENTY-EIGHT THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED AND
FOURTEEN LEAGUEShad happened?  Whence the cause of this singular, the
consequences of which might have beendisastrous?  A simple blunder of Michel's, which,,
Nicholl was able to correct in time.a perfect swoon, which lasted some minutes, the
captain,first, soon collected his scattered senses.he had breakfasted only two hours before,
he felt ahunger, as if he had not eaten anything for several days.about him, stomach and
brain, were overexcited to thedegree.  He got up and demanded from Michel arepast.
Michel, utterly done up, did not answer.then tried to prepare some tea destined to help
theof a dozen sandwiches.  He first tried to get some, and struck a match sharply.  What
was his surprise to seesulphur shine with so extraordinary a brilliancy as to beunbearable
to the eye.  From the gas-burner which he lita flame equal to a jet of electric
light.revelation dawned on Nicholl's mind.  That intensity of light,physiological troubles
which had arisen in him, theof all his moral and quarrelsome faculties-- heall."The
oxygen!" he exclaimed.leaning over the air apparatus, he saw that the tap wasthe colorless
gas to escape freely, life-giving, but inpure state producing the gravest disorders in the
system.had blunderingly opened the tap of the apparatus to the full.hastened to stop the
escape of oxygen with which thewas saturated, which would have been the death of the,
not by suffocation, but by combustion.  An hour, the air less charged with it restored the
lungs to theircondition.  By degrees the three friends recovered fromintoxication; but they
were obliged to sleep themselvesover their oxygen as a drunkard does over his
wine.Michel learned his share of the responsibility of this, he was not much disconcerted.
This unexpectedbroke the monotony of the journey.  Many foolishhad been said while
under its influence, but alsoforgotten."And then," added the merry Frenchman, "I am not
sorry to havea little of this heady gas.  Do you know, my friends,a curious establishment
might be founded with rooms of, where people whose system is weakened could for a
fewlive a more active life.  Fancy parties where the room waswith this heroic fluid,
theaters where it should beat high pressure; what passion in the souls of the
actorsspectators! what fire, what enthusiasm!  And if, instead ofassembly only a whole
people could be saturated, what activityits functions, what a supplement to life it would
derive.an exhausted nation they might make a great and strong one,I know more than one
state in old Europe which ought to putunder the regime of oxygen for the sake of its
health!"spoke with so much animation that one might have fanciedthe tap was still too
open.  But a few words from Barbicaneshattered his enthusiasm."That is all very well,
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friend Michel," said he, "but will youus where these chickens came from which have
mixedup in our concert?""Those chickens?""Yes.", half a dozen chickens and a fine cock
were walking, flapping their wings and chattering."Ah, the awkward things!" exclaimed
Michel.  "The oxygen hasthem revolt.""But what do you want to do with these chickens?"
asked Barbicane."To acclimatize them in the moon, by Jove!""Then why did you hide
them?""A joke, my worthy president, a simple joke, which has proved afailure.  I wanted
to set them free on the lunar, without saying anything.  Oh, what would have
beenamazement on seeing these earthly-winged animals pecking inlunar fields!""You
rascal, you unmitigated rascal," replied Barbicane, "you dowant oxygen to mount to the
head.  You are always what weunder the influence of the gas; you are always
foolish!""Ah, who says that we were not wise then?" replied Michel Ardan.this
philosophical reflection, the three friends set aboutthe order of the projectile.  Chickens
and cock werein their coop.  But while proceeding with this, Barbicane and his two
companions had a most desiredof a new phenomenon.  From the moment of leaving the,
their own weight, that of the projectile, and the objectsenclosed, had been subject to an
increasing diminution.  If theynot prove this loss of the projectile, a moment would arriveit
would be sensibly felt upon themselves and the utensilsinstruments they used.is needless to
say that a scale would not show this loss; forweight destined to weight the object would
have lost exactlymuch as the object itself; but a spring steelyard for, the tension of which
was independent of the attraction,have given a just estimate of this loss.know that the
attraction, otherwise called the weight, is into the densities of the bodies, and inversely as
theof the distances.  Hence this effect:  If the earth hadalone in space, if the other celestial
bodies had beenannihilated, the projectile, according to Newton's, would weigh less as it
got farther from the earth, butever losing its weight entirely, for the terrestrialwould
always have made itself felt, at whatever distance., in reality, a time must come when the
projectile would nobe subject to the law of weight, after allowing for thecelestial bodies
whose effect could not be set down as zero., the projectile's course was being traced
betweenearth and the moon.  As it distanced the earth, theattraction diminished: but the
lunar attractionin proportion.  There must come a point where these twowould neutralize
each other:  the projectile wouldweight no longer.  If the moon's and the earth'shad been
equal, this point would have been at an equalbetween the two orbs.  But taking the
differentinto consideration, it was easy to reckon that thiswould be situated at 47/60ths of
the whole journey,_i.e._, at 78,514 leagues from the earth.  At this point, a bodyno
principle of speed or displacement in itself, wouldimmovable forever, being attracted
equally by both orbs,not being drawn more toward one than toward the other.if the
projectile's impulsive force had been correctly, it would attain this point without speed,
havingall trace of weight, as well as all the objects within it.would happen then?  Three
hypotheses presented themselves.. Either it would retain a certain amount of motion, and
passpoint of equal attraction, and fall upon the moon by virtuethe excess of the lunar
attraction over the terrestrial.. Or, its speed failing, and unable to reach the point of equal,
it would fall upon the moon by virtue of the excessthe lunar attraction over the terrestrial..
Or, lastly, animated with sufficient speed to enable it tothe neutral point, but not sufficient
to pass it, it wouldforever suspended in that spot like the pretended tomb of, between the
zenith and the nadir.was their situation; and Barbicane clearly explained theto his traveling
companions, which greatlythem.  But how should they know when the projectilereached
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this neutral point situated at that distance,when neither themselves, nor the objects
enclosed inprojectile, would be any longer subject to the laws of weight?to this time, the
travelers, while admitting that this actionconstantly decreasing, had not yet become
sensible to itsabsence.that day, about eleven o'clock in the morning, Nichollaccidentally let
a glass slip from his hand, the glass,of falling, remained suspended in the air."Ah!"
exclaimed Michel Ardan, "that is rather an amusing piecenatural philosophy."immediately
divers other objects, firearms and bottles,to themselves, held themselves up as by
enchantment.too, placed in space by Michel, reproduced, but withouttrick, the wonderful
suspension practiced by Caston andHoudin.  Indeed the dog did not seem to know that
she wasin air.three adventurous companions were surprised and stupefied,their scientific
reasonings.  They felt themselves beinginto the domain of wonders! they felt that weight
waswanting to their bodies.  If they stretched out their, they did not attempt to fall.  Their
heads shook onshoulders.  Their feet no longer clung to the floor ofprojectile.  They were
like drunken men having no stabilitythemselves.has depicted men without reflection,
others without shadow.here reality, by the neutralizations of attractive forces,men in
whom nothing had any weight, and who weighedthemselves.Michel, taking a spring, left
the floor and remainedin the air, like Murillo's monk of the _Cusine des Anges_.two
friends joined him instantly, and all three formed a"Ascension" in the center of the
projectile."Is it to be believed? is it probable? is it possible?"Michel; "and yet it is so.  Ah!
if Raphael had seen us, what an `Assumption' he would have thrown upon canvas!""The
`Assumption' cannot last," replied Barbicane.  "If thepasses the neutral point, the lunar
attraction willus to the moon.""Then our feet will be upon the roof," replied Michel."No,"
said Barbicane, "because the projectile's center ofis very low; it will only turn by
degrees.""Then all our portables will be upset from top to bottom, thata fact.""Calm
yourself, Michel," replied Nicholl; "no upset is to be; not a thing will move, for the
projectile's evolutionbe imperceptible.""Just so," continued Barbicane; "and when it has
passed theof equal attraction, its base, being the heavier, willit perpendicularly to the
moon; but, in order that thisshould take place, we must have passed the neutral line.""Pass
the neutral line," cried Michel; "then let us do as thedo when they cross the equator."slight
side movement brought Michel back toward the padded; thence he took a bottle and
glasses, placed them "in" before his companions, and, drinking merrily, theythe line with a
triple hurrah.  The influence of thesescarcely lasted an hour; the travelers feltinsensibly
drawn toward the floor, and Barbicanethat the conical end of the projectile was varying
afrom its normal direction toward the moon.  By an inversethe base was approaching first;
the lunar attraction wasover the terrestrial; the fall toward the moon was, almost
imperceptibly as yet, but by degrees theforce would become stronger, the fall would be
more, the projectile, drawn by its base, would turn its conethe earth, and fall with ever-
increasing speed on to theof the Selenite continent; their destination would thenattained.
Now nothing could prevent the success of their, and Nicholl and Michel Ardan shared
Barbicane's joy.they chatted of all the phenomena which had astonished themafter the
other, particularly the neutralization of the lawsweight.  Michel Ardan, always
enthusiastic, drew conclusionswere purely fanciful."Ah, my worthy friends," he exclaimed,
"what progress we shouldif on earth we could throw off some of that weight, some
ofchain which binds us to her; it would be the prisoner setliberty; no more fatigue of either
arms or legs.  Or, if ittrue that in order to fly on the earth's surface, to keepsuspended in
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the air merely by the play of the muscles,requires a strength a hundred and fifty times
greater thanwhich we possess, a simple act of volition, a caprice,bear us into space, if
attraction did not exist.""Just so," said Nicholl, smiling; "if we could succeed inweight as
they suppress pain by anaesthesia,would change the face of modern society!""Yes," cried
Michel, full of his subject, "destroy weight, andmore burdens!""Well said," replied
Barbicane; "but if nothing had any weight,would keep in its place, not even your hat on
your head,Michel; nor your house, whose stones only adhere by; nor a boat, whose
stability on the waves is only causedweight; not even the ocean, whose waves would no
longer beby terrestrial attraction; and lastly, not even the, whose atoms, being no longer
held in their places,disperse in space!""That is tiresome," retorted Michel; "nothing like
theseof-fact people for bringing one back to the bare reality.""But console yourself,
Michel," continued Barbicane, "for if noexists from whence all laws of weight are
banished, you areleast going to visit one where it is much less than on the earth.""The
moon?""Yes, the moon, on whose surface objects weigh six times lesson the earth, a
phenomenon easy to prove.""And we shall feel it?" asked Michel."Evidently, as two
hundred pounds will only weigh thirty poundsthe surface of the moon.""And our muscular
strength will not diminish?""Not at all; instead of jumping one yard high, you will risefeet
high.""But we shall be regular Herculeses in the moon!" exclaimed Michel."Yes," replied
Nicholl; "for if the height of the Selenites isproportion to the density of their globe, they
will bea foot high.""Lilliputians!" ejaculated Michel; "I shall play the partGulliver.  We are
going to realize the fable of the giants.is the advantage of leaving one's own planet
andrunning the solar world.""One moment, Michel," answered Barbicane; "if you wish to
playpart of Gulliver, only visit the inferior planets, such as, Venus, or Mars, whose density
is a little less thanof the earth; but do not venture into the great planets,, Saturn, Uranus,
Neptune; for there the order will be, and you will become Lilliputian.""And in the sun?""In
the sun, if its density is thirteen hundred and twenty-fourtimes greater, and the attraction is
twenty-seven timesthan on the surface of our globe, keeping everything in, the inhabitants
ought to be at least two hundredhigh.""By Jove!" exclaimed Michel; "I should be nothing
more than a, a shrimp!""Gulliver with the giants," said Nicholl."Just so," replied
Barbicane."And it would not be quite useless to carry some pieces ofto defend
oneself.""Good," replied Nicholl; "your projectiles would have no effectthe sun; they
would fall back upon the earth after some minutes.""That is a strong remark.""It is
certain," replied Barbicane; "the attraction is so greatthis enormous orb, that an object
weighing 70,000 pounds onearth would weigh but 1,920 pounds on the surface of the
sun.you were to fall upon it you would weigh-- let me see-- about,000 pounds, a weight
which you would never be able to raise again.""The devil!" said Michel; "one would want
a portable crane., we will be satisfied with the moon for the present;at least we shall cut a
great figure.  We will see aboutsun by and by."IXCONSEQUENCES OF A
DEVIATIONhad now no fear of the issue of the journey, at leastfar as the projectile's
impulsive force was concerned; itsspeed would carry it beyond the neutral line; it
wouldnot return to earth; it would certainly not remainon the line of attraction.  One single
hypothesisto be realized, the arrival of the projectile at itsby the action of the lunar
attraction.was in reality a fall of 8,296 leagues on an orb, it is true,weight could only be
reckoned at one sixth of terrestrial; a formidable fall, nevertheless, and one against
whichprecaution must be taken without delay.precautions were of two sorts, some to
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deaden the shockthe projectile should touch the lunar soil, others to delayfall, and
consequently make it less violent.deaden the shock, it was a pity that Barbicane was no
longerto employ the means which had so ably weakened the shock at, that is to say, by
water used as springs and thebreaks.partitions still existed, but water failed, for they
coulduse their reserve, which was precious, in case during thedays the liquid element
should be found wanting on lunar soil.indeed this reserve would have been quite
insufficient forspring.  The layer of water stored in the projectile attime of starting upon
their journey occupied no less thanfeet in depth, and spread over a surface of not less
thanfour square feet.  Besides, the cistern did not containfifth part of it; they must
therefore give up this efficientof deadening the shock of arrival.  Happily,
Barbicane,content with employing water, had furnished the movable discstrong spring
plugs, destined to lessen the shock againstbase after the breaking of the horizontal
partitions.plugs still existed; they had only to readjust them andthe movable disc; every
piece, easy to handle, as theirwas now scarcely felt, was quickly mounted.different pieces
were fitted without trouble, it being onlymatter of bolts and screws; tools were not
wanting, and soonreinstated disc lay on steel plugs, like a table on its legs.inconvenience
resulted from the replacing of the disc,lower window was blocked up; thus it was
impossible fortravelers to observe the moon from that opening whilewere being
precipitated perpendicularly upon her; but theyobliged to give it up; even by the side
openings they couldsee vast lunar regions, as an aeronaut sees the earth fromcar.replacing
of the disc was at least an hour's work.  It wastwelve when all preparations were finished.
Barbicane tookobservations on the inclination of the projectile, but toannoyance it had not
turned over sufficiently for its fall;seemed to take a curve parallel to the lunar disc.  The
orbnight shone splendidly into space, while opposite, the orb ofblazed with fire.situation
began to make them uneasy."Are we reaching our destination?" said Nicholl."Let us act as
if we were about reaching it," replied Barbicane."You are sceptical," retorted Michel
Ardan.  "We shall arrive,that, too, quicker than we like."answer brought Barbicane back
to his preparations, and hehimself with placing the contrivances intended to breakdescent.
We may remember the scene of the meeting held atTown, in Florida, when Captain
Nicholl came forward as's enemy and Michel Ardan's adversary.  To Captain's maintaining
that the projectile would smash like glass,replied that he would break their fall by means of
rocketsplaced., powerful fireworks, taking their starting-point from theand bursting
outside, could, by producing a recoil, checka certain degree the projectile's speed.  These
rockets wereburn in space, it is true; but oxygen would not fail them,they could supply
themselves with it, like the lunar, the burning of which has never yet been stopped bywant
of atmosphere round the moon.had accordingly supplied himself with these fireworks,in
little steel guns, which could be screwed on to theof the projectile.  Inside, these guns
were flush with the; outside, they protruded about eighteen inches.  There wereof them.
An opening left in the disc allowed them to lightmatch with which each was provided.  All
the effect wasoutside.  The burning mixture had already been rammedeach gun.  They had,
then, nothing to do but raise thebuffers fixed in the base, and replace them by the, which
fitted closely in their places.new work was finished about three o'clock, and after
takingthese precautions there remained but to wait.  But thewas perceptibly nearing the
moon, and evidentlyto her influence to a certain degree; though itsvelocity also drew it in
an oblique direction.  From theseinfluences resulted a line which might becometangent.
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But it was certain that the projectile would notdirectly on the moon; for its lower part, by
reason ofweight, ought to be turned toward her.'s uneasiness increased as he saw his
projectile resistinfluence of gravitation.  The Unknown was opening before, the Unknown
in interplanetary space.  The man of sciencehe had foreseen the only three hypotheses
possible-- theto the earth, the return to the moon, or stagnation onneutral line; and here a
fourth hypothesis, big with all theof the Infinite, surged up inopportunely.  To face
itflinching, one must be a resolute savant like Barbicane,phlegmatic being like Nicholl, or
an audacious adventurer likeArdan.was started upon this subject.  Other men
wouldconsidered the question from a practical point of view;would have asked themselves
whither their projectilewas carrying them.  Not so with these; they sought forcause which
produced this effect."So we have become diverted from our route," said Michel; "but
why?""I very much fear," answered Nicholl, "that, in spite ofprecautions taken, the
Columbiad was not fairly pointed.error, however small, would be enough to throw us out
ofmoon's attraction.""Then they must have aimed badly?" asked Michel."I do not think
so," replied Barbicane.  "The perpendicularitythe gun was exact, its direction to the zenith
of the spot; and the moon passing to the zenith of the spot,ought to reach it at the full.
There is another reason,it escapes me.""Are we not arriving too late?" asked Nicholl."Too
late?" said Barbicane."Yes," continued Nicholl.  "The Cambridge Observatory's notethat
the transit ought to be accomplished in ninety-seventhirteen minutes and twenty seconds;
which means to say,_sooner_ the moon will _not_ be at the point indicated, and_later_ it
will have passed it.""True," replied Barbicane.  "But we started the 1st of
December,thirteen minutes and twenty-five seconds to eleven at night;we ought to arrive
on the 5th at midnight, at the exactwhen the moon would be full; and we are now at theth
of December.  It is now half-past three in the evening;past eight ought to see us at the end
of our journey.do we not arrive?""Might it not be an excess of speed?" answered Nicholl;
"for wenow that its initial velocity was greater than they supposed.""No! a hundred times,
no!" replied Barbicane.  "An excess of, if the direction of the projectile had been right,
wouldhave prevented us reaching the moon.  No, there has beendeviation.  We have been
turned out of our course.""By whom? by what?" asked Nicholl."I cannot say," replied
Barbicane."Very well, then, Barbicane," said Michel, "do you wish to knowopinion on the
subject of finding out this deviation?""Speak.""I would not give half a dollar to know it.
That we haveis a fact.  Where we are going matters little; we shallsee.  Since we are being
borne along in space we shall endfalling into some center of attraction or other."Ardan's
indifference did not content Barbicane.  Not thatwas uneasy about the future, but he
wanted to know at any_why_ his projectile had deviated.the projectile continued its course
sideways to the moon,with it the mass of things thrown out.  Barbicane could even, by the
elevations which served as landmarks upon the, which was only two thousand leagues
distant, that itswas becoming uniform-- fresh proof that there was no fall.impulsive force
still prevailed over the lunar attraction,the projectile's course was certainly bringing it
nearer tomoon, and they might hope that at a nearer point the weight,, would cause a
decided fall.three friends, having nothing better to do, continued their; but they could not
yet determine the topographicalof the satellite; every relief was leveled under theof the
solar rays.watched thus through the side windows until eight o'clocknight.  The moon had
grown so large in their eyes that ithalf of the firmament.  The sun on one side, and the
orbnight on the other, flooded the projectile with light.that moment Barbicane thought he
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could estimate the distanceseparated them from their aim at no more than 700
leagues.speed of the projectile seemed to him to be more than 200, or about 170 leagues a
second.  Under the centripetal, the base of the projectile tended toward the moon;
butcentrifugal still prevailed; and it was probable that itscourse would be changed to a
curve of some sort,nature of which they could not at present determine.was still seeking
the solution of his insoluble problem.passed without any result.  The projectile was
evidentlythe moon, but it was also evident that it would neverher.  As to the nearest
distance at which it would pass her,must be the result of two forces, attraction and
repulsion,its motion."I ask but one thing," said Michel; "that we may pass nearto penetrate
her secrets.""Cursed be the thing that has caused our projectile to deviateits course," cried
Nicholl., as if a light had suddenly broken in upon his mind, Barbicane, "Then cursed be
the meteor which crossed our path.""What?" said Michel Ardan."What do you mean?"
exclaimed Nicholl."I mean," said Barbicane in a decided tone, "I mean that ouris owing
solely to our meeting with this erring body.""But it did not even brush us as it passed,"
said Michel."What does that matter?  Its mass, compared to that of our, was enormous,
and its attraction was enough toour course.""So little?" cried Nicholl."Yes, Nicholl; but
however little it might be," replied, "in a distance of 84,000 leagues, it wanted no
moremake us miss the moon."XOBSERVERS OF THE MOONhad evidently hit upon the
only plausible reasonthis deviation.  However slight it might have been, itsufficed to
modify the course of the projectile.  It wasfatality.  The bold attempt had miscarried by a
fortuitous; and unless by some exceptional event, they couldnever reach the moon's
disc.they pass near enough to be able to solve certain physicalgeological questions until
then insoluble?  This was the, and the only one, which occupied the minds of
thesetravelers.  As to the fate in store for themselves, theynot even dream of it.what would
become of them amid these infinite solitudes,who would soon want air?  A few more days,
and they wouldstifled in this wandering projectile.  But some days tointrepid fellows was a
century; and they devoted all theirto observe that moon which they no longer hoped to
reach.distance which had then separated the projectile from thewas estimated at about two
hundred leagues.  Under these, as regards the visibility of the details of the disc,travelers
were farther from the moon than are the inhabitantsearth with their powerful telescopes.,
we know that the instrument mounted by Lord Rosse at, which magnifies 6,500 times,
brings the moon toan apparent distance of sixteen leagues.  And more than, with the
powerful one set up at Long's Peak, the orb of, magnified 48,000 times, is brought to
within less thanleagues, and objects having a diameter of thirty feet arevery distinctly.  So
that, at this distance, thedetails of the moon, observed without glasses,not be determined
with precision.  The eye caught the vastof those immense depressions inappropriately
called"seas," but they could not recognize their nature.  The prominencethe mountains
disappeared under the splendid irradiationby the reflection of the solar rays.  The eye,
dazzledif it was leaning over a bath of molten silver, turned frominvoluntarily; but the
oblong form of the orb was quite clear.appeared like a gigantic egg, with the small end
turned towardearth.  Indeed the moon, liquid and pliable in the first daysits formation, was
originally a perfect sphere; but being soonwithin the attraction of the earth, it became
elongatedthe influence of gravitation.  In becoming a satellite,lost her native purity of
form; her center of gravity was inof the center of her figure; and from this fact somedraw
the conclusion that the air and water had takenon the opposite surface of the moon, which
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is never seenthe earth.  This alteration in the primitive form of thewas only perceptible for
a few moments.  The distancethe projectile from the moon diminished very rapidly
underspeed, though that was much less than its initial velocity--eight or nine times greater
than that which propels ourtrains.  The oblique course of the projectile, from itsobliquity,
gave Michel Ardan some hopes of striking thedisc at some point or other.  He could not
think that theynever reach it.  No! he could not believe it; and thishe often repeated.  But
Barbicane, who was a better, always answered him with merciless logic."No, Michel, no!
We can only reach the moon by a fall, and wenot falling.  The centripetal force keeps us
under the's influence, but the centrifugal force draws usaway from it."was said in a tone
which quenched Michel Ardan's last hope.portion of the moon which the projectile was
nearing was thehemisphere, that which the selenographic maps place; for these maps are
generally drawn after the outlineby the glasses, and we know that they reverse the
objects.was the _Mappa Selenographica_ of Boeer and Moedler whichconsulted.  This
northern hemisphere presented vast, dotted with isolated mountains.midnight the moon
was full.  At that precise moment theshould have alighted upon it, if the mischievoushad
not diverted their course.  The orb was exactly incondition determined by the Cambridge
Observatory.  It wasat its perigee, and at the zenith of theeighth parallel.  An observer
placed at the bottom of theColumbiad, pointed perpendicularly to the horizon,have framed
the moon in the mouth of the gun.  A straightdrawn through the axis of the piece would
have passedthe center of the orb of night.  It is needless to say,during the night of the 5th-
6th of December, the travelersnot an instant's rest.  Could they close their eyes when
sothis new world?  No!  All their feelings were concentratedone single thought:-- See!
Representatives of the earth, of, past and present, all centered in them!  It is througheyes
that the human race look at these lunar regions, andthe secrets of their satellite!  A strange
emotiontheir hearts as they went from one window to the other.observations, reproduced
by Barbicane, were rigidly determined.take them, they had glasses; to correct them,
maps.regards the optical instruments at their disposal, they hadmarine glasses specially
constructed for this journey.possessed magnifying powers of 100.  They would thus
havethe moon to within a distance (apparent) of less than,000 leagues from the earth.  But
then, at a distance which forhours in the morning did not exceed sixty-five miles, anda
medium free from all atmospheric disturbances, thesecould reduce the lunar surface to
within less than,500 yards!XIAND REALITY"Have you ever seen the moon?" asked a
professor, ironically,one of his pupils."No, sir!" replied the pupil, still more ironically, "but
I mustI have heard it spoken of."one sense, the pupil's witty answer might be given by a
largeof sublunary beings.  How many people have heard speakthe moon who have never
seen it-- at least through a glass ortelescope!  How many have never examined the map of
their satellite!looking at a selenographic map, one peculiarity strikes us.to the arrangement
followed for that of the Earth and, the continents occupy more particularly the southernof
the lunar globe.  These continents do not showdecided, clear, and regular boundary lines
as South, Africa, and the Indian peninsula.  Their angular,, and deeply indented coasts are
rich in gulfspeninsulas.  They remind one of the confusion in theof the Sound, where the
land is excessively indented.navigation ever existed on the surface of the moon, it
mustbeen wonderfully difficult and dangerous; and we may wellthe Selenite sailors and
hydrographers; the former, whencame upon these perilous coasts, the latter when theythe
soundings of its stormy banks.may also notice that, on the lunar sphere, the south pole
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ismore continental than the north pole.  On the latter, therebut one slight strip of land
separated from other continentsvast seas.  Toward the south, continents clothe almost
theof the hemisphere.  It is even possible that the Selenitesalready planted the flag on one
of their poles, while, Ross, Kane, Dumont, d'Urville, and Lambert have neverbeen able to
attain that unknown point of the terrestrial globe.to islands, they are numerous on the
surface of the moon.all oblong or circular, and as if traced with the, they seem to form one
vast archipelago, equal to thatgroup lying between Greece and Asia Minor, and whichin
ancient times adorned with most graceful legends.the names of Naxos, Tenedos, and
Carpathos, risethe mind, and we seek vainly for Ulysses' vessel or the"clipper" of the
Argonauts.  So at least it was in Michel's eyes.  To him it was a Grecian archipelago that
he sawthe map.  To the eyes of his matter-of-fact companions, theof these coasts recalled
rather the parceled-out land ofBrunswick and Nova Scotia, and where the
Frenchmantraces of the heroes of fable, these Americansmarking the most favorable points
for the establishmentstores in the interests of lunar commerce and industry.wandering over
these vast continents, the eye is attractedthe still greater seas.  Not only their formation,
but theirand aspect remind one of the terrestrial oceans; but, as on earth, these seas
occupy the greater portion ofglobe.  But in point of fact, these are not liquid spaces,plains,
the nature of which the travelers hoped soondetermine.  Astronomers, we must allow,
have graced theseseas with at least odd names, which science hasup to the present time.
Michel Ardan was right whencompared this map to a "Tendre card," got up by a Scudary
orCyrano de Bergerac.  "Only," said he, "it is no longer thecard of the seventeenth
century, it is the card of, very neatly divided into two parts, one feminine, themasculine;
the right hemisphere for woman, the left for man."speaking thus, Michel made his prosaic
companions shrugshoulders.  Barbicane and Nicholl looked upon the lunarfrom a very
different point of view to that of theirfriend.  Nevertheless, their fantastic friend was ain
the right.  Judge for yourselves.the left hemisphere stretches the "Sea of Clouds,"
wherereason is so often shipwrecked.  Not far off lies the "SeaRains," fed by all the fever
of existence.  Near this is the"Sea of Storms," where man is ever fighting against his,
which too often gain the victory.  Then, worn out by, treasons, infidelity, and the whole
body of terrestrial, what does he find at the end of his career? that vast"Sea of Humors,"
barely softened by some drops of the watersthe "Gulf of Dew!"  Clouds, rain, storms, and
humors-- doeslife of man contain aught but these? and is it not summed upthese four
words?right hemisphere, "dedicated to the ladies," enclosesseas, whose significant names
contain every incident offeminine existence.  There is the "Sea of Serenity," overthe young
girl bends; "The Lake of Dreams," reflecting afuture; "The Sea of Nectar," with its waves
of tendernessbreezes of love; "The Sea of Fruitfulness;" "The Sea of;" then the "Sea of
Vapors," whose dimensions are perhapslittle too confined; and lastly, that vast "Sea of," in
which every false passion, every useless, every unsatisfied desire is at length absorbed, and
whoseemerge peacefully into the "Lake of Death!"a strange succession of names!  What a
singular division ofmoon's two hemispheres, joined to one another like man and, and
forming that sphere of life carried into space!was not the fantastic Michel right in thus
interpreting theof the ancient astronomers?  But while his imaginationroved over "the
seas," his grave companions were consideringmore geographically.  They were learning
this new worldheart.  They were measuring angles and diameters.XIIDETAILScourse
taken by the projectile, as we have before remarked, wasit toward the moon's northern
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hemisphere.  The travelersfar from the central point which they would have struck,their
course not been subject to an irremediable deviation.was past midnight; and Barbicane
then estimated the distanceseven hundred and fifty miles, which was a little greater
thanlength of the lunar radius, and which would diminish as itnearer to the North Pole.
The projectile was then notthe altitude of the equator; but across the tenth parallel,from
that latitude, carefully taken on the map to the pole,and his two companions were able to
observe the moonthe most favorable conditions.  Indeed, by means of glasses,above-
named distance was reduced to little more thanmiles.  The telescope of the Rocky
Mountains broughtmoon much nearer; but the terrestrial atmosphere singularlyits power.
Thus Barbicane, posted in his projectile,the glasses to his eyes, could seize upon details
which wereimperceptible to earthly observers."My friends," said the president, in a serious
voice, "I do notwhither we are going; I do not know if we shall ever seeterrestrial globe
again.  Nevertheless, let us proceed as ifwork would one day by useful to our fellow-men.
Let us keepminds free from every other consideration.  We are; and this projectile is a
room in the Cambridge, carried into space.  Let us make our observations!"said, work was
begun with great exactness; and theyreproduced the different aspects of the moon,the
different distances which the projectile reached.the time that the projectile was as high as
the tenth, north latitude, it seemed rigidly to follow thedegree, east longitude.  We must
here make oneremark with regard to the map by which they wereobservations.  In the
selenographical maps where, onof the reversing of the objects by the glasses, theis above
and the north below, it would seem natural that,account of that inversion, the east should
be to the left, and the west to the right.  But it is not so.  If the mapturned upside down,
showing the moon as we see her, thewould be to the left, and the west to the right,
contrarythat which exists on terrestrial maps.  The following is theof this anomaly.
Observers in the northern hemisphere(say in Europe) see the moon in the south--
according to them.they take observations, they turn their backs to the north,reverse
position to that which they occupy when they studyterrestrial map.  As they turn their
backs to the north, theis on their left, and the west to their right.  To observersthe
southern hemisphere (Patagonia for example), the moon'swould be quite to their left, and
the east to their right,the south is behind them.  Such is the reason of the apparentof these
two cardinal points, and we must bear it in mindorder to be able to follow President
Barbicane's observations.the help of Boeer and Moedler's _Mappa
Selenographica_,travelers were able at once to recognize that portionthe disc enclosed
within the field of their glasses."What are we looking at, at this moment?" asked
Michel."At the northern part of the `Sea of Clouds,'" answered Barbicane."We are too far
off to recognize its nature.  Are these plainsof arid sand, as the first astronomer
maintained?are they nothing but immense forests, according to M. Warrenla Rue's
opinion, who gives the moon an atmosphere, thoughvery low and a very dense one?  That
we shall know by and by.must affirm nothing until we are in a position to do so.""Sea of
Clouds" is rather doubtfully marked out upon the maps.is supposed that these vast plains
are strewn with blocks offrom the neighboring volcanoes on its right, Ptolemy,, Arzachel.
But the projectile was advancing, and sensiblyit.  Soon there appeared the heights which
bound this seathis northern limit.  Before them rose a mountain radiant with, the top of
which seemed lost in an eruption of solar rays."That is--?" asked Michel."Copernicus,"
replied Barbicane."Let us see Copernicus."mount, situated in 9@ north latitude and 20@
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east, rose to a height of 10,600 feet above the surface ofmoon.  It is quite visible from the
earth; and astronomersstudy it with ease, particularly during the phase betweenlast quarter
and the new moon, because then the shadows arelengthways from east to west, allowing
them to measureheights.Copernicus forms the most important of the radiating, situated in
the southern hemisphere, according to Tycho.  It rises isolated like a gigantic lighthouse
on thatof the "Sea of Clouds," which is bounded by the "Sea of," thus lighting by its
splendid rays two oceans attime.  It was a sight without an equal, those long luminous, so
dazzling in the full moon, and which, passing thechain on the north, extends to the "Sea of
Rains."one o'clock of the terrestrial morning, the projectile,a balloon borne into space,
overlooked the top of thismount.  Barbicane could recognize perfectly itsfeatures.
Copernicus is comprised in the series ofmountains of the first order, in the division
ofcircles.  Like Kepler and Aristarchus, which overlook"Ocean of Tempests," sometimes it
appeared like a brilliantthrough the cloudy light, and was taken for a volcanoactivity.  But
it is only an extinct one-- like all on thatof the moon.  Its circumference showed a diameter
of abouttwo leagues.  The glasses discovered traces ofproduced by successive eruptions,
and thewas strewn with volcanic remains which still chokedof the craters."There exist,"
said Barbicane, "several kinds of circles on theof the moon, and it is easy to see that
Copernicusto the radiating class.  If we were nearer, we shouldthe cones bristling on the
inside, which in former timesso many fiery mouths.  A curious arrangement, and onean
exception on the lunar disc, is that the interiorof these circles is the reverse of the exterior,
andto the form taken by terrestrial craters.  It follows,, that the general curve of the
bottom of these circlesa sphere of a smaller diameter than that of the moon.""And why this
peculiar disposition?" asked Nicholl."We do not know," replied Barbicane."What splendid
radiation!" said Michel.  "One could hardly seefiner spectacle, I think.""What would you
say, then," replied Barbicane, "if chance shouldus toward the southern hemisphere?""Well,
I should say that it was still more beautiful," retortedArdan.this moment the projectile
hung perpendicularly over the circle.circumference of Copernicus formed almost a perfect
circle,its steep escarpments were clearly defined.  They could evena second ringed
enclosure.  Around spread a grayish, of a wild aspect, on which every relief was marked in
yellow.the bottom of the circle, as if enclosed in a jewel case,for one instant two or three
eruptive cones, like enormousgems.  Toward the north the escarpments were lowered by
awhich would probably have given access to the interiorthe crater.passing over the
surrounding plains, Barbicane noticed anumber of less important mountains; and among
others aringed one called Guy Lussac, the breadth of whichtwelve miles.the south, the
plain was very flat, without one, without one projection.  Toward the north, on the, till
where it was bounded by the "Sea of Storms," ita liquid surface agitated by a storm, of
which theand hollows formed a succession of waves suddenly congealed.the whole of this,
and in all directions, lay the luminous, all converging to the summit of
Copernicus.travelers discussed the origin of these strange rays; but theynot determine their
nature any more than terrestrial observers."But why," said Nicholl, "should not these rays
be simply spursmountains which reflect more vividly the light of the sun?""No," replied
Barbicane; "if it was so, under certain conditionsthe moon, these ridges would cast
shadows, and they do notany."indeed, these rays only appeared when the orb of day was
into the moon, and disappeared as soon as its raysoblique."But how have they endeavored
to explain these lines of light?"Michel; "for I cannot believe that savants would ever befor
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want of an explanation.""Yes," replied Barbicane; "Herschel has put forward an opinion,he
did not venture to affirm it.""Never mind.  What was the opinion?""He thought that these
rays might be streams of cooled lavashone when the sun beat straight upon them.  It may
be so;nothing can be less certain.  Besides, if we pass nearer to, we shall be in a better
position to find out the cause ofradiation.""Do you know, my friends, what that plain, seen
from the heightare at, resembles?" said Michel."No," replied Nicholl."Very well; with all
those pieces of lava lengthened like rockets,resembles an immense game of spelikans
thrown pellmell.wants but the hook to pull them out one by one.""Do be serious," said
Barbicane."Well, let us be serious," replied Michel quietly; "and insteadspelikans, let us
put bones.  This plain, would then bebut an immense cemetery, on which would repose
theremains of thousands of extinct generations.  Do youthat high-flown comparison?""One
is as good as the other," retorted Barbicane."My word, you are difficult to please,"
answered Michel."My worthy friend," continued the matter-of-fact Barbicane, "itbut little
what it _resembles_, when we do not know what_is_.""Well answered," exclaimed
Michel.  "That will teach me towith savants."the projectile continued to advance with
almost uniformaround the lunar disc.  The travelers, we may easily, did not dream of
taking a moment's rest.  Every minutethe landscape which fled from beneath their
gaze.half past one o'clock in the morning, they caught a glimpsethe tops of another
mountain.  Barbicane, consulting his map,Eratosthenes.was a ringed mountain nine
thousand feet high, and one ofcircles so numerous on this satellite.  With regard to,
Barbicane related Kepler's singular opinion on theof circles.  According to that celebrated,
these crater-like cavities had been dug by theof man."For what purpose?" asked
Nicholl."For a very natural one," replied Barbicane.  "The Seleniteshave undertaken these
immense works and dug these enormousfor a refuge and shield from the solar rays which
beatthem during fifteen consecutive days.""The Selenites are not fools," said Michel."A
singular idea," replied Nicholl; "but it is probable thatdid not know the true dimensions of
these circles, fordigging of them would have been the work of giants quitefor the
Selenites.""Why? if weight on the moon's surface is six times less than onearth?" said
Michel."But if the Selenites are six times smaller?" retorted Nicholl."And if there are _no_
Selenites?" added Barbicane.put an end to the discussion.Eratosthenes disappeared under
the horizon without thebeing sufficiently near to allow close observation.mountain
separated the Apennines from the Carpathians. In theorography they have discerned some
chains of mountains, whichchiefly distributed over the northern hemisphere.  Some,
however,certain portions of the southern hemisphere also.two o'clock in the morning
Barbicane found that they werethe twentieth lunar parallel.  The distance of thefrom the
moon was not more than six hundred miles., now perceiving that the projectile was
steadilythe lunar disc, did not despair; if not of reaching, at least of discovering the secrets
of her configuration.XIIILANDSCAPEShalf-past two in the morning, the projectile was
over thelunar parallel and at the effective distance of fivemiles, reduced by the glasses to
five.  It still seemed, however, that it could ever touch any part of the disc.motive speed,
comparatively so moderate, was inexplicable toBarbicane.  At that distance from the moon
it must haveconsiderable, to enable it to bear up against her attraction.was a phenomenon
the cause of which escaped them again., time failed them to investigate the cause.  All
lunarwas defiling under the eyes of the travelers, and theynot lose a single detail.the
glasses the disc appeared at the distance of five.  What would an aeronaut, borne to this
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distance from the, distinguish on its surface?  We cannot say, since theascension has not
been more than 25,000 feet., however, is an exact description of what Barbicane and
hissaw at this height.  Large patches of differentappeared on the disc.  Selenographers are
not agreed uponnature of these colors.  There are several, and rathermarked.  Julius
Schmidt pretends that, if theoceans were dried up, a Selenite observer could noton the
globe a greater diversity of shades betweenoceans and the continental plains than those on
the moonto a terrestrial observer.  According to him, the colorto the vast plains known by
the name of "seas" is a darkmixed with green and brown.  Some of the large cratersthe
same appearance.  Barbicane knew this opinion of theselenographer, an opinion shared by
Boeer and Moedler.has proved that right was on their side, and not onof some
astronomers who admit the existence of only gray onmoon's surface.  In some parts green
was very distinct, suchsprings, according to Julius Schmidt, from the seas of"Serenity and
Humors."  Barbicane also noticed large craters,any interior cones, which shed a bluish tint
similar toreflection of a sheet of steel freshly polished.  These colorsreally to the lunar
disc, and did not result, as somesay, either from the imperfection in the objectivethe
glasses or from the interposition of the terrestrial atmosphere.a doubt existed in
Barbicane's mind with regard to it, as heit through space, and so could not commit any
optical error.considered the establishment of this fact as an acquisitionscience.  Now, were
these shades of green, belonging tovegetation, kept up by a low dense atmosphere?  He
couldyet say.on, he noticed a reddish tint, quite defined.  The samehad before been
observed at the bottom of an isolated, known by the name of Lichtenburg's circle, which
isnear the Hercynian mountains, on the borders of the; but they could not tell the nature of
it.were not more fortunate with regard to another peculiaritythe disc, for they could not
decide upon the cause of it.Ardan was watching near the president, when he noticedwhite
lines, vividly lighted up by the direct rays of the sun.was a succession of luminous furrows,
very different from theof Copernicus not long before; they ran parallel withother., with his
usual readiness, hastened to exclaim:"Look there! cultivated fields!""Cultivated fields!"
replied Nicholl, shrugging his shoulders."Plowed, at all events," retorted Michel Ardan;
"but whatthose Selenites must be, and what giant oxen they mustto their plow to cut such
furrows!""They are not furrows," said Barbicane; "they are _rifts_.""Rifts? stuff!" replied
Michel mildly; "but what do you mean by`rifts' in the scientific world?"immediately
enlightened his companion as to what heabout lunar rifts.  He knew that they were a kind
of furrowon every part of the disc which was not mountainous; thatfurrows, generally
isolated, measured from 400 to 500in length; that their breadth varied from 1,000 to
1,500, and that their borders were strictly parallel; but henothing more either of their
formation or their nature., through his glasses, observed these rifts withattention.  He
noticed that their borders were formed ofdeclivities; they were long parallel ramparts, and
with someamount of imagination he might have admitted the existencelong lines of
fortifications, raised by Selenite engineers.these different rifts some were perfectly straight,
as if cuta line; others were slightly curved, though still keepingborders parallel; some
crossed each other, some cut through; here they wound through ordinary cavities, such
asor Petavius; there they wound through the seas, suchthe "Sea of Serenity."natural
accidents naturally excited the imaginations ofterrestrial astronomers.  The first
observations had notthese rifts.  Neither Hevelius, Cassin, La Hire, norseemed to have
known them.  It was Schroeter who infirst drew attention to them.  Others followed who
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studied, as Pastorff, Gruithuysen, Boeer, and Moedler.  At thistheir number amounts to
seventy; but, if they have been, their nature has not yet been determined; they are_not_
fortifications, any more than they are thebeds of dried-up rivers; for, on one side, the
waters,slight on the moon's surface, could never have worn suchfor themselves; and, on
the other, they often crossof great elevation.must, however, allow that Michel Ardan had
"an idea," and, without knowing it, he coincided in that respect withSchmidt."Why," said
he, "should not these unaccountable appearances bephenomena of vegetation?""What do
you mean?" asked Barbicane quickly."Do not excite yourself, my worthy president,"
replied Michel;"might it not be possible that the dark lines forming thatwere rows of trees
regularly placed?""You stick to your vegetation, then?" said Barbicane."I like," retorted
Michel Ardan, "to explain what you savantsexplain; at least my hypotheses has the
advantage ofwhy these rifts disappear, or seem to disappear, atseasons.""And for what
reason?""For the reason that the trees become invisible when they loseleaves, and visible
again when they regain them.""Your explanation is ingenious, my dear companion,"
replied, "but inadmissible.""Why?""Because, so to speak, there are no seasons on the
moon's surface,that, consequently, the phenomena of vegetation of which youcannot
occur.", the slight obliquity of the lunar axis keeps the sun atalmost equal height in every
latitude.  Above the equatorialthe radiant orb almost invariably occupies the zenith,does
not pass the limits of the horizon in the polar; thus, according to each region, there reigns
awinter, spring, summer, or autumn, as in the planet, whose axis is but little inclined upon
its orbit.origin do they attribute to these rifts?  That is adifficult to solve.  They are
certainly anterior to theof craters and circles, for several have introducedby breaking
through their circular ramparts.  Thus itbe that, contemporary with the later geological
epochs, theydue to the expansion of natural forces.the projectile had now attained the
fortieth degree of lunar, at a distance not exceeding 40 miles.  Through theobjects
appeared to be only four miles distant.this point, under their feet, rose Mount Helicon,
1,520 feet, and round about the left rose moderate elevations,a small portion of the "Sea
of Rains," under the namethe Gulf of Iris.  The terrestrial atmosphere would have toone
hundred and seventy times more transparent than it is,allow astronomers to make perfect
observations on the moon's; but in the void in which the projectile floated nointerposed
itself between the eye of the observer andobject observed.  And more, Barbicane found
himself carrieda greater distance than the most powerful telescopes haddone before, either
that of Lord Rosse or that of theMountains.  He was, therefore, under extremely
favorablefor solving that great question of the habitabilitythe moon; but the solution still
escaped him; he couldnothing but desert beds, immense plains, and towardnorth, arid
mountains.  Not a work betrayed the hand of man;a ruin marked his course; not a group of
animals was to beindicating life, even in an inferior degree.  In no partthere life, in no part
was there an appearance of vegetation.the three kingdoms which share the terrestrial globe
between, one alone was represented on the lunar and that the mineral."Ah, indeed!" said
Michel Ardan, a little out of countenance;"then you see no one?""No," answered Nicholl;
"up to this time, not a man, not an, not a tree!  After all, whether the atmosphere has
takenat the bottom of cavities, in the midst of the circles,even on the opposite face of the
moon, we cannot decide.""Besides," added Barbicane, "even to the most piercing eye a
manbe distinguished farther than three and a half miles off;that, if there are any Selenites,
they can see our projectile,we cannot see them."four in the morning, at the height of the
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fiftieth, the distance was reduced to 300 miles.  To the lefta line of mountains capriciously
shaped, lying in thelight.  To the right, on the contrary, lay a black hollowa vast well,
unfathomable and gloomy, drilled intolunar soil.hole was the "Black Lake"; it was Pluto, a
deep circlecan be conveniently studied from the earth, between thequarter and the new
moon, when the shadows fall from westeast.black color is rarely met with on the surface
ofsatellite.  As yet it has only been recognized in the depthsthe circle of Endymion, to the
east of the "Cold Sea," in thehemisphere, and at the bottom of Grimaldi's circle,
onequator, toward the eastern border of the orb.is an annular mountain, situated in 51@
north latitude,9@ east longitude.  Its circuit is forty-seven miles longthirty-two
broad.regretted that they were not passing directly abovevast opening.  There was an
abyss to fathom, perhaps somephenomenon to surprise; but the projectile's coursenot be
altered.  They must rigidly submit.  They could nota balloon, still less a projectile, when
once enclosedits walls.  Toward five in the morning the northernof the "Sea of Rains" was
at length passed.  The mountsCondamine and Fontenelle remained-- one on the right,
theon the left.  That part of the disc beginning with 60@ wasquite mountainous.  The
glasses brought them to withinmiles, less than that separating the summit of Mont
Blancthe level of the sea.  The whole region was bristling withand circles.  Toward the
60@ Philolaus stood predominanta height of 5,550 feet with its elliptical crater, and
seenthis distance, the disc showed a very fantastical appearance.were presented to the eye
under very differentfrom those on the earth, and also very inferior to them.moon having no
atmosphere, the consequences arising fromabsence of this gaseous envelope have already
been shown.twilight on her surface; night following day and day followingwith the
suddenness of a lamp which is extinguished oramid profound darkness-- no transition from
cold to, the temperature falling in an instant from boiling pointthe cold of
space.consequence of this want of air is that absolutereigns where the sun's rays do not
penetrate.which on earth is called diffusion of light, that luminouswhich the air holds in
suspension, which creates theand the daybreak, which produces the _umbrae_
and_penumbrae_, and all the magic of _chiaro-oscuro_, does noton the moon.  Hence the
harshness of contrasts, whichadmit of two colors, black and white.  If a Seleniteto shade
his eyes from the sun's rays, the sky would seemblack, and the stars would shine to him as
on thenight.  Judge of the impression produced on Barbicanehis three friends by this
strange scene!  Their eyesconfused.  They could no longer grasp the respectiveof the
different plains.  A lunar landscape withoutsoftening of the phenomena of _chiaro-oscuro_
could not beby an earthly landscape painter; it would be spots ofon a white page-- nothing
more.aspect was not altered even when the projectile, at theof 80@, was only separated
from the moon by a distancefifty miles; nor even when, at five in the morning, itat less than
twenty-five miles from the mountain of, a distance reduced by the glasses to a quarter of a
mile.seemed as if the moon might be touched by the hand!seemed impossible that, before
long, the projectile wouldstrike her, if only at the north pole, the brilliant archwhich was
so distinctly visible on the black sky.Ardan wanted to open one of the scuttles and
throwon to the moon's surface!  A very useless attempt; forthe projectile could not attain
any point whatever of the, Michel, carried along by its motion, could not attaineither.that
moment, at six o'clock, the lunar pole appeared.  The discpresented to the travelers' gaze
one half brilliantly lit up,the other disappeared in the darkness.  Suddenly thepassed the
line of demarcation between intense lightabsolute darkness, and was plunged in profound
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night!XIVNIGHT OF THREE HUNDRED AND FIFTY-FOUR HOURS AND A
HALFthe moment when this phenomenon took place so rapidly, thewas skirting the
moon's north pole at less thanfive miles distance.  Some seconds had sufficed to
plungeinto the absolute darkness of space.  The transition was so, without shade, without
gradation of light, withoutof the luminous waves, that the orb seemed to haveextinguished
by a powerful blow."Melted, disappeared!" Michel Ardan exclaimed, aghast., there was
neither reflection nor shadow.  Nothing moreto be seen of that disc, formerly so dazzling.
The darknesscomplete. and rendered even more so by the rays from the stars.was "that
blackness" in which the lunar nights are insteeped,last three hundred and fifty-four hours
and a half at eachof the disc, a long night resulting from the equality oftranslatory and
rotary movements of the moon.  The projectile,in the conical shadow of the satellite,
experienced theof the solar rays no more than any of its invisible points.the interior, the
obscurity was complete.  They could not seeother.  Hence the necessity of dispelling the
darkness.desirous Barbicane might be to husband the gas, theof which was small, he was
obliged to ask from it alight, an expensive brilliancy which the sun then refused."Devil take
the radiant orb!" exclaimed Michel Ardan, "whichus to expend gas, instead of giving us his
rays gratuitously.""Do not let us accuse the sun," said Nicholl, "it is not his, but that of the
moon, which has come and placed herselfa screen between us and it.""It is the sun!"
continued Michel."It is the moon!" retorted Nicholl.idle dispute, which Barbicane put an
end to by saying:"My friends, it is neither the fault of the sun nor of the moon;is the fault
of the _projectile_, which, instead of rigidlyits course, has awkwardly missed it.  To be
more just,is the fault of that unfortunate meteor which has soaltered our first
direction.""Well," replied Michel Ardan, "as the matter is settled, let usbreakfast.  After a
whole night of watching it is fair toourselves up a little."proposal meeting with no
contradiction, Michel prepared thein a few minutes.  But they ate for eating's sake,
theywithout toasts, without hurrahs.  The bold travelers beingaway into gloomy space,
without their accustomed_cortege_ of rays, felt a vague uneasiness in their
hearts."strange" shadow so dear to Victor Hugo's pen bound them onsides.  But they
talked over the interminable night of threeand fifty-four hours and a half, nearly fifteen
days,the law of physics has imposed on the inhabitants of the moon.gave his friends some
explanation of the causes andconsequences of this curious phenomenon."Curious indeed,"
said they; "for, if each hemisphere of theis deprived of solar light for fifteen days, that
abovewe now float does not even enjoy during its long night anyof the earth so beautifully
lit up.  In a word she has no(applying this designation to our globe) but on one side ofdisc.
Now if this were the case with the earth-- if, for, Europe never saw the moon, and she was
only visible atantipodes, imagine to yourself the astonishment of aon arriving in
Australia.""They would make the voyage for nothing but to see the moon!"Michel."Very
well!" continued Barbicane, "that astonishment is reservedthe Selenites who inhabit the
face of the moon opposite toearth, a face which is ever invisible to our countrymen
ofterrestrial globe.""And which we should have seen," added Nicholl, "if we had
arrivedwhen the moon was new, that is to say fifteen days later.""I will add, to make
amends," continued Barbicane, "that theof the visible face are singularly favored by
nature,the detriment of their brethren on the invisible face.latter, as you see, have dark
nights of 354 hours, withoutsingle ray to break the darkness.  The other, on the
contrary,the sun which has given its light for fifteen days sinksthe horizon, see a splendid
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orb rise on the opposite horizon.is the earth, which is thirteen times greater than themoon
that we know-- the earth which developes itselfa diameter of two degrees, and which
sheds a light thirteengreater than that qualified by atmospheric strata-- thewhich only
disappears at the moment when the sun reappearsits turn!""Nicely worded!" said Michel,
"slightly academical perhaps.""It follows, then," continued Barbicane, without knitting his,
"that the visible face of the disc must be very agreeableinhabit, since it always looks on
either the sun when theis full, or on the earth when the moon is new.""But," said Nicholl,
"that advantage must be well compensated byinsupportable heat which the light brings
with it.""The inconvenience, in that respect, is the same for the two, for the earth's light is
evidently deprived of heat.the invisible face is still more searched by the heat thanvisible
face.  I say that for _you_, Nicholl, because Michelprobably not understand.""Thank you,"
said Michel."Indeed," continued Barbicane, "when the invisible face receivesthe same time
light and heat from the sun, it is because theis new; that is to say, she is situated between
the sun andearth.  It follows, then, considering the position which shein opposition when
full, that she is nearer to the suntwice her distance from the earth; and that distance may
beat the two-hundredth part of that which separates thefrom the earth, or in round
numbers 400,000 miles.  So thatface is so much nearer to the sun when she
receivesrays.""Quite right," replied Nicholl."On the contrary," continued Barbicane."One
moment," said Michel, interrupting his grave companion."What do you want?""I ask to be
allowed to continue the explanation.""And why?""To prove that I understand.""Get along
with you," said Barbicane, smiling."On the contrary," said Michel, imitating the tone and
gesturesthe president, "on the contrary, when the visible face of theis lit by the sun, it is
because the moon is full, that issay, opposite the sun with regard to the earth.  The
distanceit from the radiant orb is then increased in roundto 400,000 miles, and the heat
which she receives musta little less.""Very well said!" exclaimed Barbicane.  "Do you
know, Michel,, for an amateur, you are intelligent.""Yes," replied Michel coolly, "we are
all so on the BoulevardItaliens."gravely grasped the hand of his amiable companion, andto
enumerate the advantages reserved for the inhabitantsthe visible face.others, he mentioned
eclipses of the sun, which only takeon this side of the lunar disc; since, in order that
theytake place, it is necessary for the moon to be _in_.  These eclipses, caused by the
interposition of thebetween the moon and the sun, can last _two hours_; duringtime, by
reason of the rays refracted by its atmosphere,terrestrial globe can appear as nothing but a
black pointthe sun."So," said Nicholl, "there is a hemisphere, that invisiblewhich is very ill
supplied, very ill treated,nature.""Never mind," replied Michel; "if we ever become
Selenites, weinhabit the visible face.  I like the light.""Unless, by any chance," answered
Nicholl, "the atmosphere shouldcondensed on the other side, as certain astronomers
pretend.""That would be a consideration," said Michel.over, the observers returned to
their post.  They triedsee through the darkened scuttles by extinguishing all lightthe
projectile; but not a luminous spark made its way throughdarkness.inexplicable fact
preoccupied Barbicane.  Why, having passedsuch a short distance of the moon--about
twenty-fiveonly-- why the projectile had not fallen?  If its speedbeen enormous, he could
have understood that the fall wouldhave taken place; but, with a relatively moderate
speed,resistance to the moon's attraction could not be explained.the projectile under some
foreign influence?  Did some kindbody retain it in the ether?  It was quite evident that
itnever reach any point of the moon.  Whither was it going?it going farther from, or
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nearing, the disc?  Was it beingin that profound darkness through the infinity of
space?could they learn, how calculate, in the midst of this night?these questions made
Barbicane uneasy, but he could notthem., the invisible orb was _there_, perhaps only some
fewoff; but neither he nor his companions could see it.there was any noise on its surface,
they could not hear it., that medium of sound, was wanting to transmit the groaningsthat
moon which the Arabic legends call "a man already half, and still breathing."must allow
that that was enough to aggravate the mostobservers.  It was just that unknown
hemisphere whichstealing from their sight.  That face which fifteen days, or fifteen days
later, had been, or would be, splendidlyby the solar rays, was then being lost in utter
darkness.fifteen days where would the projectile be?  Who could say?would the chances of
conflicting attractions have drawnto?  The disappointment of the travelers in the midst of
thisdarkness may be imagined.  All observation of the lunarwas impossible.  The
constellations alone claimed all their; and we must allow that the astronomers Faye,
Charconac,Secchi, never found themselves in circumstances so favorabletheir
observation., nothing could equal the splendor of this starry world,in limpid ether.  Its
diamonds set in the heavenly vaultmagnificently.  The eye took in the firmament from
theCross to the North Star, those two constellations which12,000 years, by reason of the
succession of equinoxes, willtheir part of the polar stars, the one to Canopus in
thehemisphere, the other to Wega in the northern.loses itself in this sublime Infinity, amid
whichprojectile was gravitating, like a new star created by theof man.  From a natural
cause, these constellations shonea soft luster; they did not twinkle, for there was nowhich,
by the intervention of its layers unequallyand of different degrees of humidity,
producesscintillation.  These stars were soft eyes, looking outthe dark night, amid the
silence of absolute space.did the travelers stand mute, watching the constellated, upon
which the moon, like a vast screen, made anblack hole.  But at length a painful sensation
drewfrom their watchings.  This was an intense cold, which soonthe inside of the glass of
the scuttles with a thickof ice.  The sun was no longer warming the projectileits direct
rays, and thus it was losing the heat stored upits walls by degrees.  This heat was rapidly
evaporating intoby radiation, and a considerably lower temperature wasresult.  The
humidity of the interior was changed into icecontact with the glass, preventing all
observation.consulted the thermometer, and saw that it had fallen todegrees (Centigrade)
below zero. [3]  So that, in spitethe many reasons for economizing, Barbicane, after
havinglight from the gas, was also obliged to beg for heat.projectile's low temperature was
no longer endurable.tenants would have been frozen to death.[3] 1@ Fahrenheit."Well!"
observed Michel, "we cannot reasonably complain of theof our journey!  What variety we
have had, at leasttemperature.  Now we are blinded with light and saturated with, like the
Indians of the Pampas! now plunged into profound, amid the cold, like the Esquimaux of
the north pole., indeed! we have no right to complain; nature does wonders
inhonor.""But," asked Nicholl, "what is the temperature outside?""Exactly that of the
planetary space," replied Barbicane."Then," continued Michel Ardan, "would not this be
the time tothe experiment which we dared not attempt when we werein the sun's rays?"It
is now or never," replied Barbicane, "for we are in a goodto verify the temperature of
space, and see if FourierPouillet's calculations are exact.""In any case it is cold," said
Michel.  "See! the steam of theis condensing on the glasses of the scuttles.  If the fall, the
vapor of our breath will fall in snow around us.""Let us prepare a thermometer," said
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Barbicane.may imagine that an ordinary thermometer would afford nounder the
circumstances in which this instrument was toexposed.  The mercury would have been
frozen in its ball,below 42@ Fahrenheit below zero it is no longer liquid.Barbicane had
furnished himself with a spirit thermometerWafferdin's system, which gives the minima of
excessivelytemperatures.beginning the experiment, this instrument was comparedan
ordinary one, and then Barbicane prepared to use it."How shall we set about it?" asked
Nicholl."Nothing is easier," replied Michel Ardan, who was never at a loss."We open the
scuttle rapidly; throw out the instrument; it followsprojectile with exemplary docility; and
a quarter of an hour, draw it in.""With the hand?" asked Barbicane."With the hand,"
replied Michel."Well, then, my friend, do not expose yourself," answered, "for the hand
that you draw in again will be nothinga stump frozen and deformed by the frightful
cold.""Really!""You will feel as if you had had a terrible burn, like that ofat a white heat;
for whether the heat leaves our bodiesor enters briskly, it is exactly the same thing., I am
not at all certain that the objects we have thrownare still following us.""Why not?" asked
Nicholl."Because, if we are passing through an atmosphere of thedensity, these objects
will be retarded.  Again, theprevents our seeing if they still float around us.in order not to
expose ourselves to the loss of our, we will fasten it, and we can then more easilyit back
again."'s advice was followed.  Through the scuttle rapidly, Nicholl threw out the
instrument, which was held by acord, so that it might be more easily drawn up.  The
scuttlenot been opened more than a second, but that second had sufficedlet in a most
intense cold."The devil!" exclaimed Michel Ardan, "it is cold enough toa white
bear."waited until half an hour had elapsed, which was moretime enough to allow the
instrument to fall to the level ofsurrounding temperature.  Then it was rapidly pulled
in.calculated the quantity of spirits of wine overflowedthe little vial soldered to the lower
part of the, and said:"A hundred and forty degrees Centigrade [4] below zero!"[4] 218
degrees Fahrenheit below zero.. Pouillet was right and Fourier wrong.  That was the
undoubtedof the starry space.  Such is, perhaps, that of thecontinents, when the orb of
night has lost by radiationthe heat which fifteen days of sun have poured into her.XVOR
PARABOLAmay, perhaps, be astonished to find Barbicane and hisso little occupied with
the future reserved for themtheir metal prison which was bearing them through theof
space.  Instead of asking where they were going,passed their time making experiments, as
if they had beeninstalled in their own study.might answer that men so strong-minded were
above such- that they did not trouble themselves about such- and that they had something
else to do than totheir minds with the future.truth was that they were not masters of their
projectile;could neither check its course, nor alter its direction.sailor can change the head
of his ship as he pleases; ancan give a vertical motion to his balloon.  They, oncontrary,
had no power over their vehicle.  Every maneuverforbidden.  Hence the inclination to let
things alone, or assailors say, "let her run."did they find themselves at this moment, at
eight o'clock inmorning of the day called upon the earth the 6th of December?certainly in
the neighborhood of the moon, and even nearfor her to look to them like an enormous
black screen uponfirmament.  As to the distance which separated them, it wasto estimate
it.  The projectile, held by someforce, had been within four miles of grazing the's north
pole.since entering the cone of shadow these last two hours, haddistance increased or
diminished?  Every point of mark wasby which to estimate both the direction and the
speed ofprojectile.it was rapidly leaving the disc, so that it would soonthe pure shadow.
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Perhaps, again, on the other hand, itbe nearing it so much that in a short time it might
strikehigh point on the invisible hemisphere, which would doubtlesslyended the journey
much to the detriment of the travelers.discussion arose on this subject, and Michel Ardan,
alwayswith an explanation, gave it as his opinion that the, held by the lunar attraction,
would end by fallingthe surface of the terrestrial globe like an aerolite."First of all, my
friend," answered Barbicane, "every aerolitenot fall to the earth; it is only a small
proportion whichso; and if we had passed into an aerolite, it does not necessarilythat we
should ever reach the surface of the moon.""But how if we get near enough?" replied
Michel."Pure mistake," replied Barbicane.  "Have you not seen shootingrush through the
sky by thousands at certain seasons?""Yes.""Well, these stars, or rather corpuscles, only
shine when theyheated by gliding over the atmospheric layers.  Now, ifenter the
atmosphere, they pass at least within fortyof the earth, but they seldom fall upon it.  The
same withprojectile.  It may approach very near to the moon, and notfall upon it.""But
then," asked Michel, "I shall be curious to know how ourvehicle will act in space?""I see
but two hypotheses," replied Barbicane, after some' reflection."What are they?""The
projectile has the choice between two mathematical curves,it will follow one or the other
according to the speed withit is animated, and which at this moment I cannot
estimate.""Yes," said Nicholl, "it will follow either a parabola orhyperbola.""Just so,"
replied Barbicane.  "With a certain speed it willthe parabola, and with a greater the
hyperbola.""I like those grand words," exclaimed Michel Ardan; "one knowswhat they
mean.  And pray what is your parabola, ifplease?""My friend," answered the captain, "the
parabola is a curve ofsecond order, the result of the section of a coneby a plane parallel to
one of the sides.""Ah! ah!" said Michel, in a satisfied tone."It is very nearly," continued
Nicholl, "the course described bybomb launched from a mortar.""Perfect!  And the
hyperbola?""The hyperbola, Michel, is a curve of the second order, producedthe
intersection of a conic surface and a plane parallel toaxis, and constitutes two branches
separated one from the other,tending indefinitely in the two directions.""Is it possible!"
exclaimed Michel Ardan in a serious tone, asthey had told him of some serious event.
"What I particularlyin your definition of the hyperbola (I was going to say) is that it is still
more obscure than the word youto define."and Barbicane cared little for Michel Ardan's
fun.were deep in a scientific discussion.  What curve wouldprojectile follow? was their
hobby.  One maintained the, the other the parabola.  They gave each other reasonswith
_x_.  Their arguments were couched in languagemade Michel jump.  The discussion was
hot, and neithergive up his chosen curve to his adversary.scientific dispute lasted so long
that it made Michelimpatient."Now, gentlemen cosines, will you cease to throw parabolas
andat each other's heads?  I want to understand the onlyquestion in the whole affair.  We
shall follow onethe other of these curves?  Good.  But where will they
leadto?""Nowhere," replied Nicholl."How, nowhere?""Evidently," said Barbicane, "they
are open curves, which may beindefinitely.""Ah, savants!" cried Michel; "and what are
either the one or theto us from the moment we know that they equally lead usinfinite
space?"and Nicholl could not forbear smiling.  They had justcreating "art for art's sake."
Never had so idle a questionraised at such an inopportune moment.  The sinister truththat,
whether hyperbolically or parabolically borne away,projectile would never again meet
either the earth or the moon.would become of these bold travelers in the immediate
future?they did not die of hunger, if they did not die of thirst,some days, when the gas
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failed, they would die from want of air,the cold had killed them first.  Still, important as it
waseconomize the gas, the excessive lowness of the surroundingobliged them to consume
a certain quantity.speaking, they could do without its _light_, but notits _heat_.
Fortunately the caloric generated by Reiset'sRegnaut's apparatus raised the temperature of
the interiorthe projectile a little, and without much expenditure theyable to keep it
bearable.observations had now become very difficult.  the dampness ofprojectile was
condensed on the windows and congealed immediately.cloudiness had to be dispersed
continually.  In any casemight hope to be able to discover some phenomena of
theinterest.up to this time the disc remained dumb and dark.  It did notthe multiplicity of
questions put by these ardent minds;matter which drew this reflection from Michel,
apparently aone:"If ever we begin this journey over again, we shall do well tothe time
when the moon is at the full.""Certainly," said Nicholl, "that circumstance will be more
favorable.allow that the moon, immersed in the sun's rays, will not beduring the transit, but
instead we should see the earth,would be full.  And what is more, if we were drawn round
the, as at this moment, we should at least have the advantage ofthe invisible part of her
disc magnificently lit.""Well said, Nicholl," replied Michel Ardan.  "What do you,
Barbicane?""I think this," answered the grave president:  "If ever we beginjourney again,
we shall start at the same time and undersame conditions.  Suppose we had attained our
end, would ithave been better to have found continents in broad daylighta country plunged
in utter darkness?  Would not our firsthave been made under better circumstances?,
evidently.  As to the invisible side, we could have visitedin our exploring expeditions on
the lunar globe.  So that theof the full moon was well chosen.  But we ought to haveat the
end; and in order to have so arrived, we oughthave suffered no deviation on the road.""I
have nothing to say to that," answered Michel Ardan."Here is, however, a good
opportunity lost of observing theside of the moon."the projectile was now describing in
the shadow thatcourse which no sight-mark would allow themascertain.  Had its direction
been altered, either by theof the lunar attraction, or by the action of somestar?  Barbicane
could not say.  But a change had takenin the relative position of the vehicle; and
Barbicaneit about four in the morning.change consisted in this, that the base of the
projectileturned toward the moon's surface, and was so held by apassing through its axis.
The attraction, that issay the weight, had brought about this alteration.  The heaviestof the
projectile inclined toward the invisible disc as if itfall upon it.it falling?  Were the travelers
attaining that much desired end?.  And the observation of a sign-point, quite inexplicable
in, showed Barbicane that his projectile was not nearing the, and that it had shifted by
following an almost concentric curve.point of mark was a luminous brightness, which
Nichollsuddenly, on the limit of the horizon formed by thedisc.  This point could not be
confounded with a star.was a reddish incandescence which increased by degrees, aproof
that the projectile was shifting toward it andfalling normally on the surface of the moon."A
volcano! it is a volcano in action!" cried Nicholl; "aof the interior fires of the moon!  That
world isquite extinguished.""Yes, an eruption," replied Barbicane, who was carefullythe
phenomenon through his night glass.  "What shouldbe, if not a volcano?""But, then," said
Michel Ardan, "in order to maintain that, there must be air.  So the atmosphere does
surroundpart of the moon.""Perhaps so," replied Barbicane, "but not necessarily.volcano,
by the decomposition of certain substances, canits own oxygen, and thus throw flames into
space.  It seemsme that the deflagration, by the intense brilliancy of thein combustion, is
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produced in pure oxygen.  We mustbe in a hurry to proclaim the existence of a lunar
atmosphere."fiery mountain must have been situated about the 45@ southon the invisible
part of the disc; but, to Barbicane'sdispleasure, the curve which the projectile was
describingtaking it far from the point indicated by the eruption.he could not determine its
nature exactly.  Half an hourbeing sighted, this luminous point had disappeared behinddark
horizon; but the verification of this phenomenon wasconsiderable consequence in their
selenographic studies.proved that all heat had not yet disappeared from the bowelsthis
globe; and where heat exists, who can affirm that thekingdom, nay, even the animal
kingdom itself, has notto this time resisted all destructive influences?  The existencethis
volcano in eruption, unmistakably seen by these earthly, would doubtless give rise to many
theories favorablethe grave question of the habitability of the moon.allowed himself to be
carried away by these reflections.forgot himself in a deep reverie in which the
mysteriousof the lunar world was uppermost.  He was seeking totogether the facts
observed up to that time, when a newrecalled him briskly to reality.  This incident was
morea cosmical phenomenon; it was a threatened danger, theof which might be disastrous
in the extreme., in the midst of the ether, in the profound darkness, anmass appeared.  It
was like a moon, but an incandescentwhose brilliancy was all the more intolerable as it
cuton the frightful darkness of space.  This mass, of aform, threw a light which filled the
projectile.forms of Barbicane, Nicholl, and Michel Ardan, bathed inwhite sheets, assumed
that livid spectral appearance whichproduce with the fictitious light of alcoholwith salt."By
Jove!" cried Michel Ardan, "we are hideous.  What is thatconditioned moon?""A meteor,"
replied Barbicane."A meteor burning in space?""Yes."shooting globe suddenly appearing
in shadow at a distanceat most 200 miles, ought, according to Barbicane, to have aof
2,000 yards.  It advanced at a speed of about oneand a half per second.  It cut the
projectile's path andreach it in some minutes.  As it approached it grew toproportions., if
possible, the situation of the travelers!  It isto describe it.  In spite of their courage,
their_sang-froid_, their carelessness of danger, they were mute,with stiffened limbs, a prey
to frightful terror.projectile, the course of which they could not alter, wasstraight on this
ignited mass, more intense than themouth of an oven.  It seemed as though they were
beingtoward an abyss of fire.had seized the hands of his two companions, and alllooked
through their half-open eyelids upon that asteroidto a white heat.  If thought was not
destroyed within, if their brains still worked amid all this awe, they mustgiven themselves
up for lost.minutes after the sudden appearance of the meteor (to themcenturies of
anguish) the projectile seemed almost about toit, when the globe of fire burst like a bomb,
but withoutany noise in that void where sound, which is but theof the layers of air, could
not be generated.uttered a cry, and he and his companions rushed toscuttle.  What a sight!
What pen can describe it?palette is rich enough in colors to reproduce so
magnificentspectacle?was like the opening of a crater, like the scattering of
anconflagration.  Thousands of luminous fragments lit upirradiated space with their fires.
Every size, every color,there intermingled.  There were rays of yellow and pale, red,
green, gray-- a crown of fireworks of all colors.the enormous and much-dreaded globe
there remained nothingthese fragments carried in all directions, now becomein their turn,
some flaming like a sword, someby a whitish cloud, and others leaving behind themof
brilliant cosmical dust.incandescent blocks crossed and struck each other,still smaller
fragments, some of which struckprojectile.  Its left scuttle was even cracked by ashock.  It
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seemed to be floating amid a hail ofshells, the smallest of which might
destroyinstantly.light which saturated the ether was so wonderfully intense,Michel,
drawing Barbicane and Nicholl to his window,, "The invisible moon, visible at
last!"through a luminous emanation, which lasted some seconds, thethree caught a glimpse
of that mysterious disc which the eyeman now saw for the first time.  What could they
distinguisha distance which they could not estimate?  Some lengthenedalong the disc, real
clouds formed in the midst of a veryatmosphere, from which emerged not only all the
mountains,also projections of less importance; its circles, its yawning, as capriciously
placed as on the visible surface.immense spaces, no longer arid plains, but real seas,
oceans,distributed, reflecting on their liquid surface all themagic of the fires of space; and,
lastly, on the surfacethe continents, large dark masses, looking like immense foreststhe
rapid illumination of a brilliance.it an illusion, a mistake, an optical illusion?  Could theya
scientific assent to an observation so superficially obtained?they pronounce upon the
question of its habitability afterslight a glimpse of the invisible disc?the lightnings in space
subsided by degrees; its accidentaldied away; the asteroids dispersed in differentand were
extinguished in the distance.ether returned to its accustomed darkness; the stars, eclipseda
moment, again twinkled in the firmament, and the disc, sodiscerned, was again buried in
impenetrable night.XVISOUTHERN HEMISPHEREprojectile had just escaped a terrible
danger, and a veryone.  Who would have thought of such an encountermeteors?  These
erring bodies might create serious perilsthe travelers.  They were to them so many
sandbanks uponsea of ether which, less fortunate than sailors, they couldescape.  But did
these adventurers complain of space?  No, notnature had given them the splendid sight of
a cosmicalbursting from expansion, since this inimitable firework,no Ruggieri could
imitate, had lit up for some seconds theglory of the moon.  In that flash, continents,
seas,forests had become visible to them.  Did an atmosphere,, bring to this unknown face
its life-giving atoms?still insoluble, and forever closed againstcuriousity!was then half-past
three in the afternoon.  The projectilefollowing its curvilinear direction round the moon.
Had itsagain been altered by the meteor?  It was to be feared so.the projectile must
describe a curve unalterably determinedthe laws of mechanical reasoning.  Barbicane was
inclined tothat this curve would be rather a parabola than a hyperbola.admitting the
parabola, the projectile must quickly havethrough the cone of shadow projected into space
oppositesun.  This cone, indeed, is very narrow, the angular diameterthe moon being so
little when compared with the diameter oforb of day; and up to this time the projectile had
beenin this deep shadow.  Whatever had been its speed(and it could not have been
insignificant), its period ofcontinued.  That was evident, but perhaps that wouldhave been
the case in a supposedly rigidly parabolical- a new problem which tormented Barbicane's
brain,as he was in a circle of unknowns which he couldunravel.of the travelers thought of
taking an instant's repose.one watched for an unexpected fact, which might throw
somelight on their uranographic studies.  About five o'clock,Ardan distributed, under the
name of dinner, some piecesbread and cold meat, which were quickly swallowed
withoutof them abandoning their scuttle, the glass of which wasencrusted by the
condensation of vapor.forty-five minutes past five in the evening, Nicholl,with his glass,
sighted toward the southern border of the, and in the direction followed by the projectile,
somepoints cut upon the dark shield of the sky.  They lookeda succession of sharp points
lengthened into a tremulous line.were very bright.  Such appeared the terminal line of
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thewhen in one of her octants.could not be mistaken.  It was no longer a simple
meteor.luminous ridge had neither color nor motion.  Nor was it ain eruption.  And
Barbicane did not hesitate toupon it."The sun!" he exclaimed."What! the sun?" answered
Nicholl and Michel Ardan."Yes, my friends, it is the radiant orb itself lighting up theof the
mountains situated on the southern borders ofmoon.  We are evidently nearing the south
pole.""After having passed the north pole," replied Michel.  "We havethe circuit of our
satellite, then?""Yes, my good Michel.""Then, no more hyperbolas, no more parabolas, no
more opento fear?""No, but a closed curve.""Which is called----""An ellipse.  Instead of
losing itself in interplanetary space,is probable that the projectile will describe an
ellipticalaround the moon.""Indeed!""And that it will become _her_ satellite.""Moon of
the moon!" cried Michel Ardan."Only, I would have you observe, my worthy friend,"
replied, "that we are none the less lost for that.""Yes, in another manner, and much more
pleasantly," answered theFrenchman with his most amiable smile.XVIIsix in the evening
the projectile passed the south pole atthan forty miles off, a distance equal to that
alreadyat the north pole.  The elliptical curve was beingcarried out.this moment the
travelers once more entered the blessed raysthe sun.  They saw once more those stars
which move slowlyeast to west.  The radiant orb was saluted by a triple hurrah.its light it
also sent heat, which soon pierced the metal walls.glass resumed its accustomed
appearance.  The layers of iceas if by enchantment; and immediately, for economy's
sake,gas was put out, the air apparatus alone consuming itsquantity."Ah!" said Nicholl,
"these rays of heat are good.  With whatmust the Selenites wait the reappearance of the
orbday.""Yes," replied Michel Ardan, "imbibing as it were the brilliant, light and heat, all
life is contained in them."this moment the bottom of the projectile deviated somewhatthe
lunar surface, in order to follow the slightlyelliptical orbit.  From this point, had the earthat
the full, Barbicane and his companions could haveit, but immersed in the sun's irradiation
she wasinvisible.  Another spectacle attracted their attention,of the southern part of the
moon, brought by the glasseswithin 450 yards.  They did not again leave the scuttles,noted
every detail of this fantastical continent.Doerful and Leibnitz formed two separate groups
very nearsouth pole.  The first group extended from the pole to thefourth parallel, on the
eastern part of the orb; theoccupied the eastern border, extending from the 65@ ofto the
pole.their capriciously formed ridge appeared dazzling sheets, asby Pere Secchi.  With
more certainty than theRoman astronomer, Barbicane was enabled to
recognizenature."They are snow," he exclaimed."Snow?" repeated Nicholl."Yes, Nicholl,
snow; the surface of which is deeply frozen.how they reflect the luminous rays.  Cooled
lava would neverout such intense reflection.  There must then be water,must be air on the
moon.  As little as you please, but thecan no longer be contested."  No, it could not be.
And ifBarbicane should see the earth again, his notes will bearto this great fact in his
selenographic observations.mountains of Doerful and Leibnitz rose in the midst ofof a
medium extent, which were bounded by an indefiniteof circles and annular ramparts.
These two chainsthe only ones met with in this region of circles.but slightly marked, they
throw up here and theresharp points, the highest summit of which attains anof 24,600
feet.the projectile was high above all this landscape, and thedisappeared in the intense
brilliancy of the disc.to the eyes of the travelers there reappeared that originalof the lunar
landscapes, raw in tone, without gradationcolors, and without degrees of shadow, roughly
black and, from the want of diffusion of light.the sight of this desolate world did not fail to
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captivateby its very strangeness.  They were moving over this regionif they had been borne
on the breath of some storm, watchingdefile under their feet, piercing the cavities with
their, going down into the rifts, climbing the ramparts, soundingmysterious holes, and
leveling all cracks.  But no tracevegetation, no appearance of cities; nothing but
stratification,of lava, overflowings polished like immense mirrors,the sun's rays with
overpowering brilliancy.belonging to a _living_ world-- everything to a dead, where
avalanches, rolling from the summits of the mountains,disperse noiselessly at the bottom
of the abyss, retainingmotion, but wanting the sound.  In any case it was the imagedeath,
without its being possible even to say that life had everthere.Ardan, however, thought he
recognized a heap of ruins,which he drew Barbicane's attention.  It was about the 80th, in
30@ longitude.  This heap of stones, ratherplaced, represented a vast fortress, overlooking
arift, which in former days had served as a bed to theof prehistorical times.  Not far from
that, rose to aof 17,400 feet the annular mountain of Short, equal toAsiatic Caucasus.
Michel Ardan, with his accustomed ardor,"the evidences" of his fortress.  Beneath it hethe
dismantled ramparts of a town; here the stillarch of a portico, there two or three columns
lying underbase; farther on, a succession of arches which must havethe conduit of an
aqueduct; in another part the sunkenof a gigantic bridge, run into the thickest parts ofrift.
He distinguished all this, but with so much imaginationhis glance, and through glasses so
fantastical, that we musthis observation.  But who could affirm, who would daresay, that
the amiable fellow did not really see that whichtwo companions would not see?were too
precious to be sacrificed in idle discussion.selenite city, whether imaginary or not, had
alreadyafar off.  The distance of the projectile from thedisc was on the increase, and the
details of the soil werelost in a confused jumble.  The reliefs, the circles,craters, and the
plains alone remained, and still showedboundary lines distinctly.  At this moment, to the
left,extended one of the finest circles of lunar orography,of the curiosities of this
continent.  It was Newton,Barbicane recognized without trouble, by referring to_Mappa
Selenographica_.is situated in exactly 77@ south latitude, and 16@longitude.  It forms an
annular crater, the ramparts of, rising to a height of 21,300 feet, seemed to be
impassable.made his companions observe that the height of thisabove the surrounding
plain was far from equaling theof its crater.  This enormous hole was beyond all, and
formed a gloomy abyss, the bottom of which the's rays could never reach.  There,
according to Humboldt,utter darkness, which the light of the sun and the earthbreak.
Mythologists could well have made it the mouth of hell."Newton," said Barbicane, "is the
most perfect type of thesemountains, of which the earth possesses no sample.prove that
the moon's formation, by means of cooling, isto violent causes; for while, under the
pressure of internalthe reliefs rise to considerable height, the depths withdrawbelow the
lunar level.""I do not dispute the fact," replied Michel Ardan.minutes after passing
Newton, the projectile directlythe annular mountains of Moret.  It skirted at somethe
summits of Blancanus, and at about half-past seventhe evening reached the circle of
Clavius.circle, one of the most remarkable of the disc, is situated58@ south latitude, and
15@ east longitude.  Its height isat 22,950 feet.  The travelers, at a distance offour miles
(reduced to four by their glasses) couldthis vast crater in its entirety."Terrestrial
volcanoes," said Barbicane, "are but mole-hillswith those of the moon.  Measuring the old
cratersby the first eruptions of Vesuvius and Etna, we find themmore than three miles in
breadth.  In France the circleCantal measures six miles across; at Ceyland the circle
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ofisland is forty miles, which is considered the largest onglobe.  What are these diameters
against that of Clavius,we overlook at this moment?""What is its breadth?" asked
Nicholl."It is 150 miles," replied Barbicane.  "This circle is certainlymost important on the
moon, but many others measure 150,, or 75 miles.""Ah! my friends," exclaimed Michel,
"can you picture towhat this now peaceful orb of night must have beenits craters, filled
with thunderings, vomited at the samesmoke and tongues of flame.  What a wonderful
spectacle, and now what decay!  This moon is nothing more than a thinof fireworks,
whose squibs, rockets, serpents, and suns,a superb brilliancy, have left but sadly broken
cases.can say the cause, the reason, the motive force ofcataclysms?"was not listening to
Michel Ardan; he wasthese ramparts of Clavius, formed by largespread over several miles.
At the bottom of thecavity burrowed hundreds of small extinguished craters,the soil like a
colander, and overlooked by a peak,000 feet high.the plain appeared desolate.  Nothing so
arid as these, nothing so sad as these ruins of mountains, and (if weso express ourselves)
these fragments of peaks and mountainsstrewed the soil.  The satellite seemed to have
burst atspot.projectile was still advancing, and this movement didsubside.  Circles, craters,
and uprooted mountains succeededother incessantly.  No more plains; no more seas.  A
neverSwitzerland and Norway.  And lastly, in the canter ofregion of crevasses, the most
splendid mountain on thedisc, the dazzling Tycho, in which posterity will everthe name of
the illustrious Danish astronomer.observing the full moon in a cloudless sky no one has
failedremark this brilliant point of the southern hemisphere.Ardan used every metaphor
that his imagination couldto designate it by.  To him this Tycho was a focus of, a center of
irradiation, a crater vomiting rays.  It wastire of a brilliant wheel, an _asteria_ enclosing
the discits silver tentacles, an enormous eye filled with flames,glory carved for Pluto's
head, a star launched by the's hand, and crushed against the face of the moon!forms such a
concentration of light that the inhabitantsthe earth can see it without glasses, though at a
distance240,000 miles!  Imagine, then, its intensity to the eye ofplaced at a distance of
only fifty miles!  Seen throughpure ether, its brilliancy was so intolerable that Barbicanehis
friends were obliged to blacken their glasses with the gasbefore they could bear the
splendor.  Then silent, scarcelyan interjection of admiration, they gazed, they
contemplated.their feelings, all their impressions, were concentrated in that, as under any
violent emotion all life is concentrated at the heart.belongs to the system of radiating
mountains, likeand Copernicus; but it is of all the most completedecided, showing
unquestionably the frightful volcanicto which the formation of the moon is due.  Tycho
isin 43@ south latitude, and 12@ east longitude.  Its centeroccupied by a crater fifty miles
broad.  It assumes a slightlyform, and is surrounded by an enclosure of annular, which on
the east and west overlook the outer plain fromheight of 15,000 feet.  It is a group of
Mont Blancs, placedone common center and crowned by radiating beams.this
incomparable mountain really is, with all theconverging toward it, and the interior
excrescencesits crater, photography itself could never represent., it is during the full moon
that Tycho is seen in allsplendor.  Then all shadows disappear, the
foreshorteningperspective disappears, and all proofs become white-- afact:  for this strange
region would have beenif reproduced with photographic exactness.  It isa group of
hollows, craters, circles, a network of crests;, as far as the eye could see, a whole volcanic
networkupon this encrusted soil.  One can then understand thatbubbles of this central
eruption have kept their first form.by cooling, they have stereotyped that aspectthe moon
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formerly presented when under the Plutonian forces.distance which separated the travelers
from the annularof Tycho was not so great but that they could catchprincipal details.
Even on the causeway forming theof Tycho, the mountains hanging on to theand exterior
sloping flanks rose in stories liketerraces.  They appeared to be higher by 300 or 400to the
west than to the east.  No system of terrestrialcould equal these natural fortifications.  A
townat the bottom of this circular cavity would have beeninaccessible.and wonderfully
extended over this soil coveredpicturesque projections!  Indeed, nature had not left theof
this crater flat and empty.  It possessed its ownorography, a mountainous system, making
it a worlditself.  The travelers could distinguish clearly cones,hills, remarkable positions of
the soil, naturallyto receive the _chefs-d'oeuvre_ of Selenite architecture.was marked out
the place for a temple, here the ground of a, on this spot the plan of a palace, in another
the plateaua citadel; the whole overlooked by a central mountain of,500 feet.  A vast
circle, in which ancient Rome could haveheld in its entirety ten times over."Ah!" exclaimed
Michel Ardan, enthusiastic at the sight; "whatgrand town might be constructed within that
ring of mountains!quiet city, a peaceful refuge, beyond all human misery.  How
calmisolated those misanthropes, those haters of humanity mightthere, and all who have a
distaste for social life!""All!  It would be too small for them," replied Barbicane
simply.XVIIIQUESTIONSthe projectile had passed the _enceinte_ of Tycho, andand his
two companions watched with scrupulousthe brilliant rays which the celebrated mountain
shedcuriously over the horizon.was this radiant glory?  What geological phenomenon
hadthese ardent beams?  This question occupied Barbicane's mind.his eyes ran in all
directions luminous furrows, raised atedges and concave in the center, some twelve miles,
othersmiles broad.  These brilliant trains extended in someto within 600 miles of Tycho,
and seemed to cover,toward the east, the northeast and the north, theof the southern
hemisphere.  One of these jets extended asas the circle of Neander, situated on the 40th
meridian., by a slight curve, furrowed the "Sea of Nectar," breakingthe chain of Pyrenees,
after a circuit of 800 miles., toward the west, covered the "Sea of Clouds" and"Sea of
Humors" with a luminous network.  What was theof these sparkling rays, which shone on
the plains asas on the reliefs, at whatever height they might be?started from a common
center, the crater of Tycho.sprang from him.  Herschel attributed their brilliancy toof lava
congealed by the cold; an opinion, however,has not been generally adopted.  Other
astronomers havein these inexplicable rays a kind of moraines, rows ofblocks, which had
been thrown up at the period of's formation."And why not?" asked Nicholl of Barbicane,
who was relating andthese different opinions."Because the regularity of these luminous
lines, and thenecessary to carry volcanic matter to such distances,inexplicable.""Eh! by
Jove!" replied Michel Ardan, "it seems easy enough to meexplain the origin of these
rays.""Indeed?" said Barbicane."Indeed," continued Michel.  "It is enough to say that it is
astar, similar to that produced by a ball or a stone throwna square of glass!""Well!" replied
Barbicane, smiling.  "And what hand would beenough to throw a ball to give such a shock
as that?""The hand is not necessary," answered Nicholl, not at all; "and as to the stone, let
us suppose it to be a comet.""Ah! those much-abused comets!" exclaimed Barbicane.
"My brave, your explanation is not bad; but your comet is useless.shock which produced
that rent must have some from theof the star.  A violent contraction of the lunar
crust,cooling, might suffice to imprint this gigantic star.""A contraction! something like a
lunar stomach-ache." saidArdan."Besides," added Barbicane, "this opinion is that of an
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English, Nasmyth, and it seems to me to sufficiently explain theof these mountains.""That
Nasmyth was no fool!" replied Michel.did the travelers, whom such a sight could never
weary,the splendors of Tycho.  Their projectile, saturated withgleams in the double
irradiation of sun and moon, mustappeared like an incandescent globe.  They had
passedfrom excessive cold to intense heat.  Nature was thusthem to become Selenites.
Become Selenites!  That ideaup once more the question of the habitability of the
moon.what they had seen, could the travelers solve it?  Would theyfor or against it?
Michel Ardan persuaded his two friendsform an opinion, and asked them directly if they
thought thatand animals were represented in the lunar world."I think that we can answer,"
said Barbicane; "but according toidea the question ought not to be put in that form.  I ask
itbe put differently.""Put it your own way," replied Michel."Here it is," continued
Barbicane.  "The problem is a double one,requires a double solution.  Is the moon
_habitable_?  Has theever been _inhabitable_?""Good!" replied Nicholl.  "First let us see
whether the moonhabitable.""To tell the truth, I know nothing about it," answered
Michel."And I answer in the negative," continued Barbicane.  "In herstate, with her
surrounding atmosphere certainly veryreduced, her seas for the most part dried up,
hersupply of water restricted, vegetation, suddenof cold and heat, her days and nights of
354- the moon does not seem habitable to me, nor does shepropitious to animal
development, nor sufficient for theof existence as we understand it.""Agreed," replied
Nicholl.  "But is not the moon habitable fordifferently organized from ourselves?""That
question is more difficult to answer, but I will try; andask Nicholl if _motion_ appears to
him to be a necessaryof _life_, whatever be its organization?""Without a doubt!" answered
Nicholl."Then, my worthy companion, I would answer that we have observedlunar
continent at a distance of 500 yards at most, and thatseemed to us to move on the moon's
surface.  The presenceany kind of life would have been betrayed by its attendant marks,as
divers buildings, and even by ruins.  And what haveseen?  Everywhere and always the
geological works of nature,the work of man.  If, then, there exist representativesthe animal
kingdom on the moon, they must have fled to thosecavities which the eye cannot reach;
which I cannot, for they must have left traces of their passage on thosewhich the
atmosphere must cover, however slightly raisedmay be.  These traces are nowhere visible.
There remains buthypothesis, that of a living race to which motion, which is, is
foreign.""One might as well say, living creatures which do not live,"Michel."Just so," said
Barbicane, "which for us has no meaning.""Then we may form our opinion?" said
Michel."Yes," replied Nicholl."Very well," continued Michel Ardan, "the Scientific
Commissionin the projectile of the Gun Club, after havingtheir argument on facts recently
observed, decideupon the question of the habitability of the moon--`_No!_ the moon is not
habitable.'"decision was consigned by President Barbicane to his, where the process of the
sitting of the 6th ofmay be seen."Now," said Nicholl, "let us attack the second question,
ancomplement of the first.  I ask the honorable, if the moon is not habitable, has she ever
been, Citizen Barbicane?""My friends," replied Barbicane, "I did not undertake thisin
order to form an opinion on the past habitability ofsatellite; but I will add that our personal
observationsconfirm me in this opinion.  I believe, indeed I affirm,the moon has been
inhabited by a human race organized likeown; that she has produced animals anatomically
formed liketerrestrial animals:  but I add that these races, human and, have had their day,
and are now forever extinct!""Then," asked Michel, "the moon must be older than the
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earth?""No!" said Barbicane decidedly, "but a world which has grown old, and whose
formation and deformation have been more rapid., the organizing force of matter has been
much morein the interior of the moon than in the interior of theglobe.  The actual state of
this cracked, twisted,burst disc abundantly proves this.  The moon and the earthnothing
but gaseous masses originally.  These gases haveinto a liquid state under different
influences, and themasses have been formed later. But most certainly ourwas still gaseous
or liquid, when the moon was solidifiedcooling, and had become habitable.""I believe it,"
said Nicholl."Then," continued Barbicane, "an atmosphere surrounded it, thecontained
within this gaseous envelope could not evaporate.the influence of air, water, light, solar
heat, and central, vegetation took possession of the continents prepared toit, and certainly
life showed itself about this period,nature does not expend herself in vain; and a world
soformed for habitation must necessarily be inhabited.""But," said Nicholl, "many
phenomena inherent in our satellitecramp the expansion of the animal and vegetable
kingdom.example, its days and nights of 354 hours?""At the terrestrial poles they last six
months," said Michel."An argument of little value, since the poles are not inhabited.""Let
us observe, my friends," continued Barbicane, "that if inactual state of the moon its long
nights and long daysdifferences of temperature insupportable to, it was not so at the
historical period of time.atmosphere enveloped the disc with a fluid mantle; vaporitself in
the shape of clouds; this natural screenthe ardor of the solar rays, and retained
theradiation.  Light, like heat, can diffuse itself inair; hence an equality between the
influences which no longer, now that atmosphere has almost entirely disappeared.now I
am going to astonish you.""Astonish us?" said Michel Ardan."I firmly believe that at the
period when the moon was inhabited,nights and days did not last 354 hours!""And why?"
asked Nicholl quickly."Because most probably then the rotary motion of the moon
uponaxis was not equal to her revolution, an equality whicheach part of her disc during
fifteen days to the actionthe solar rays.""Granted," replied Nicholl, "but why should not
these twohave been equal, as they are really so?""Because that equality has only been
determined byattraction.  And who can say that this attractionpowerful enough to alter the
motion of the moon at thatwhen the earth was still fluid?""Just so," replied Nicholl; "and
who can say that the moon hasbeen a satellite of the earth?""And who can say," exclaimed
Michel Ardan, "that the moon didexist before the earth?"imaginations carried them away
into an indefinite fieldhypothesis.  Barbicane sought to restrain them."Those speculations
are too high," said he; "problemsinsoluble.  Do not let us enter upon them.  Let us onlythe
insufficiency of the primordial attraction; and thenthe inequality of the two motions of
rotation and revolution,days and nights could have succeeded each other on the moonthey
succeed each other on the earth.  Besides, even withoutconditions, life was possible.""And
so," asked Michel Ardan, "humanity has disappeared frommoon?""Yes," replied
Barbicane, "after having doubtless remainedfor millions of centuries; by degrees
thebecoming rarefied, the disc became uninhabitable, asterrestrial globe will one day
become by cooling.""By cooling?""Certainly," replied Barbicane; "as the internal fires
became, and the incandescent matter concentrated itself,lunar crust cooled.  By degrees
the consequences of theseshowed themselves in the disappearance of organized, and by
the disappearance of vegetation.  Soon thewas rarefied, probably withdrawn by terrestrial;
then aerial departure of respirable air, andof water by means of evaporation.  At this
periodmoon becoming uninhabitable, was no longer inhabited.was a dead world, such as
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we see it to-day.""And you say that the same fate is in store for the earth?""Most
probably.""But when?""When the cooling of its crust shall have made it
uninhabitable.""And have they calculated the time which our unfortunate spheretake to
cool?""Certainly.""And you know these calculations?""Perfectly.""But speak, then, my
clumsy savant," exclaimed Michel Ardan,"for you make me boil with impatience!""Very
well, my good Michel," replied Barbicane quietly; "we knowdiminution of temperature the
earth undergoes in the lapsea century.  And according to certain calculations, this
meanwill after a period of 400,000 years, be broughtto zero!""Four hundred thousand
years!" exclaimed Michel.  "Ah!  Iagain.  Really I was frightened to hear you; I
imaginedwe had not more than 50,000 years to live."and Nicholl could not help laughing
at their's uneasiness.  Then Nicholl, who wished to end the, put the second question,
which had just beenagain."Has the moon been inhabited?" he asked.answer was
unanimously in the affirmative.  But during this, fruitful in somewhat hazardous theories,
thewas rapidly leaving the moon: the lineaments fadedfrom the travelers' eyes, mountains
were confused in the; and of all the wonderful, strange, and fantasticalof the earth's
satellite, there soon remained nothing butimperishable remembrance.XIXSTRUGGLE
AGAINST THE IMPOSSIBLEa long time Barbicane and his companions looked silently
andupon that world which they had only seen from a distance,Moses saw the land of
Canaan, and which they were leavinga possibility of ever returning to it.  The
projectile'swith regard to the moon had altered, and the base wasturned to the
earth.change, which Barbicane verified, did not fail to surprise them.the projectile was to
gravitate round the satellite in anorbit, why was not its heaviest part turned toward it,the
moon turns hers to the earth?  That was a difficult point.watching the course of the
projectile they could see that onthe moon it followed a course analogous to that
tracedapproaching her.  It was describing a very long ellipse,would most likely extend to
the point of equal attraction,the influences of the earth and its satellite are neutralized.was
the conclusion which Barbicane very justly drew fromalready observed, a conviction
which his two friendswith him."And when arrived at this dead point, what will become of
us?"Michel Ardan."We don't know," replied Barbicane."But one can draw some
hypotheses, I suppose?""Two," answered Barbicane; "either the projectile's speed
willinsufficient, and it will remain forever immovable on thisof double attraction----""I
prefer the other hypothesis, whatever it may be," interrupted Michel."Or," continued
Barbicane, "its speed will be sufficient, and itcontinue its elliptical course, to gravitate
forever aroundorb of night.""A revolution not at all consoling," said Michel, "to pass
tostate of humble servants to a moon whom we are accustomed toupon as our own
handmaid.  So that is the fate in store for us?"Barbicane nor Nicholl answered."You do
not answer," continued Michel impatiently."There is nothing to answer," said Nicholl."Is
there nothing to try?""No," answered Barbicane.  "Do you pretend to fight
againstimpossible?""Why not?  Do one Frenchman and two Americans shrink from
suchword?""But what would you do?""Subdue this motion which is bearing us
away.""Subdue it?""Yes," continued Michel, getting animated, "or else alter it,employ it to
the accomplishment of our own ends.""And how?""That is your affair.  If artillerymen are
not masters of theirthey are not artillerymen.  If the projectile is tothe gunner, we had
better ram the gunner into the gun.faith! fine savants! who do not know what is to become
of usinducing me----""Inducing you!" cried Barbicane and Nicholl.  "Inducing you!do you
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mean by that?""No recrimination," said Michel.  "I do not complain, the trippleased me,
and the projectile agrees with me; but let us dothat is humanly possible to do the fall
somewhere, even ifon the moon.""We ask no better, my worthy Michel," replied
Barbicane, "butfail us.""We cannot alter the motion of the projectile?""No.""Nor diminish
its speed?""No.""Not even by lightening it, as they lighten an overloaded vessel?""What
would you throw out?" said Nicholl.  "We have no ballastboard; and indeed it seems to me
that if lightened it wouldmuch quicker.""Slower.""Quicker.""Neither slower nor quicker,"
said Barbicane, wishing to maketwo friends agree; "for we float is space, and must
noconsider specific weight.""Very well," cried Michel Ardan in a decided voice; "then
theirbut one thing to do.""What is it?" asked Nicholl."Breakfast," answered the cool,
audacious Frenchman, who alwaysup this solution at the most difficult juncture.any case,
if this operation had no influence on the's course, it could at least be tried without, and
even with success from a stomachic pointview.  Certainly Michel had none but good
ideas.breakfasted then at two in the morning; the hour mattered little.served his usual
repast, crowned by a glorious bottle drawnhis private cellar.  If ideas did not crowd on
their brains,must despair of the Chambertin of 1853.  The repast finished,began again.
Around the projectile, at an invariable, were the objects which had been thrown out.
Evidently, intranslatory motion round the moon, it had not passed throughatmosphere, for
the specific weight of these different objectshave checked their relative speed.the side of
the terrestrial sphere nothing was to be seen.earth was but a day old, having been new the
night before at; and two days must elapse before its crescent, freed fromsolar rays, would
serve as a clock to the Selenites, as inrotary movement each of its points after twenty-four
hoursthe same lunar meridian.the moon's side the sight was different; the orb shone in
allsplendor amid innumerable constellations, whose purity couldbe troubled by her rays.
On the disc, the plains werereturning to the dark tint which is seen from the earth.other
part of the nimbus remained brilliant, and in the midstthis general brilliancy Tycho shone
prominently like a sun.had no means of estimating the projectile's speed, butshowed that it
must uniformly decrease, according tolaws of mechanical reasoning.  Having admitted that
thewas describing an orbit around the moon, this orbitnecessarily be elliptical; science
proves that it must be so.motive body circulating round an attracting body fails inlaw.
Every orbit described in space is elliptical.  And whythe projectile of the Gun Club escape
this natural arrangement?elliptical orbits, the attracting body always occupies one offoci;
so that at one moment the satellite is nearer, and atfarther from the orb around which it
gravitates.  When theis nearest the sun she is in her perihelion; and in herat the farthest
point.  Speaking of the moon, she isto the earth in her perigee, and farthest from it
inapogee.  To use analogous expressions, with which the' language is enriched, if the
projectile remainsa satellite of the moon, we must say that it is in its"aposelene" at its
farthest point, and in its "periselene" atnearest.  In the latter case, the projectile would
attainmaximum of speed; and in the former its minimum.  It wasmoving toward its
aposelenitical point; and Barbicanereason to think that its speed would decrease up to this,
and then increase by degrees as it neared the moon.speed would even become _nil_, if this
point joined that ofattraction.  Barbicane studied the consequences of thesesituations, and
thinking what inference he could drawthem, when he was roughly disturbed by a cry from
Michel Ardan."By Jove!" he exclaimed, "I must admit we are down-right simpletons!""I
do not say we are not," replied Barbicane; "but why?""Because we have a very simple
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means of checking this speedis bearing us from the moon, and we do not use it!""And
what is the means?""To use the recoil contained in our rockets.""Done!" said Nicholl."We
have not used this force yet," said Barbicane, "it is true,we will do so.""When?" asked
Michel."When the time comes.  Observe, my friends, that in the positionby the projectile,
an oblique position with regard tolunar disc, our rockets, in slightly altering its
direction,turn it from the moon instead of drawing it nearer?""Just so," replied
Michel."Let us wait, then.  By some inexplicable influence, theis turning its base toward
the earth.  It is probableat the point of equal attraction, its conical cap will berigidly
toward the moon; at that moment we may hopeits speed will be _nil_; then will be the
moment to act,with the influence of our rockets we may perhapsa fall directly on the
surface of the lunar disc.""Bravo!" said Michel.  "What we did not do, what we could not
doour first passage at the dead point, because the projectilethen endowed with too great a
speed.""Very well reasoned," said Nicholl."Let us wait patiently," continued Barbicane.
"Putting everyon our side, and after having so much despaired, I mayI think we shall gain
our end."conclusion was a signal for Michel Ardan's hips and hurrahs.none of the
audacious boobies remembered the question thatthemselves had solved in the negative.
No! the moon is not; no! the moon is probably not habitable.  And yet theygoing to try
everything to reach her.single question remained to be solved.  At what precisethe
projectile would reach the point of equal attraction,which the travelers must play their last
card. In order tothis to within a few seconds, Barbicane had only toto his notes, and to
reckon the different heights taken onlunar parallels.  Thus the time necessary to travel over
thebetween the dead point and the south pole would be equalthe distance separating the
north pole from the dead point.hours representing the time traveled over were carefully,
and the calculation was easy.  Barbicane found that thiswould be reached at one in the
morning on the night of theth-8th of December.  So that, if nothing interfered with its, it
would reach the given point in twenty-two hours.rockets had primarily been placed to
check the fall of theupon the moon, and now they were going to employ thema directly
contrary purpose.  In any case they were ready,they had only to wait for the moment to set
fire to them."Since there is nothing else to be done," said Nicholl, "I
makeproposition.""What is it?" asked Barbicane."I propose to go to sleep.""What a
motion!" exclaimed Michel Ardan."It is forty hours since we closed our eyes," said
Nicholl."Some hours of sleep will restore our strength.""Never," interrupted
Michel."Well," continued Nicholl, "every one to his taste; I shall gosleep."  And stretching
himself on the divan, he soon snoreda forty-eight pounder."That Nicholl has a good deal
of sense," said Barbicane;"presently I shall follow his example."  Some moments after
hisbass supported the captain's baritone."Certainly," said Michel Ardan, finding himself
alone, "thesepeople have sometimes most opportune ideas."with his long legs stretched
out, and his great arms foldedhis head, Michel slept in his turn.this sleep could be neither
peaceful nor lasting, the mindsthese three men were too much occupied, and some hours
after,seven in the morning, all three were on foot at the same instant.projectile was still
leaving the moon, and turning itspart more and more toward her.explicable phenomenon,
but one which happily served's ends.hours more, and the moment for action would have
arrived.day seemed long.  However bold the travelers might be, theygreatly impressed by
the approach of that moment whichdecide all-- either precipitate their fall on to the
moon,forever chain them in an immutable orbit.  They counted theas they passed too slow
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for their wish; Barbicane andwere obstinately plunged in their calculations, Micheland
coming between the narrow walls, and watching thatmoon with a longing eye.times
recollections of the earth crossed their minds.  They sawmore their friends of the Gun
Club, and the dearest of all,. T. Maston.  At that moment, the honorable secretary must
behis post on the Rocky Mountains.  If he could see thethrough the glass of his gigantic
telescope, whathe think?  After seeing it disappear behind the moon'spole, he would see
them reappear by the north pole!must therefore be a satellite of a satellite!  Had J. T.given
this unexpected news to the world?  Was this the_denouement_ of this great
enterprise?the day passed without incident.  The terrestrialarrived.  The 8th of December
was beginning.hour more, and the point of equal attraction wouldreached.  What speed
would then animate the projectile?could not estimate it.  But no error could vitiate's
calculations.  At one in the morning this speedto be and would be _nil_., another
phenomenon would mark the projectile'spoint on the neutral line.  At that spot the two,
lunar and terrestrial, would be annulled.would "weigh" no more.  This singular fact, which
hadBarbicane and his companions so much in going, wouldrepeated on their return under
the very same conditions.this precise moment they must act.the projectile's conical top was
sensibly turned towardlunar disc, presented in such a way as to utilize the wholethe recoil
produced by the pressure of the rocket apparatus.chances were in favor of the travelers.  If
its speed wasannulled on this dead point, a decided movement towardmoon would suffice,
however slight, to determine its fall."Five minutes to one," said Nicholl."All is ready,"
replied Michel Ardan, directing a lighted matchthe flame of the gas."Wait!" said
Barbicane, holding his chronometer in his hand.that moment weight had no effect.  The
travelers felt inthe entire disappearance of it.  They were very nearneutral point, if they did
not touch it."One o'clock," said Barbicane.Ardan applied the lighted match to a train
inwith the rockets.  No detonation was heard ininside, for there was no air.  But, through
the scuttles,saw a prolonged smoke, the flames of which wereextinguished.projectile
sustained a certain shock, which was sensiblyin the interior.three friends looked and
listened without speaking, andbreathing.  One might have heard the beating of theiramid
this perfect silence."Are we falling?" asked Michel Ardan, at length."No," said Nicholl,
"since the bottom of the projectile is notto the lunar disc!"this moment, Barbicane, quitting
his scuttle, turned to hiscompanions.  He was frightfully pale, his forehead wrinkled,his
lips contracted."We are falling!" said he."Ah!" cried Michel Ardan, "on to the moon?""On
to the earth!""The devil!" exclaimed Michel Ardan, adding philosophically,"well, when we
came into this projectile we were very doubtfulto the ease with which we should get out
of it!"now this fearful fall had begun.  The speed retained hadthe projectile beyond the
dead point.  The explosion ofrockets could not divert its course.  This speed in
goingcarried it over the neutral line, and in returning had donesame thing.  The laws of
physics condemned it _to passevery point which it had already gone through_.  It
wasterrible fall, from a height of 160,000 miles, and no springsbreak it.  According to the
laws of gunnery, the projectilestrike the earth with a speed equal to that with which itthe
mouth of the Columbiad, a speed of 16,000 yards in thesecond.to give some figures of
comparison, it has been reckonedan object thrown from the top of the towers of Notre
Dame,height of which is only 200 feet, will arrive on theat a speed of 240 miles per hour.
Here the projectilestrike the earth with a speed of 115,200 miles per hour."We are lost!"
said Michel coolly."Very well! if we die," answered Barbicane, with a sort ofenthusiasm,
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"the results of our travels will bespread. It is His own secret that God willus!  In the other
life the soul will want to know nothing,of machines or engines!  It will be identified
withwisdom!""In fact," interrupted Michel Ardan, "the whole of the othermay well
console us for the loss of that inferior orbthe moon!"crossed his arms on his breast, with a
motion ofresignation, saying at the same time:"The will of heaven be
done!"XXSOUNDINGS OF THE SUSQUEHANNA, lieutenant, and our soundings?""I
think, sir, that the operation is nearing its completion,"Lieutenant Bronsfield.  "But who
would have thought ofsuch a depth so near in shore, and only 200 miles fromAmerican
coast?""Certainly, Bronsfield, there is a great depression," saidBlomsberry.  "In this spot
there is a submarine valleyby Humboldt's current, which skirts the coast of America asas
the Straits of Magellan.""These great depths," continued the lieutenant, "are notfor laying
telegraphic cables.  A level bottom, likesupporting the American cable between Valentia
and, is much better.""I agree with you, Bronsfield.  With your permission,, where are we
now?""Sir, at this moment we have 3,508 fathoms of line out, and thewhich draws the
sounding lead has not yet touched the; for if so, it would have come up of itself.""Brook's
apparatus is very ingenious," said Captain Blomsberry;"it gives us very exact
soundings.""Touch!" cried at this moment one of the men at the forewheel,was
superintending the operation.captain and the lieutenant mounted the quarterdeck."What
depth have we?" asked the captain."Three thousand six hundred and twenty-seven
fathoms," repliedlieutenant, entering it in his notebook."Well, Bronsfield," said the captain,
"I will take downresult.  Now haul in the sounding line.  It will be theof some hours.  In
that time the engineer can light the, and we shall be ready to start as soon as youfinished.
It is ten o'clock, and with your permission,, I will turn in.""Do so, sir; do so!" replied the
lieutenant obligingly.captain of the Susquehanna, as brave a man as need be, andhumble
servant of his officers, returned to his cabin, tookbrandy-grog, which earned for the
steward no end of praise,turned in, not without having complimented his servant
uponmaking beds, and slept a peaceful sleep.was then ten at night.  The eleventh day of
the month ofwas drawing to a close in a magnificent night.Susquehanna, a corvette of 500
horse-power, of the Unitednavy, was occupied in taking soundings in the Pacificabout 200
miles off the American coast, following thatpeninsula which stretches down the coast of
Mexico.wind had dropped by degrees.  There was no disturbance inair.  The pennant hung
motionless from the maintop-gallant-truck.Jonathan Blomsberry (cousin-german of
Colonel, one of the most ardent supporters of the Gun Club,had married an aunt of the
captain and daughter of anKentucky merchant)-- Captain Blomsberry could not havefor
finer weather in which to bring to a close hisoperations of sounding.  His corvette had not
even feltgreat tempest, which by sweeping away the groups of cloudsthe Rocky
Mountains, had allowed them to observe the coursethe famous projectile.went well, and
with all the fervor of a Presbyterian,did not forget to thank heaven for it.  The series
oftaken by the Susquehanna, had for its aim the findinga favorable spot for the laying of a
submarine cable tothe Hawaiian Islands with the coast of America.was a great
undertaking, due to the instigation of acompany.  Its managing director, the intelligent
Cyrus, purposed even covering all the islands of Oceanica withvast electrical network, an
immense enterprise, and one worthyAmerican genius.the corvette Susquehanna had been
confided the firstof sounding.  It was on the night of the 11th-12th of, she was in exactly
27@ 7' north latitude, and 41@ 37'longitude, on the meridian of Washington.moon, then
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in her last quarter, was beginning to rise abovehorizon.the departure of Captain
Blomsberry, the lieutenant andofficers were standing together on the poop.  On theof the
moon, their thoughts turned to that orb whicheyes of a whole hemisphere were
contemplating.  The bestglasses could not have discovered the projectile wanderingits
hemisphere, and yet all were pointed toward thatdisc which millions of eyes were looking
at at themoment."They have been gone ten days," said Lieutenant Bronsfieldlast.  "What
has become of them?""They have arrived, lieutenant," exclaimed a young
midshipman,"and they are doing what all travelers do when they arrive in acountry, taking
a walk!""Oh!  I am sure of that, if you tell me so, my young friend,"Lieutenant Bronsfield,
smiling."But," continued another officer, "their arrival cannotdoubted.  The projectile was
to reach the moon when fullthe 5th at midnight.  We are now at the 11th of December,
whichsix days.  And in six times twenty-four hours, without, one would have time to settle
comfortably.  I fancy Imy brave countrymen encamped at the bottom of some valley,the
borders of a Selenite stream, near a projectile half-buriedits fall amid volcanic rubbish,
Captain Nicholl beginning hisoperations, President Barbicane writing out his notes,Michel
Ardan embalming the lunar solitudes with the perfumehis----""Yes! it must be so, it is so!"
exclaimed the young midshipman,up to a pitch of enthusiasm by this ideal description
ofsuperior officer."I should like to believe it," replied the lieutenant, who wasunmoved.
"Unfortunately direct news from the lunar worldstill wanting.""Beg pardon, lieutenant,"
said the midshipman, "but cannotBarbicane write?"burst of laughter greeted this
answer."No letters!" continued the young man quickly.  "The postalhas something to see
to there.""Might it not be the telegraphic service that is at fault?"one of the officers
ironically."Not necessarily," replied the midshipman, not at all confused."But it is very
easy to set up a graphic communication withearth.""And how?""By means of the telescope
at Long's Peak.  You know it bringsmoon to within four miles of the Rocky Mountains,
and thatshows objects on its surface of only nine feet in diameter.well; let our industrious
friends construct a giant; let them write words three fathoms long, and sentencesmiles
long, and then they can send us news of themselves."young midshipman, who had a
certain amount of imagination,loudly applauded; Lieutenant Bronsfield allowing that
thewas possible, but observing that if by these means theyreceive news from the lunar
world they could not send anythe terrestrial, unless the Selenites had instruments fittaking
distant observations at their disposal."Evidently," said one of the officers; "but what has
become oftravelers? what they have done, what they have seen, thatall must interest us.
Besides, if the experiment has(which I do not doubt), they will try it again.Columbiad is
still sunk in the soil of Florida.  It is nowa question of powder and shot; and every time the
moon isher zenith a cargo of visitors may be sent to her.""It is clear," replied Lieutenant
Bronsfield, "that J. T. Mastonone day join his friends.""If he will have me," cried the
midshipman, "I am ready!""Oh! volunteers will not be wanting," answered Bronsfield;
"andit were allowed, half of the earth's inhabitants wouldto the moon!"conversation
between the officers of the Susquehanna wasup until nearly one in the morning.  We
cannot say whatsystems were broached, what inconsistent theoriesby these bold spirits.
Since Barbicane's attempt,seemed impossible to the Americans.  They had alreadyan
expedition, not only of savants, but of a wholetoward the Selenite borders, and a complete
army,of infantry, artillery, and cavalry, to conquer theworld.one in the morning, the
hauling in of the sounding-line wasyet completed; 1,670 fathoms were still out, which
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wouldsome hours' work.  According to the commander's orders,fires had been lighted, and
steam was being got up.Susquehanna could have started that very instant.that moment (it
was seventeen minutes past one in the) Lieutenant Bronsfield was preparing to leave the
watchreturn to his cabin, when his attention was attracted by ahissing noise.  His comrades
and himself first thoughtthis hissing was caused by the letting off of steam; buttheir heads,
they found that the noise was produced inhighest regions of the air.  They had not time to
questionother before the hissing became frightfully intense, andthere appeared to their
dazzled eyes an enormous, ignited by the rapidity of its course and its frictionthe
atmospheric strata.fiery mass grew larger to their eyes, and fell, withnoise of thunder,
upon the bowsprit, which it smashed closethe stem, and buried itself in the waves with a
deafening roar!few feet nearer, and the Susquehanna would have foundered withon
board!this instant Captain Blomsberry appeared, half-dressed, andon to the forecastle-
deck, whither all the officers had, exclaimed, "With your permission, gentlemen,
whathappened?"the midshipman, making himself as it were the echo of the, cried,
"Commander, it is `they' come back again!"XXI. T. MASTON RECALLED"It is `they'
come back again!" the young midshipman had said,every one had understood him.  No
one doubted but that thewas the projectile of the Gun Club.  As to the travelersit enclosed,
opinions were divided regarding their fate."They are dead!" said one."They are alive!" said
another; "the crater is deep, and thewas deadened.""But they must have wanted air,"
continued a third speaker;"they must have died of suffocation.""Burned!" replied a fourth;
"the projectile was nothing but anmass as it crossed the atmosphere.""What does it
matter!" they exclaimed unanimously; "living or, we must pull them out!"Captain
Blomsberry had assembled his officers, and "withpermission," was holding a council.
They must decide uponto be done immediately.  The more hasty ones were forup the
projectile.  A difficult operation, though not anone.  But the corvette had no proper
machinery, whichbe both fixed and powerful; so it was resolved that theyput in at the
nearest port, and give information to theClub of the projectile's fall.determination was
unanimous.  The choice of the port hadbe discussed.  The neighboring coast had no
anchorage on@ latitude.  Higher up, above the peninsula of Monterey, standsimportant
town from which it takes its name; but, seated onborders of a perfect desert, it was not
connected with theby a network of telegraphic wires, and electricitycould spread these
important news fast enough.degrees above opened the bay of San Francisco.  Through
theof the gold country communication would be easy with theof the Union.  And in less
than two days the Susquehanna,putting on high pressure, could arrive in that port.  She
muststart at once.fires were made up; they could set off immediately.thousand fathoms of
line were still out, which Captain, not wishing to lose precious time in hauling in,to
cut."we will fasten the end to a buoy," said he, "and that buoy willus the exact spot where
the projectile fell.""Besides," replied Lieutenant Bronsfield, "we have our situation- 27@
7' north latitude and 41@ 37' west longitude.""Well, Mr. Bronsfield," replied the captain,
"now, with your, we will have the line cut."strong buoy, strengthened by a couple of
spars, was thrownthe ocean.  The end of the rope was carefully lashed to it;, left solely to
the rise and fall of the billows, the buoynot sensibly deviate from the spot.this moment the
engineer sent to inform the captain thatwas up and they could start, for which agreeablethe
captain thanked him.  The course was thennorth-northeast, and the corvette, wearing,
steered atsteam direct for San Francisco.  It was three in the morning.hundred and fifty
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miles to cross; it was nothing for a goodlike the Susquehanna.  In thirty-six hours she had
covereddistance; and on the 14th of December, at twenty-sevenpast one at night, she
entered the bay of San Francisco.the sight of a ship of the national navy arriving at full
speed,her bowsprit broken, public curiosity was greatly roused.dense crowd soon
assembled on the quay, waiting for themdisembark.casting anchor, Captain Blomsberry
and Lieutenantentered an eight-pared cutter, which soon broughtto land.jumped on to the
quay."The telegraph?" they asked, without answering one of thequestions addressed to
them.officer of the port conducted them to the telegraph officea concourse of spectators.
Blomsberry and Bronsfield, while the crowd crushed each other at the door.minutes later a
fourfold telegram was sent out--the firstthe Naval Secretary at Washington; the second to
thepresident of the Gun Club, Baltimore; the third to the Hon.. T. Maston, Long's Peak,
Rocky Mountains; and the fourth tosub-director of the Cambridge Observatory,
Massachusetts.was worded as follows:20@ 7' north latitude, and 41@ 37' west longitude,
on theth of December, at seventeen minutes past one in the morning,projectile of the
Columbiad fell into the Pacific.instructions.-- BLOMSBERRY, Commander
Susquehanna.minutes afterward the whole town of San Francisco learnednews.  Before six
in the evening the different States of thehad heard the great catastrophe; and after
midnight, bycable, the whole of Europe knew the result of the greatexperiment.  We will
not attempt to picture the effecton the entire world by that unexpected
denouement.receipt of the telegram the Naval Secretary telegraphed toSusquehanna to
wait in the bay of San Francisco withouther fires.  Day and night she must be readyput to
sea.Cambridge observatory called a special meeting; and, withcomposure which
distinguishes learned bodies in general,discussed the scientific bearings of the question.the
Gun Club there was an explosion.  All the gunnersassembled.  Vice-President the Hon.
Wilcome was in theof reading the premature dispatch, in which J. T. MastonBelfast
announced that the projectile had just been seen ingigantic reflector of Long's Peak, and
also that it was heldlunar attraction, and was playing the part of under satellitethe lunar
world.know the truth on that point.on the arrival of Blomsberry's dispatch, so decidelyJ.
T. Maston's telegram, two parties were formedthe bosom of the Gun Club.  On one side
were those whothe fall of the projectile, and consequently the returnthe travelers; on the
other, those who believed in theof Long's Peak, concluded that the commander of thehad
made a mistake.  To the latter the pretendedwas nothing but a meteor! nothing but a
meteor, aglobe, which in its fall had smashed the bows ofcorvette.  It was difficult to
answer this argument, forspeed with which it was animated must have made
observationdifficult.  The commander of the Susquehanna and hermight have made a
mistake in all good faith; one argument, was in their favor, namely, that if the projectile
hadon the earth, its place of meeting with the terrestrialcould only take place on this 27@
north latitude, and(taking into consideration the time that had elapsed, and themotion of
the earth) between the 41@ and the 42@ oflongitude.  In any case, it was decided in the
Gun ClubBlomsberry brothers, Bilsby, and Major Elphinstone shouldstraight to San
Francisco, and consult as to the means ofthe projectile from the depths of the
ocean.devoted men set off at once; and the railroad, which willcross the whole of Central
America, took them as far as St., where the swift mail-coaches awaited them.  Almost at
themoment in which the Secretary of Marine, the vice-presidentthe Gun Club, and the sub-
director of the Observatory receiveddispatch from San Francisco, the Honorable J. T.
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Maston wasthe greatest excitement he had ever experienced in his, an excitement which
even the bursting of his pet gun, whichmore than once nearly cost him his life, had not
caused him.may remember that the secretary of the Gun Club had startedafter the
projectile (and almost as quickly) for the stationLong's Peak, in the Rocky Mountains, J.
Belfast, director of theObservatory, accompanying him.  Arrived there, the twohad
installed themselves at once, never quitting theof their enormous telescope.  We know that
this gigantichad been set up according to the reflecting system,by the English "front view."
This arrangement subjectedobjects to but one reflection, making the view
consequentlyclearer; the result was that, when they were taking, J. T. Maston and Belfast
were placed in the _upper_of the instrument and not in the lower, which they reacheda
circular staircase, a masterpiece of lightness, while belowopened a metal well terminated
by the metallic mirror,measured two hundred and eighty feet in depth.was on a narrow
platform placed above the telescope that thesavants passed their existence, execrating the
day which hidmoon from their eyes, and the clouds which obstinatelyher during the night.,
then, was their delight when, after some days of waiting,the night of the 5th of December,
they saw the vehicle whichbearing their friends into space!  To this delight succeededgreat
deception, when, trusting to a cursory observation, theytheir first telegram to the world,
erroneouslythat the projectile had become a satellite of the, gravitating in an immutable
orbit.that moment it had never shown itself to their eyes-- aall the more easily explained,
as it was thenbehind the moon's invisible disc; but when it was timeit to reappear on the
visible disc, one may imagine theof the fuming J. T. Maston and his not lesscompanion.
Each minute of the night they thoughtsaw the projectile once more, and they did not see
it.constant discussions and violent disputes between them,affirming that the projectile
could not be seen, J. T.maintaining that "it had put his eyes out.""It is the projectile!"
repeated J. T. Maston."No," answered Belfast; "it is an avalanche detached from
amountain.""Well, we shall see it to-morrow.""No, we shall not see it any more.  It is
carried into space.""Yes!""No!"at these moments, when contradictions rained like hail,
theknown irritability of the secretary of the Gun Cluba permanent danger for the
Honorable Belfast.existence of these two together would soon have become; but an
unforseen event cut short theirdiscussions.the night, from the 14th to the 15th of
December, the twofriends were busy observing the lunar disc, J. T.abusing the learned
Belfast as usual, who was by his; the secretary of the Gun Club maintaining for thetime
that he had just seen the projectile, and addinghe could see Michel Ardan's face looking
through one of the, at the same time enforcing his argument by a series ofwhich his
formidable hook rendered very unpleasant.this moment Belfast's servant appeared on the
platform (itten at night) and gave him a dispatch.  It was the commanderthe Susquehanna's
telegram.tore the envelope and read, and uttered a cry."What!" said J. T. Maston."The
projectile!""Well!""Has fallen to the earth!"cry, this time a perfect howl, answered him.
He turnedJ. T. Maston.  The unfortunate man, imprudently leaningthe metal tube, had
disappeared in the immense telescope.fall of two hundred and eighty feet!  Belfast,
dismayed,to the orifice of the reflector.breathed.  J. T. Maston, caught by his metal hook,
wason by one of the rings which bound the telescope, uttering fearful cries.called.  Help
was brought, tackle was let down, and theyup, not without some trouble, the imprudent
secretary ofGun Club.reappeared at the upper orifice without hurt."Ah!" said he, "if I had
broken the mirror?""You would have paid for it," replied Belfast severely."And that
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cursed projectile has fallen?" asked J. T. Maston."Into the Pacific!""Let us go!"quarter of
an hour after the two savants were descending theof the Rocky Mountains; and two days
after, at thetime as their friends of the Gun Club, they arrived at San, having killed five
horses on the road., the brothers Blomsberry, and Bilsby rushed towardon their
arrival."What shall we do?" they exclaimed."Fish up the projectile," replied J. T. Maston,
"and the soonerbetter."XXIIFROM THE SEAspot where the projectile sank under the
waves was exactly; but the machinery to grasp it and bring it to the surfacethe ocean was
still wanting.  It must first be invented,made.  American engineers could not be troubled
withtrifles.  The grappling-irons once fixed, by their helpwere sure to raise it in spite of its
weight, which wasby the density of the liquid in which it was plunged.fishing-up the
projectile was not the only thing to be thought of.must act promptly in the interest of the
travelers.  No onethat they were still living."Yes," repeated J. T. Maston incessantly,
whose confidenceover everybody, "our friends are clever people, and theyhave fallen like
simpletons.  They are alive, quite alive;we must make haste if we wish to find them so.
Food anddo not trouble me; they have enough for a long while.air, air, that is what they
will soon want; so quick, quick!"they did go quick.  They fitted up the Susquehanna for
herdestination.  Her powerful machinery was brought to bearthe hauling-chains.  The
aluminum projectile only weighed,250 pounds, a weight very inferior to that of the
transatlanticwhich had been drawn up under similar conditions.  The onlywas in fishing up
a cylindro-conical projectile, theof which were so smooth as to offer no hold for the
hooks.that account Engineer Murchison hastened to San Francisco,had some enormous
grappling-irons fixed on an automatic, which would never let the projectile go if it oncein
seizing it in its powerful claws.  Diving-dressesalso prepared, which through this
impervious covering alloweddivers to observe the bottom of the sea.  He also had put
onan apparatus of compressed air very cleverly designed.were perfect chambers pierced
with scuttles, which, withlet into certain compartments, could draw it down intodepths.
These apparatuses were at San Francisco, wherehad been used in the construction of a
submarine breakwater;very fortunately it was so, for there was no time toany.  But in spite
of the perfection of the machinery,spite of the ingenuity of the savants entrusted with the
usethem, the success of the operation was far from being certain.great were the chances
against them, the projectile being,000 feet under the water!  And if even it was brought to
the, how would the travelers have borne the terrible shock20,000 feet of water had
perhaps not sufficiently broken?any rate they must act quickly.  J. T. Maston hurried
theday and night.  He was ready to don the diving-dress, or try the air apparatus, in order
to reconnoiter theof his courageous friends.in spite of all the diligence displayed in
preparing theengines, in spite of the considerable sum placed atdisposal of the Gun Club
by the Government of the Union,long days (five centuries!) elapsed before the
preparationscomplete.  During this time public opinion was excited tohighest pitch.
Telegrams were exchanged incessantlythe entire world by means of wires and electric
cables.saving of Barbicane, Nicholl, and Michel Ardan was anaffair.  Every one who had
subscribed to the Gunwas directly interested in the welfare of the travelers.length the
hauling-chains, the air-chambers, and thegrappling-irons were put on board.  J. T.
Maston,Murchison, and the delegates of the Gun Club, werein their cabins.  They had but
to start, which they didthe 21st of December, at eight o'clock at night, the corvettewith a
beautiful sea, a northeasterly wind, and rathercold.  The whole population of San
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Francisco was gatheredthe quay, greatly excited but silent, reserving their hurrahsthe
return.  Steam was fully up, and the screw of thecarried them briskly out of the bay.is
needless to relate the conversations on board betweenofficers, sailors, and passengers.  All
these men had butthought.  All these hearts beat under the same emotion.they were
hastening to help them, what were Barbicane andcompanions doing?  What had become of
them?  Were they able toany bold maneuver to regain their liberty?  None could say.truth
is that every attempt must have failed!  Immersed nearlymiles under the ocean, this metal
prison defied every effortits prisoners.the 23rd inst., at eight in the morning, after a rapid,
the Susquehanna was due at the fatal spot.  They musttill twelve to take the reckoning
exactly.  The buoywhich the sounding line had been lashed had not yetrecognized.twelve,
Captain Blomsberry, assisted by his officers whothe observations, took the reckoning in
theof the delegates of the Gun Club.  Then there was aof anxiety.  Her position decided,
the Susquehanna wasto be some minutes westward of the spot where thehad disappeared
beneath the waves.ship's course was then changed so as to reach this exact point.forty-
seven minutes past twelve they reached the buoy; it wasperfect condition, and must have
shifted but little."At last!" exclaimed J. T. Maston."Shall we begin?" asked Captain
Blomsberry."Without losing a second."precaution was taken to keep the corvette
almostmotionless.  Before trying to seize the projectile,Murchison wanted to find its exact
position at theof the ocean.  The submarine apparatus destined for thiswas supplied with
air.  The working of these enginesnot without danger, for at 20,000 feet below the surface
ofwater, and under such great pressure, they were exposed to, the consequences of which
would be dreadful.. T. Maston, the brothers Blomsberry, and Engineer Murchison,heeding
these dangers, took their places in thechamber.  The commander, posted on his bridge,
superintendedoperation, ready to stop or haul in the chains on thesignal.  The screw had
been shipped, and the wholeof the machinery collected on the capstan would havedrawn
the apparatus on board.  The descent began atfive minutes past one at night, and the
chamber,under by the reservoirs full of water, disappearedthe surface of the
ocean.emotion of the officers and sailors on board was nowbetween the prisoners in the
projectile and thein the submarine apparatus.  As to the latter, theythemselves, and, glued
to the windows of the scuttles,watched the liquid mass through which they were
passing.descent was rapid.  At seventeen minutes past two, J. T.and his companions had
reached the bottom of the Pacific;they saw nothing but an arid desert, no longer animated
byfauna or flora.  By the light of their lamps, furnishedpowerful reflectors, they could see
the dark beds of thefor a considerable extent of view, but the projectile wasto be
seen.impatience of these bold divers cannot be described, andan electrical communication
with the corvette, they madesignal already agreed upon, and for the space of a mile
themoved their chamber along some yards above the bottom.they explored the whole
submarine plain, deceived at everyby optical illusions which almost broke their hearts.a
rock, there a projection from the ground, seemed to bemuch-sought-for projectile; but
their mistake was soon, and then they were in despair."But where are they? where are
they?" cried J. T. Maston.  And theman called loudly upon Nicholl, Barbicane, and Michel
Ardan,if his unfortunate friends could either hear or answer himsuch an impenetrable
medium!  The search continued underconditions until the vitiated air compelled the divers
to ascend.hauling in began about six in the evening, and was not endedmidnight."To-
morrow," said J. T. Maston, as he set foot on the bridge ofcorvette."Yes," answered
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Captain Blomsberry."And on another spot?""Yes.". T. Maston did not doubt of their final
success, but his, no longer upheld by the excitement of the first, understood all the
difficulty of the enterprise.seemed easy at San Francisco, seemed here in the widealmost
impossible.  The chances of success diminished inproportion; and it was from chance alone
that the meetingthe projectile might be expected.next day, the 24th, in spite of the fatigue
of the previous, the operation was renewed.  The corvette advanced someto westward,
and the apparatus, provided with air, boresame explorers to the depths of the ocean.whole
day passed in fruitless research; the bed of the seaa desert.  The 25th brought no other
result, nor the 26th.was disheartening.  They thought of those unfortunates shutin the
projectile for twenty-six days.  Perhaps at thatthey were experiencing the first approach of
suffocation;is, if they had escaped the dangers of their fall.  The airspent, and doubtless
with the air all their _morale_."The air, possibly," answered J. T. Maston resolutely,
"but_morale_ never!"the 28th, after two more days of search, all hope was gone.projectile
was but an atom in the immensity of the ocean.must give up all idea of finding it.J. T.
Maston would not hear of going away.  He would notthe place without at least
discovering the tomb offriends.  But Commander Blomsberry could no longer persist,in
spite of the exclamations of the worthy secretary, wasto give the order to sail.the 29th of
December, at nine A.M., the Susquehanna, heading, resumed her course to the bay of San
Francisco.was ten in the morning; the corvette was under half-steam, aswas regretting to
leave the spot where the catastrophe hadplace, when a sailor, perched on the main-top-
gallant, watching the sea, cried suddenly:"A buoy on the lee bow!"officers looked in the
direction indicated, and by the helptheir glasses saw that the object signalled had theof one
of those buoys which are used to mark theof bays or rivers.  But, singularly to say, a
flagon the wind surmounted its cone, which emerged fivesix feet out of water.  This buoy
shone under the raysthe sun as if it had been made of plates of silver.Blomsberry, J. T.
Maston, and the delegates of the Gunwere mounted on the bridge, examining this object
strayingrandom on the waves.looked with feverish anxiety, but in silence.  None
daredexpression to the thoughts which came to the minds of all.corvette approached to
within two cables' lengths of the object.shudder ran through the whole crew.  That flag
was theflag!this moment a perfect howling was heard; it was the brave J.. Maston who had
just fallen all in a heap.  Forgetting on thehand that his right arm had been replaced by an
iron hook,on the other that a simple gutta-percha cap covered hisbox, he had given himself
a formidable blow.hurried toward him, picked him up, restored him to life.what were his
first words?"Ah! trebly brutes! quadruply idiots! quintuply boobies that we are!""What is
it?" exclaimed everyone around him."What is it?""Come, speak!""It is, simpletons,"
howled the terrible secretary, "it is thatprojectile only weighs 19,250
pounds!""Well?""And that it displaces twenty-eight tons, or in other words,000 pounds,
and that consequently _it floats_!"! what stress the worthy man had laid on the verb
"float!"it was true!  All, yes! all these savants had forgottenfundamental law, namely, that
on account of its specific, the projectile, after having been drawn by its fallthe greatest
depths of the ocean, must naturally return tosurface.  And now it was floating quietly at
the mercy ofwaves.boats were put to sea.  J. T. Maston and his friends hadinto them!
Excitement was at its height!  Every heartloudly while they advanced to the projectile.
What didcontain?  Living or dead?, yes! living, at least unless death had struckand his two
friends since they had hoisted the flag.silence reigned on the boats.  All were breathless.no
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longer saw.  One of the scuttles of the projectile was open.pieces of glass remained in the
frame, showing that it hadbroken.  This scuttle was actually five feet above the water.boat
came alongside, that of J. T. Maston, and J. T. Mastonto the broken window.that moment
they heard a clear and merry voice, the voice ofArdan, exclaiming in an accent of
triumph:"White all, Barbicane, white all!", Michel Ardan, and Nicholl were playing at
dominoes!XXIIIENDmay remember the intense sympathy which had accompanied theon
their departure.  If at the beginning of thethey had excited such emotion both in the old
andworld, with what enthusiasm would they be received onreturn!  The millions of
spectators which had besetpeninsula of Florida, would they not rush to meet
theseadventurers?  Those legions of strangers, hurrying fromparts of the globe toward the
American shores, would theythe Union without having seen Barbicane, Nicholl,
andArdan?  No! and the ardent passion of the public wasto respond worthily to the
greatness of the enterprise.creatures who had left the terrestrial sphere, and returnedthis
strange voyage into celestial space, could not failbe received as the prophet Elias would be
if he came backearth.  To see them first, and then to hear them, such wasuniversal
longing., Michel Ardan, Nicholl, and the delegates of the Gun, returning without delay to
Baltimore, were received withenthusiasm.  The notes of President Barbicane'swere ready
to be given to the public.  The New York_Herald_ bought the manuscript at a price not
yet known, butmust have been very high.  Indeed, during the publication"A Journey to the
Moon," the sale of this paper amounted tomillions of copies.  Three days after the return
oftravelers to the earth, the slightest detail of theirwas known.  There remained nothing
more but to seeheroes of this superhuman enterprise.expedition of Barbicane and his
friends round the moon hadthem to correct the many admitted theories regarding
thesatellite.  These savants had observed _de visu_,under particular circumstances.  They
knew what systemsbe rejected, what retained with regard to the formationthat orb, its
origin, its habitability.  Its past, present,future had even given up their last secrets.  Who
couldobjections against conscientious observers, who at lesstwenty-four miles distance
had marked that curious mountainTycho, the strangest system of lunar orography?  How
answersavants whose sight had penetrated the abyss of's circle?  How contradict those
bold ones whom the chancestheir enterprise had borne over that invisible face of the,
which no human eye until then had ever seen?  It was nowturn to impose some limit on
that selenographic science,had reconstructed the lunar world as Cuvier did theof a fossil,
and say, "The moon _was_ this, a habitable, inhabited before the earth.  The moon _is_
that, a world, and now uninhabited."celebrate the return of its most illustrious member and
hiscompanions, the Gun Club decided upon giving a banquet, butbanquet worthy of the
conquerors, worthy of the American, and under such conditions that all the inhabitants
ofUnion could directly take part in it.the head lines of railroads in the States were joined
byrails; and on all the platforms, lined with the same, and decorated with the same
ornaments, were tables laidall served alike.  At certain hours, successively, marked by
electric clocks which beat the seconds atsame time, the population were invited to take
their placesthe banquet tables.  For four days, from the 5th to the 9thJanuary, the trains
were stopped as they are on Sundays onrailways of the United States, and every road was
open.engine only at full speed, drawing a triumphal carriage, hadright of traveling for
those four days on the railroads ofUnited States.engine was manned by a driver and a
stoker, and bore, byfavor, the Hon. J. T. Maston, secretary of the Gun Club.carriage was
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reserved for President Barbicane, Colonel, and Michel Ardan.  At the whistle of the driver,
amidhurrahs, and all the admiring vociferations of the American, the train left the platform
of Baltimore.  It traveleda speed of one hundred and sixty miles in the hour.  But whatthis
speed compared with that which had carried the threefrom the mouth of the
Columbiad?they sped from one town to the other, finding wholeat table on their road,
saluting them with the same, lavishing the same bravos!  They traveled in thisthrough the
east of the Union, Pennsylvania, Connecticut,, Vermont, Maine, and New Hampshire; the
north andby New York, Ohio, Michigan, and Wisconsin; returning tosouth by Illinois,
Missouri, Arkansas, Texas, and Louisiana;went to the southeast by Alabama and Florida,
going up byand the Carolinas, visiting the center by Tennessee,, Virginia, and Indiana,
and, after quitting thestation, re-entered Baltimore, where for four dayswould have
thought that the United States of America wereat one immense banquet, saluting them
simultaneously withsame hurrahs!  The apotheosis was worthy of these threewhom fable
would have placed in the rank of demigods.now will this attempt, unprecedented in the
annals of, lead to any practical result?  Will directwith the moon ever be established?  Will
theylay the foundation of a traveling service through theworld?  Will they go from one
planet to another, fromto Mercury, and after awhile from one star to another,the Polar to
Sirius?  Will this means of locomotion allowto visit those suns which swarm in the
firmament?such questions no answer can be given.  But knowing the boldof the Anglo-
Saxon race, no one would be astonished ifAmericans seek to make some use of President
Barbicane's attempt., some time after the return of the travelers, the publicwith marked
favor the announcement of a company,, with a capital of a hundred million of dollars,
divideda hundred thousand shares of a thousand dollars each, undername of the "National
Company of Interstellary Communication.", Barbicane; vice-president, Captain Nicholl;
secretary,. T. Maston; director of movements, Michel Ardan.as it is part of the American
temperament to foreseein business, even failure, the Honorable Harry, judge
commissioner, and Francis Drayton, magistrate,nominated beforehand!


